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PREFACE.
It seems desirable to premise to the following Address

some account of the occasion on which it was delivered,
and of the nature of the Establishment with which it
is

connected.

The

vast increase of that

superior portion

of the

middle classes of society, which the general diffusion
of intellectual cultivation has now brought within its
full operation, and has naturally inspired with the desire to impart to their offspring all the advantages of a
superior education, evidently requires in the present
age a considerable extension of the means of affbr ung
such an education. Our elder Universities, indeed admirable as they are in themselves, and justly as hey
must ever claim from the younger institutions, a rich
may strive at a humble distance to follow their Light
examples, a filial reverence and regard*, are yet, from
the necessary limitation of their numbers, from their
local circumstances, and from the conditions of expense
whirh the general concourse of the first youth of the
country can hardly fail to impose (even under any sy-

stem of discipline) upon such establishments, restricted
great measure to the higher and wealthier classes
exclusively; far beyond which, the actual demand for
similar advantages of education now appears to he diffused,
a demand which can only effectually be met by
the multiplication of establishments for such an education throughout those larger cities which constitute the
metropolitan centres of extensive districts, and which
may thus by local circumstances, and by an organization
in

—

• These younger Institutions, deriving as they must from
li aim
metres, their most efficient instructors, end the
soundest models of discipline, must evei !"• reedy gratefull)
to ftp ply ti> them the language adopted .'- s motto \>\ one
of them, "llinc luceou si poculs tacnu"
mii

i

a 3

;
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especially directed to this object, more readily, more
widely, and more cheaply, extend the advantages they
offer.

Bristol,

the natural metropolis of our south-western

and long the second city of our empire, presents a local point which cannot but appear highly favourable for undertaking such an establishment and
with such views has Bristol College been instituted
and its founders have been encouraged by auspices derived from many local recollections.
Grocinus, the
distinguished friend of Erasmus, the earnest explorer
counties,

:

of the classical stores of Italy, at the period of the
revival of learning, and himself one of the first restorers of Grecian literature in this country, was a
Citizen of Bristol. In Poetry this city claims the
memory of Chatterton, and the living fame of Southey
in Painting she boasts of her Lawrence and Bird
and
in Sculpture, of the surviving talents of Baily as to Science, it may be mentioned that it was here that the then
young Davy commenced his chemical career as the assistant of Beddoes. To develope such minds, and to increase their opportunities of finding appropriate cultivation, is the great object and the fond hope of such
institutions as the College recently founded.
This College has been established by the joint subscriptions of a proprietary body.
It has been placed
under the superintendence of a Principal and Vice
Principal, who are Graduates of the University of Cambridge
Dr. Jerrard, late Classical Tutor of Cains College, and Mr. Butterton, Fellow of St. John's.
The College was only opened on the 17th January, 1881
but it
may be satisfactory to subjoin a short statement of the
course of instruction intended to be pursued, and even
at this early period very efficiently entered upon.
/;/ Classics, the same Authors are read, and with the
same critical accuracy, as at the Universities of Oxford
and Cambridge. Sophocles and Euiipides, Thucydides,
Demosthenes and Xenophon, Tacitus, Cicero, Juvenal,
Horace, and Virgil's Gcorgics, have been hitherto the
;

;

:

;

:
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iEschylus, Aristophanes
subjects of regular lectures.
and Plato have also been read. Much attention is given
to composition in Greek, Latin and English, as also

and General Literature.
In Mathematics, the Students have hitherto been
chiefly occupied with Euclid and Bourdon's Algebra.
The Integral and Differential Calculus and Mechanics
have however been already lectured in at the College.
[This course is to be extended to the Mecanique Analytiqae of Lagrange, and the Mecanique Celeste of Laplace. The most important parts of Newton's Principia

to History

will also be read.]

In Metaphysics, the text-book

is

Locke, and reference

made to all the most eminent British metaphysicians.
The subject of the Grecian Logic is occasionally intro-

is

duced. [In Ethics, besides Paley's Moral Philosophy, it
is intended, in order to pursue the connection of this
science with Theology, to adopt Butler's Analogy as a
standard work.]
Professors of French, German and Italian, have been
appointed. In the first of these languages a large Class
has already been formed.
The Lectures on the Greek Testament consist chiefly
of critical explanations of the text, and of such illustrations of

it

as are afforded

by the works of Michaelis,

Lardner, Schleusner, and Paley (whose Evidences and

Hone

Paulina? are

much

used).

Every morning before the commencement of Lectures
the Students arc all assembled to hear a portion of the
Scriptures read by the Principal.
Such is a sketch of what is actually done at the Bristol College within little more than tour months after its
opening. It is expected that arrangements will shortly
be made for Lectures in the Oriental Languages, as also
in Geology, Chemistry, and other branches of science.
In order to complete their plan, the Council ha\r i.
solved to establish a Junior department of the Bristol
This is to open on the ut of September
College.
next, under the direction of J. I'riee. M.A., of Si. John »
College Cambridge.

Mill

—
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With reference to the more immediate occasion of the
course of Theological Lectures, to which the following
Inaugural Address forms the introduction, it is only
necessary to observe, that as it was desired to place the
Institution on the most extensively useful and liberal
basis, impartial admission to all the advantages it
offers is conceded without distinction to the members
of different religious communities.
At the same time,
a large portion of the Council (being members of the
Established Church) have felt it their duty in no manner
to neglect the providing sufficient means for the religious
instruction of the Pupils belonging to the same in the
tenets of that Church.
To this effect the Seventh
Article of the general constitution of the College declares
"That the Institution shall be open to Students of all
religious denominations without preference or distinction
but that it shall be competent to a committee, consisting of those members of the Council who are also
members of the Church of England, to institute lectures
and provide instruction in Theology, under such regulations as they shall determine on*." To carry the latter
part of this Article into effect, a special committtee has
been accordingly organized, and has adopted the following Resolutions.
;

" At a Meeting of Proprietors of the Bristol College, assembled on Thursday, the 10th of December, 1829, in the Lecture Room of the Philosophical Institution, to take into
consideration the commencement of a Fund for the Endowment of the Theological Lecture at the College, and for
carrying into effect the Seventh Regulation of that Establishment; J. C. Prichard, M.D., E.R.S., in the Chair; the
Seventh Regulation, passed at the establishment of the
Bristol College, on the 2Gth November, 1829, having been
read, the following Resolutions were unanimously adopted
:

"

Moved by W.

P.

Taunton, Esq., and seconded by C.

• The appointment of a Lecturer for this purpose, and the
any expenses which may he incurred, of
course devolve exclusively on the special committee appointed
with reference to this object.

responsibility for

—

—
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— That a Subscription

be immediately opened
of a Fund in aid of the endowment of a
Theological Lecture at the Bristol College, and for carrying
into effect the Seventh Regulation of that Institution.
" Moved by J. C. Swayne, Esq., and seconded by E. B.
Fripp, Esq.
That the Fund, consisting of Donations and
Annual Subscriptions, be placed under the management of

George, Esq.

for the

;

commencement

;

—

Committee of Members of the Church of England, appointed
by the Seventh College Regulation.
"Moved by Mr. John Taylor, and seconded by James Gibbs,
Esq.
That Christopher George, Esq., be appointed Treasurer of the Fund, and that he be required to make a report
a copy of
annually of the state thereof to the Committee,
which shall be sent to every Donor and Subscriber thereto.
" Moved by R. Poole King, Esq., and seconded by F.
Ricketts, Esq.
That a Copy of the Proceedings of this
Meeting be sent to every Proprietor of the College, and that
they be respectfully requested to patronize the Lecture Fund.
a

;

—

—

;

—

"

J. C.

Prichard, Chairman."

" College Chambers, 19 St. Augustine's- Place,
Bristol, January 29, 1830.

" At a Meeting of the Theological Lecture Committee, Dr.
Prichard in the Chair; It was unanimously Resolved, That
the Course of Theological Instruction be conducted accordiiiK
to the

"

1.

following outline

:

— The evidence and doctrine of natural

religion, as de-

duced by inference from the works of nature, from the phenomena of the human mind, and from the circumstances of
mankind. The text-hooks of this part of the course may lie
the works of Derham and l'alcy on Natural Theology, and
the Analogy of Bishop Butler.

—

" 2.
The evidences of Christianity taking as text-books
the works of Paley, Chalmers, and Less, on this subject
" 3.
a brief:survey of biblical criticism, upon the basis of
;

the lectures and translations <>f Bishop Marsh, oi at least the
second volume of the Introduction to the Critical Study of the
Scriptures by tin' Kev. Hartwell Home.
" 4.
Scriptural ArchssologJ, W Ith Sacred and

—
— The doctrines of the Chimb of England*
I

.

c

i

lcMasticnl

History.
" r).
,

"

8.— The most

Discipline.

Important principles relatiri

to

Churcb

;
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" The course, or any of the sections, will be open to all Students who may feel disposed to attend and examinations on
the subject of each section will take place periodically.
The
fees of admission will be hereafter determined upon."
;

The

following

Volume presents

the

—

first effects

of the

above Resolutions, as constituting the introduction to a
course of Theological Lectures, intended to be delivered
in accordance with the principles thus laid down.
The author feels that he cannot conclude the present
statement by any more appropriate or satisfactory illustration of the feelings which have generally animated
the founders of this Establishment, than that which is
afforded by the following speech, pronounced by his
esteemed friend Dr. Carrick, on the Opening of the
College, Jan. 17th, 1831.

—

" Gentlemen of the Council,
You are met together, this
day, on an auspicious and memorable occasion, the inauguration of the Bristol College, of which you are the guardians and
founders. This day, Gentlemen, will be held in grateful remembrance by distant generations: for institutions like this,
which have public utility alone for their object, are destined
to defy the waste of time, and to survive the convulsions of
empires. The learned and the good of centuries to come will
refer to the act of this day with a thankful recollection of the

have bestowed on them, and on their children
which can be conferred on posterity,
education is the greatest,
being the grand inlet of knowledge; the instrument by which the most valuable attainments are acquired.
" It has long, Gentlemen, been the subject of wonder and
regret, that in this glorious country of England, so highly
favoured by Providence, with more ample means of diffusing
education than are possessed by any other nation, so little in
for down to the
that department should have been done
present time, a want of attention to that important object has
been manifested by the Legislature, which it i> not less difficult to account for than to excuse.
We have indeed two
national seminaries which stand unrivalled in the universe,
for the splendour of their endowments and their literary renown which afford opportunities for the cultivation of ornamental and useful learning, and possess too, the I'.eans of
benefits

you

will

for of all the

benefits

—

;

:
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and rewarding genius, beyond all comparison with
any similar establishment under the sun. Yet however well
adapted these great seminaries may have been for their original purposes
however suitable for a state of society and
times long gone by however ample may still be their stores,
they are evidently inadequate to the wants of the present
day for the wants of a population four times more numerous,
and twenty times more rich, and more generally anxious for
a good and liberal education
an education useful and prac-

fostering

;

;

—

;

;

ornamental education brought home to their
and
doors, and which can be obtained at a moderate cost
without that imminent risk, which young men must necessarily run, of falling into evil habits, when turned out into
the wide world of Oxford or Cambridge, their own masters,
at the dangerous age between boy and man.
" Independently of every other consideration, there ought,
in this great kingdom, to be at least a dozen Oxfords, in order
to supply the means of education commensurate with the
wants of the community.
In almost all other countries,
especially Protestant countries, although vastly inferior in
wealth and numbers to this, universities and public seminaries for literary and general education are everywhere thickly
planted.
In Italy, the lamp of Science can scarcely be said
to have been ever wholly extinguished since the classic days
of Greece and Rome. There, universities of name are found
Next to Italy, France
in almost every city and every town.
tical as well as

;

;

was perhaps tin- eldest child of Science, as well as of the
Church.
Germany, Holland, and Switzerland, became distinguished in more recent times, in this illustrious race oi
knowledge.
Even the Scandinavian kingdoms, in spite ol
their sterile soil and frost-bound climate, may justly boast of
Our own Scotland
their universities and their learned men.
although neither rich nor populous, has long been celein this honourable rivalship
comprehending within
its Damm limits not less than tour universities of ancient
foundation; all ofwhlch can reckon amongst their members
names of high renown, in every <le|>artmcnt of science and
literature.
In addition to thCM, and to the usual provision
of grammar- schools of good reputation, Scotland posei
various public establishments, there called Academies, where
every thin;; but classical learning is taught; where the useful, rather than the ornamental, pails of education arc mm.
particular! \ attended to, and when jfOttn| men ate fitted bo

too,

brated

j
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almost every department of real life.
But beyond all these,
not one
the proud boast of Scotland is its parochial schools
parish throughout the kingdom being without its national
school, and its schoolmaster
as regularly constituted and
endowed as the living and the clerical incumbent. The influence of such an arrangement on the morals, the manners,
the habits, the general intelligence, and the religious character of the people, may be easily imagined.
That education
does not in every case prevent immorality, crime, and wickedness, is a truth to be lamented: but its preventive influence
is confessedly great; of which the recent trials under the
special commissions afforded a striking example, in the vast
proportion of criminals who could not read nor write.
" The infant and ambitious states of America were not slow
in discovering this all-powerful lever of education, so necessary to lift them to that universal empire in every thing to
wbich they fondly and openly aspire. I remember when
studying at Edinburgh the three or four years immediately
following the conclusion of the American war, the university
was crowded with American students (all intercourse with
this country having for some time previously been interrupted),
who, when they returned to their own country, became in
various instances the efficient founders of colleges in their
respective states
where medicine and all the branches of
useful learning are now successfully taught.
And although
during these years, there were not fewer than twenty or
thirty Americans annually, who took their degree of Doctor
in Medicine
almost ever since, as soon as these gentlemen
had brought their new institutions into action, you may look
in vain for almost a single American in the long lists of
Edinburgh graduates. I have mentioned these otherwise
trivial circumstances, in order to show how rapidly institutions of thi> nature, founded in usefulness, and fostered by
patriotism, grow up into maturity
and we may from hence
feel confident, that the tree of knowledge which \\e have now
planted in our own venerable city, with so many advantages
both natural and moral in its favour, will prove still more
vigorous in its growth, and abundant in its produce.
\\ ifli respect to its origin, the Bristol College is somewhat remarkable. The ancient seal- of learning were, almost
without exception, reared by the fiat of kings, princes, and
potentates, or dignified churchmen, and nourished by the
wealth and influence of an all-powerful clergy while ours is
:

:

;

;

;

'

;
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the result of the voluntary subscriptions of a few private individuals, unsupported by any thing but the merit and usefulness of the Institution itself,
"
had indeed one precedent, one bright example, in
the formation of the London College, an establishment of
which a nation may well be proud. Yet this great work, it

We

must be owned, was effected under far more favourable
auspices than ours
and when we consider the vast combination of aristocratic and commercial wealth and influence
which conspired in the formation of the London College, directed as it was by the magic wand of the master spirit of the
age, the now Lord Chancellor Brougham, whose universal
talent and matchless industry place him far above all other
men, when these vast advantages in favour of the London
College are considered, your efforts and achievement seem
fairly superior in merit, although inferior in splendour.
" Notwithstanding, Gentlemen, the purity of your views,
you have had some difficulties to struggle with in the outset,
;

—

and you may have still some perhaps to overcome. But when
I reflect on the unanimity and zeal which have been hitherto
so eminently displayed by the founders and patrons of the
Institution; when I reflect on its own intrinsic excellence;
the enlightened and beneficent principles on which it is
founded; embracing, as it docs, all denominations of Christians in the common bond of charity and public usefulness
where Christianity is displayed as the true foundation of all
useful instruction, but where tin- minor differences in opinion
are merged in the single, the grand outline of Christianity
;

when reflect on these things,
feel perfectly confident that the partial and temporary obstructions, or rather
retardations of your progress, will he speedily surmounted,
and that a signal victory will crown your labours. Your Institution has had to abide the common l"t of all improvements, - misapprehension, distrust, and perhaps too a certain
dash of jealousy, which peculiai circumstances might tend to
palliate or excuse.
But time will undeceive the unwary; a
little sunshine will dissipate this morning cloud; and those
who from misconception of your motives ha\ 6 W it lull aw n for
time their countenance, "ill feel anxious t<> return to you,
when they see that their fears were groundless. It is a gloitself;

I

I

rious COnqueSl to convert an advei

But however deeply wt may
venerable ami highly respected
"

it

y into a friend.

regret the absence of certain

Individuals,

whose counte*
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nance and support we had reason to expect; your unaided
exertions have, I am proud to say, been hitherto singularly
successful.
In little more than a year from the commencement of your labours, you have advanced to the consummation
of your wishes.
You have in that short space of time organized the various machinery of your Establishment and
you open it this day for its grand and ultimate purpose, the
education of youth.
Thus far you have been eminently fortunate in all your proceedings, and your good fortune has in
no respect been more happily conspicuous, than in the acquisition you have made, of the justly distinguished Professors,
who are about to carry into practice your beneficent intentions
under whose auspices and able direction, it is impossible to doubt of the success of the Bristol College.
" Before I conclude, I would beg to address a very few words
;

;

company who are the peculiar and ultimate objects of our labours and solicitude,
the Students of
the Bristol College.
" You are now, young Gentlemen, about to enter on a most
important and critical portion of your lives upon the proper
or improper employment of which, your success and respectability in the world, your happiness both now and hereafter,
will greatly depend.
" Let me intreat you to reflect, that life at best is but short;
and that we cannot afford to suffer any part of it to run to
waste.
You must now lay in a stock of knowledge which
may carry you through life, whatever your after-pursuits may
be, with usefulness and honour.
But recollect, this is not to
be done without exertion, without the frequent sacrifice of
momentary pleasure and gratification. Self-denial is a virtue
of the highest quality; and he who has it not, and does not
strive to acquire it, will never excel in any thing.

to that portion of this

—

;

Remember, Gentlemen, that all is the gift of industry.
Without industry nothing valuable can be acquired; and by
dint of industry every thing is at your command.
Industry
and perseverance, with moderate talents, will effect that which
'"

the greatest talenta without industry can never accomplish.
" You must consider your advancement in learning as the
chief and >ole object of your ambition.

Let yoi r whole debe the distinguishing yourselves in the
various exercises through which that requisite stock of knowledge is to be acquired and you will have ample time heresire for the present,

;

after for the

enjoyment of pleasure,

— of

that

intellectual

—

—
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pleasure which is pure and without alloy, and of which you
can never be deprived. Knowledge, when once implanted in
the mind, is imperishable; and it is the last of a man's property he would ever consent to part with, were it possible for
it to be sold for a price.
Riches, honour, power, and place,
oft make themselves wings and fly away
but knowledge, the
fruit of education, is a possession which no misfortune can
divest you of, and which will place you in a great measure
above the storms of fate.
Felix qui potuit,' says one of the
greatest poets, in one of the most beautiful distichs that was
ever written which, although often repeated, can never be
too much admired
;

'

;

:

'

rerum cognoscere causas,
Atque metus omncs et inexorabile fatum
Felix, qui potuit

Subjecit pedibus, strepitumquc Acherontis avari

'
!

" But above, and far beyond all other concerns, let me entreat you, my young friends, to be mindful of your religious

Remember your duty

duties.

with which,

all

to

your Maker; compared

other duties or pursuits are but as dust in the

balance.
" The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom
and
with that as a foundation, all other useful knowledge will be
:

added unto you.
all

true religion

must be

still

is

more

I need not tell you that the foundation of
the Bible.
With thai sacred volume you
familiar than with Cicero and Xenophon.

" Let no day pass without your reading, with serious and
devout attention, a portion ol'tlie Sacred Scriptures; in wliirh

you

will find treasures of surpassing value, and beauties in
point of composition, which your classic models cannot equal.

Those sublime

effusions want no recommendation of man.
Their own intrinsic excellence is sitlhcient to challenge the
admiration, and tO rivet the attention of all who read them.
cannot resist the opportunity of presenting you with
Vet
the opinion of a man, than whom there never perhaps existed
one, who, from his admirable talents, and the extent and
nature of his researches, was better qualified to form in
allude to the late Sir William
opinion on this great subject.
ma\ trulj a\, the great Bir William .lone-.
Jones:
At
the end of hi- Bible wen- written the following lines, which
ought to lie written in the heart- of US all:
" 'I have regularh and attentively read these Holy
Scriptures; and am of opinion, that this volume contains,
independent In of its divine origin, mote true sublimity, more
exqui Ite beauty, purer morality, more important history, and
I

I

I

—
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and eloquence, than could be collected
within the same compass from all other books that were ever
composed in any age, or in any idiom.
"
The two parts of which the Scriptures consist, are connected by a chain of compositions, which bear no resemblance
in form or style to any that can be produced from the stores
of Grecian, Indian, Persian, or even Arabian learning. The
antiquity of those compositions no man doubts
and the unrestrained application of them to events long subsequent to
their publication, is a solid ground of belief that they are
genuine productions, and consequently inspired.'
" I will not detain you longer, Gentlemen, but will now,
in your name, commit the important trust of your infant
and cherished Establishment to our respected Principal Dr.
Jerrard, our Vice Principal Mr. Butterton, and the other
Professors who are now before me
and will conclude with
offering our warmest and heartfelt prayer to the Almighty
Ruler of the universe, from whom alone success can flow, that
he may be graciously pleased 10 take this great work under
his special protection, and cause his divine blessing to rest
upon our humble endeavours."
finer strains of poetry

'

;

;

The sentiments so justly expressed by Dr. Carrick
on the duty of regarding religion as the great ultimate
aim of

intellectual exertions, lead the writer of this
Preface to subjoin, as a further illustration of this important subject, a most beautiful prayer of the illustrious
Bacon, composed expressly with reference to the purposes of a Student invoking the Divine assistance and

guidance of his mental pursuits.
It is most gratifying
to find this truly master-mind, the great opener oi' tinpaths of effective science, thus pouring out the aspirations of his soul to its God
" Ad Deum Patrem, Deum Verbum,
:

Deum

Spiritum, pre-

fundhnus humillimaa et ardentiasimaa, ut humani generis
erumnarum memorea, et peregrinationia istius vitae nostra?,
in qua dies paucos et malos terimua
nova adluic refrigeria e

ces

;

fontilms bonitada suae ad miseriaa nostras leniendaa aperiant;
atque illud insuper, ne humana divinis officiant, neve, ex
reseratione viarum sensua, el accensione majore luminia naturalis aliquid incredulitatia et noctis animia noatria erga
divina mysteria oboriatur
sed potiua ut ab intellectu a phan»
tasii^ et vanitate puro et repurgato, et divinis onculis pror:

j>us

deditio, fidei dentin qua; fidei sunt."

—
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PART

I.

ON THE RIGHT APPLICATION OF CLASSICAL AND SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION TO THE PURPOSES OF THEOLOGICAL INSTRUCTION.

AT

altogether impossible that I should for the
time address the members and friends of
such an Institution as that before me, on such an
occasion as the present, without feelings of the
highest gratification
every patriotic sentiment
must lead me to rejoice generally in the rise of
is

first

:

Institutions calculated to
terests of society

by the

promote the best

in-

diffusion of the superior

branches of useful knowledge, and the extension
of the opportunities of a well regulated education.
Of these Institutions indeed we may confidently
anticipate the success, inasmuch as they are not
the feeble creations of any visionary projects, but
called into existence as absolutely required by the
necessities and
state

of society

demands
;

arising from the actual
and thus originate from circum-

stances of demand precisely similar to thosfl which,
in that marked though partial outburst of literary
R

2
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aspiration which

distinguished the twelfth

thirteenth centuries (an sera which

may justly

and
dis-

pute with the fifteenth the honourable title of that
of the revival of learning), crowded with eager
pupils the popular lectures of Abelard at Paris, of
the Croyland monks at Cambridge, and of Vacaand thus appear to have laid the
rius* at Oxford,
foundations of those celebrated Universities, if

—

we endeavour to disentangle

their authentic history

from the mass of fabulous matter beneath which it
Far from us be any pretenhath been obscured.
sions of rivalry to those venerable and illustrious
establishments but we may surely,
sumption, draw from the analogy I
out, the hope that our Institution
found among those which, to borrow
a philosophical historian, " Society

without prehave pointed
will also be
the words of
by a sort of
elective attraction seems to select from among the
many objects presented to it, as having an affinity
:

* It has been indeed often asserted, that Alfred restored
the schools of Oxford, which according to this account had
earlier Britannic celebrity. A passage in Parker's edition
of the contemporary biography of Alfred, by Asser, afford*
the foundation of this assertion
but the most recent critical
examinations have left no doubt of the interpolation of the
passage in question, as will be rendered fully evident whenever the anxiously expected critical edition of the early monuments of our history, now preparing under the superintendance of Mr. Petrie, shall see the light.
The archaeology
of our Universities at one period particularly engaged my atand I have never found any claim to an antiquity
tention
earlier than the close of the twelfth century, which would
bear the test of critical examination.
The Chronicle of Ingulph of Croyland, indeed, appears to allude to the schools of
Oxford in the time of Edward the Confessor; but an able
writer in the Quarterly Review for June 1826, has sufficiently exposed the spuriousness of this composition.

an

:

;
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with

and

it,

easily

combining with

it,

3

in its state

at the time*."

But

such considerations lead

me

generally to
in that
established in this City I cannot but feel peculiar
interest. The memory of many gratifying friendships here formed, of much cordial kindness here
experienced, during the years of my residence in
the neighbourhood,
must engage all my warmest
feelings in favour of objects which appear so well
calculated to advance the intellectual character
if

rejoice in the rise of similar Institutions,

—

—

of

important

this

But above

city.

have (as I have said) peculiar
you on the present occasion
because the purpose for which we are
now assembled proves, that while we are properly
engaged in cultivating the noblest faculties which
the Father of all Lights has bestowed on the creatures whom his all-wise and all-bountiful Providence hath made partakers of the most excellent
gift of reason,
no culpable neglect has been suffered to render our designs imperfect in that which
properly considered ought to form their great
final aim
the directing that reason towards its
highest object, the knowledge of its Divine Auall, I

gratification in addressing
;

—

;

the object for which, as the great apostle
reminded the most intellectual people of
antiquity, " God created of one blood all nations

thor

;

forcibly

—

of men to dwell on all the face of the earth,
determining the times before appointed) and the
bounds of their habitation] thai they ihould seek
the Lord if haply they might feel alter liini and
* Mackintosh'* History of England, vol.

B

'-'

i.

p.

146.

4
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As connected with your classical studies
indeed remind you, that the most illustrious
philosopher of the people thus addressed, while
under the light of natural reason alone, and even
when most warmly urging the necessity of separating the great principles of religion, which He,
who hath never left himself entirely without a
witness in the minds of his creatures, hath implanted in that reason, from the absurd and impure mixture of mythological fable
I may, I say,
remind you, that this leading philosopher most
earnestly inculcated the necessity of making these
religious principles the very basis of every sound
system of education, which could qualify its pupils
for properly discharging any of the political obligations of civil society. And I may cite an interesting example of the manner in which these dictates
of a sound philosophy became heightened by the
find him."

I

may

:

—

influence of Revelation, from a distinguished writer
of Alexandria, who, to an intimate acquaintance
with the speculations of the philosopher just
quoted, added the faith which he inherited from
Abraham, to whose race he belonged
I mean
Philo Judaeus, a contemporary of our Blessed
Lord, from the pure source of whose doctrines I
cannot resist the persuasion (so obviously suggested by his language) he had also drunk. This writer
has the following passage, of which the very words
seem expressly and remarkably applicable to In:

stitutions like the present.

" It

who form themselves
advancement of knowledge,
and, since
to long to behold the Supreme Being
be cannot be discerned, his image the most sais

proper for persons

into a Society for the

;
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Word

[by

whom

5

he has revealed himself to

us], and, in due subordination to him, the most
perfect work of objects of sense, this universe."
Philo Judceus, lib. ix.
And thus may our endeavours to advance the
noble cause of intellectual instruction, and to
afford to the rational powers of our pupils a scien-

—

tific and literary cultivation adequate to their full
developement, be exalted, and, if I may so speak,
sanctified, by our including in our aims, the acquisition of that higher and heavenly knowledge
to which, assuredly, every rightly understood
system of the education of immortal beings ought
There is, indeed, a
to be rendered subservient.
the
state of moral and
natural analogy between
preparatory discipline under which mortals are
placed in this probationary scene as introductory
to a future stage of being, and the education
which prepares the youth for the purposes of the
man. Ought we then ever to suffer this, our preliminary stage of instruction, to be destitute of all
direction to the great ultimate end of our being ?
This surely must, to right reason, ever appear its

highest as well as holiest object.
There is a strict accordance also between the
most important subjects of instruction to which

our establishment can be devoted, and their application to the great truths of religion for if we turn
:

to Natural Science, or Classical Literature,

— who

can read aright the great volume of Nature, without panting at every page to admire with the lull
devotion OX every (acuity the splendid and countthe myriad combinations,
of design
each regulated by consummate wisdom and directed
less proofs

;

6
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infinite benevolence, which they every where
exhibit? Insensible must that mind be, and inca-

by

pable of every high and expansive thought, which
can intelligently survey these works of creation,
and not be led to adore Him, " whose goodness
beyond thought and power divine" all these proclaim.
But I have advisedly used the phrase,
" intelligently survey;" for although these glo-

works speak plainly to all, even to the unthough there be no tongue nor Ianeducated
guage whither their voice hath not gone forth, yet
undoubtedly much of the irresistible force of the
inferences to be derived from them must be comparatively lost to minds which have not been
opened by Scientific Instruction. Again, as to
Classical Literature what more interesting field of
inquiry does it present to us, than that important
chapter in the history of the human mind
the
philosophical speculations of the various schools of
antiquity ? But where, also, can we better discover
the natural aspirations and requisitions of that
mind, its wants and its weakness, and the hopeless obscurity on the most important points of the
best reason, until assisted by revelation, than
where we see the most splendid examples of that
reason,
thus finding no end, " in wandering
mazes lost." For even when we find them laying
down as the very fundamental principle of their
systems, the existence of a Divine Mind, and
justly reprobating the fictions of the vulgar and
poetical mythology as palpably false and unworthy of the gods, and cannot therefore suppose
for a moment that they placed any faith in these
gross absurdities
still less will the accurate obrious

:

—

;

—

—

—

;
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server find any proofs that they entertained those
pure and just conceptions of the Deity, or of that
hope full cf immortality, so earnestly sought after
by the soul, which (however the enemies of
Christianity may pretend that they, in common
with ourselves, derived from the light of nature),
it is

certain that Revelation alone has developed

man. Those scholars who
and minutely examined the

to the understanding of

have most

critically

various doctrines of these philosophical sects, are
the most fully aware of this deficiency*.
It may
be reckoned, indeed, as one of the most striking
instances of the insufficiency of mere human reason, that often, when they appear in the writings
they have left us to come the nearest to that knowledge, then the light which has guided them to
the confines of truth suddenly quits them, and
they are again lost in darkness, a darkness which
could only be illumined by the bright sun of that
Revelation.
The necessity of such a revelation, indeed, the
ablest

among them seem

clearly to have admitted

;

candidly acknowledging their consciousness of the
infirmity and insufficiency of human reason. There
is a remarkable passage to this effect in Plato's
report of the interesting discourse of Socrates on
One of the interthe Immortality of the Soul.
that since on a sublocutors is made to observe,

—

•

On

the

subject

of the

imperfect views concerning the

would
Deity, entertained by the ancient philosophical sects,
especially refer to that moat able and elaborate investigation
\
of them, Mriner's very interesting trad " DeVero Deo*"
full account of their real tenets, as to a future state, may t)S
I

found

in

Warburton's Divine Legation of Moses.
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moment so much douht prevailed,
our utmost efforts should be directed to the investigation and discovery of truth
but that since
success in this seemed impossible, we could only
select the most plausible of human opinions, and

ject of such

;

embarking in these as in a vessel, thus navigate
amid the perils of life " Unless, indeed," (mark
this especially,) " any one might be enabled to
proceed with less liability to failure and danger, as
in a more secure vehicle, by means of some divine

—

communication"
(Platonis Phaedo. ed. Serr. i.
Perhaps a still more striking instance of
the same kind occurs at the conclusion of the Dia«
logue on Prayer.
In the course of this, Socrates
has been introduced expatiating, with much justice
of sentiment, on the truth afterwards briefly
enounced by an Apostle, " that we know not
what to pray for as we ought ;" and he winds up
his statement in such a manner as to show how
strongly he felt the necessity of what the same
authority was commissioned to proclaim, the gift
of an heavenly Spirit to help our infirmities in this
respect: "Seeing then," says he, "that it cannot be
p. 85).

come to God in prayer, lest, listening to thy service as a vain profanation, he should
refuse to receive such a sacrifice, and additional injury alone should result,
it seems to me most advisable to continue in silence till we may clearly
learn what dispositions towards God and man are
most fitting." " But when (it is asked), when shall
safe for thee to

—

? and who is he that shall so inmost gladly would we behold who

that time arrive
struct us? for

man may be." " He it is," is the answer,
who regardeth thee with tender care but it

that
11

:

—
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seemeth to me that, as Homer represents Minerva to have removed from the eyes of Diomede
their mortal mist, and thus to have enabled him
'

With piercing glance

And view

the varied field to scan,

with clear discernment

God and man,'

even so must this Instructor remove the darkness from thy soul, that it may be directed to

and enabled rightly to
discern between good and evil, which is beyond
its present power."
"
may he," rejoins the
Disciple, " may he, if he be willing, remove this
darkness, and every other hindrance, for I am
really beneficial objects,

—

O

persuaded to evade none of his ordinances,
whosoever this instructor may be, provided only
I may be rendered more virtuous by his influence."
" Yea, wonderful indeed," concludes Socrates,
" is the loving regard which he beareth towards
fully

—

thee."

—(Alcibiades
could a

II. Plat. ed. Serr.

Thus

ii.

p. 150.)

keen sense of the wants,
weakness, and ignorance of our nature, open the
eyes of those in whom the greatest powers of that
nature were most fully developed, to some foresight, as it would seem, of the only means by
which those wants could be supplied, that weakness

far

strengthened,

Must we not

that ignorance enlightened.

feel, then,

when we look back on

the

earnest aspirations of such minds, impressed with
a grateful sense of our superior advantages " lor,
verily, many of the most illustrious of our race
have desired to see those tilings whieh we see,
and have not seen them; and to hear those things
;

which we hear, and have not heard tin in*.''
< tVoiii tin beginning of the -nil Booh
• A
|'

1

i

>

Republic, which

<

on tains a striking picture oft just

<>i

Plito'i

man

10
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Under the influence of the views which I have
endeavoured to lay before you, many of the friends
of this establishment have judged it right to provide for the Course of Theological instruction
which I am thus called upon to open and from
the principles of the Special Committee, whose
delegate I am, this provision is made with an
;

especial reference to the

cular religious

members of

communion,

into

that parti-

whose ministry

I

have myself entered,-— with feeble powers, indeed but I trust with the fullest and sincerest
conviction of my best judgement.
;

In

this

Preliminary Address, then, I will geneof the Course, and incorpo-

rally state the order

posed to calumny, persecution, and death, has sometimes
been inconsiderately quoted, and without proper attention to
the context in which it stands, in terms which almost seem
to represent it as directly prophetical of the great fundamental fact of our religion, or at least as implying an intimate
acquaintance with the 5.3rd of Isaiah. But judiciously considered, the passage will, I think, appear only a natural illustration of his argument.
Having laid down Justice as the
foundation of his Republic, it becomes necessary accurately
to investigate the essential nature and properties of that virtue
it must therefore be distinguished from the hypocritical
pretences of those whose aim is to seem, rather than to be,
virtuous
the superiority of the sincerely and abstractedly

—

;

;

strongly insisted on, who of course must, to
essential character, be considered stript of all
external advantages and even reputation (which might otherwise seem his real objects). An objector is supposed to inquire,
What if your abstractedly just man should be calumniated,
scourged, tortured, bound, have his eyes burnt out and be
impaled,
would you not admit, amidst his calamities, that
he would have acted more reasonably in preferring the videri
to the esse ? Of course such an objection requires only to be
stated to be refuted.

just

man

illustrate

is

his

—

—
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rate a few introductory observations on its several
leading topics.
We necessarily commence with the Evidences
thence we proceed to the
of Natural Religion
striking analogy between the truths thus learnt
concerning the natural government of the universe
by the Deity, and those which Revelation hath
made known concerning his moral and spiritual
government of his reasonable creatures. We shall
then enter on the more particular evidences of
both external, as derived from
that Revelation,
the historical certainty of the miracles wrought for
its confirmation, and the fulfilment of the proand internal, as dephecies which it comprises
rived from the doctrines which it inculcates. This
last subject will naturally lead us to the exposition
of the view of those doctrines embraced by our
our Church, I say for it must be rememChurch
bered that none are now necessarily present who
and whom
are not members of that communion
those to whose authority Providence hath delegated the guardianship of their youth, do not wish
Should any other
to train up in its principles.
accidentally hear me, they will, I trust, hear me
in the spirit of charity, as it will be my own
earnest endeavour and prayer to speak in the
they will allow, I hope, that
spirit of charity
we,
being deeply convinced that in these principles our Church is built on the foundation of the
apostles and the prophets, JefUl Christ himself
could not, without a
being the chief corner-stone,
gross dereliction of our duty, fail to inculcate them
on you, our Christian brethren in order that ye
also may, as the apostle adds, " be builded to;

—

—

;

:

;

;

—

:

—

;

—
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gether in him, for an habitation of God through the
spirit." As to the spirit in which I would, on my
part, endeavour to discharge this solemn duty,
may I always be enabled to keep in mind the admirable cautions of one, who is himself far the
ablest champion in the present day of the doctrines I would advocate, although being separated by some minor questions of discipline, comparatively immaterial, he walketh not entirely with
us,
I mean that most accomplished scholar and
acute reasoner, Dr. Pye Smith.
This writer represents the want of just respect
to the persons of opponents, and of fair and
honest representation of their sentiments and arguments, as the great fault in theological controversy and reprobates it with severe abhorrence.
" This delinquency," says he, " is of no light
guilt, before man, and in the sight of the righteous
God. It is at least the offspring of ignorance and
prejudice, and it never fails to inflict deep injury
on the cause which has the misfortune to be so
defended.
A servant of the Lord ought not to
strive' in angry contention,
but to be gentle to
all
apt to teach, patient of wrong, in meekness instructing the opposers.'
Nothing can justify the
misrepresentation of a doctrine, or an argument,
or an inference, charged upon those whose opinions we controvert
nor ought we to allow a
moment's countenance to calumnies against character.
In acknowledging what is excellent and
praiseworthy in an adversary, an honourable and
Christian mind will feel a pleasure the greater
because he is an adversary. The love of truth,
as to Christian doctrine, cannot be genuine and

—

;

'

'

;

;

"
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consistent, if not conjoined with the practice of
truth in our sentiments and feelings towards our
If, with regard to any religious
be our serious persuasion that they subvert the very foundations of holiness and hope, and
that the unhappy persons who embrace them are
placed under grave spiritual disadvantages the
proper concomitant of this distressing conviction
will be, a tender care that we do nothing tending
to fortify their prejudices, or to put an additional
stumbling-block in their way.
If, by any want of

fellow-creatures.
errors,

it

;

we repel and
them from the truth which must be received that men be saved, we sin most awfully
against God
and have we not reason to expect,
equity and Christian dispositions,
alienate

;

be required at our hands '?
(Smith's Scrip. Test, to Messiah, i. 62.)
But to proceed. I have stated that our Course
will of necessity commence with the Evidences of
Natural Theology.
Incomplete as it is in itself,
and introductory only to the fuller light of Revelation, still it is in one sense prior in order.
As
the apostle argues, " he that cometh to God must
believe that he is, and that he is a rewarder of
them that seek him," a general apprehension of
those great primary truths, the existence of a
Deity and of his moral government of the universe,
constitutes what may be called an elementary
faith, lying at the very root of all further faith
a point obvious as it is, yet, I am persuaded} often
practically overlooked by those who, with tin- best
intentions, are vainly labouring at the superstructure, when they ought to he laying the lirst foundations, and inculcating the higher and peculiar
that

—

'

their

blood

will

;
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points of Christian faith, when this previous and
elementary faith yet requires to be formed, or at
least to be firmly established.
Now the great advantage, as I take it, of having acquired the habit
of looking " through Nature up to Nature's God,"
is, that he is there as it were presented to us at
every turn
the conviction of his being forces itself upon us from every surrounding object
and
;

;

this is especially the case

when

the

mind

otherwise employed on the most engaging and elevating
objects of its knowledge. When Science unfolds to
it the great system of the universe, the admirable
adaptation of all its parts, the multiplicity of ends
which all its general laws fulfill, and the exquisite
artifice of all the living frames that move and have
their being therein
and one great conclusion irresistibly flows from all,
must not an habitual
;

is

—

feeling of devotion in every well constituted mind
be thus associated, and as it were identified, with

most gratifying exercise of its highest faculHow well has a writer (who stands at pre?
sent first in the ranks of science, to which lie is
alike endeared by his paternal name and his own)
remarked, that although " No doubt the testimony
of natural reason on whatever exercised, must of
necessity stop short of those truths which it is the
the

ties

object of Revelation to make known still it places
the existence and personal attributes of the Deity
on such grounds, as to render doubts absurd, and
;

—

atheism ridiculous."
(Herschel's Discourse on
Nat. Phil.)
Reserving then for the third and concluding
part of the Inaugural Address which I have now
commenced, our introductory survey of the pecu-
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evidences and doctrinal character of the Chris-

tian Revelation, 1 shall devote the

next division
development of the argument suggested by the proofs of design and intelligence
evinced in the works of creation.
Now that this argument is in any way inappropriate to our present theological course, can be
considered only by those who forget that an into the general

spired apostle hath expressly appealed to

it,

when

he declares, " that the invisible things of the Deity
from the creation of the world are clearly understood from the things that are made, even his
eternal power and Godhead."
On this subject I
would only add a short quotation from a Father
of the Church, whose warm devotional feelings
and deep experience of the vital influence of religion have ever given a peculiar weight to his authority with those of congenial sentiments
I
;

mean

Saint Augustin.
" Far is it from vain and idle," saith he, " to
contemplate the beauty of the heavens, the order
of the stars, the lustre of light, the vicissitudes of
day and night, the monthly course of the moon,
the temperature of the seasons, the immense

abundance of seeds reprodueing species and individuals, each preserving its proper generic nature
and condition. For in this contemplation a vain
and perishable curiosity is not to be exercised,
but an advance is to Ik- made towards object! immortal and perpetually enduring.
For
ii not
the authority of the divine books alone which
proclaims a God but every argument from thingi
surrounding us, and to which we OUnelvei bear
relation, attests it likewise; since Universal Nait

;
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ture declares itself to have proceeded from a supremely excellent Creator, whose Eternity is understood from its perpetuity his Omnipotence
from its greatness his Wisdom from its order and
disposition
and his Goodness from its government*.
;

;

;

* August, de Vera Relig. cap. 28
et

super loan.

:

de Trinitate,

1.

15,

c.

3

;
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II.

ON THE NATURAL EVIDENCES OF THEOLOGY AS DEDUCED FROM THE SEVERAL BRANCHES OF SCIENCE.
In continuing the subject opened in my last Adit becomes my present duty to enter upon
an introductory survey of the general nature of
those evidences of religion to which it will be the
business of the present Course to direct your atAnd first, as preliminary in point of
tention.
order and method, we have to examine those
countless attestations which the universal design
pervading the whole frame of nature bears to the
The
existence of a great intelligent First Cause.
short outline indeed which I can now offer, will I
doubt not be much more ably filled up by those
whom I am most happy to have as my colleagues
yet some general and preliminary
in this duty
notice seems to me a natural portion of the Inauand the opportunity of casting a
gural Address
general glance, however slight, over subjects so
calculated to draw out all our highest faculties to
their utmost stretch in admiration and adoration,
is so gratifying to every feeling of my mind, as to
dress,

:

;

lead

me

irresistibly forward.

out the g< neral line of argument to be drawn from our
scientific examination of the works and Lawi <>i
I

have

Nature

we

to begin, then, witli pointing

as they are usually called;

in

wliich,

;i^

every place and at every moment,
terms not to D€ overlooked or mis-

shall Bee in

proclaim

bill

c
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— DYNAMICS.

understood, the great Author of Nature. When we
all around, myriads and myriads of combina-

see

which it would be utterly ridiculous and
against every principle of reason and philosophy
to ascribe to chance, continually presenting themall directed by the most exquisite skill to
selves
ends the most extensively beneficial, it is absolutely impossible for any sane mind to doubt of
the Intelligence which has arranged, and which
and the
perpetually governs those combinations
whole doctrine of final causes stands forth in its
Narrow and very ill-informed views
full lustre.
indeed have led to the overlooksometimes
may
causes,
as if less directly connected with
these
ing
science; but in truth, the final causes are generally
much more strictly and fully within our cognisance
than the efficient or material causes of nature.
What may be the material essence of light, or in
what manner it can affect our senses through the
medium of the nerves, we are, and must probably
but the useful ends for
ever remain, ignorant
which it was necessary that we should thus become acquainted with the external objects of nations

;

;

:

ture, we know full well. In proceeding, I shall at
present attempt only to take the briefest general
survey possible of the abundant illustrations of
these final causes, which every branch of science
you can pursue presents.

DYNAMICS.

At the first portal of Science is placed the mathematical investigation of the primary laws of
matter and motion, or what are called Dynamics.
Now here we have to observe the universal appli-

—
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cation of these laws, and the infinite multiplicity
of ends attained by the efficiency of a few simple
principles to the action of which, therefore, the
whole frame of nature, throughout all its parts,
must be nicely adjusted; the physical constitution
of all its masses, and the mechanical structure of
every living frame it contains requiring to be regulated in exact accordance with them.
One of our
poets has observed, not more beautifully than phi;

losophically, that
" The very law that moulds a tear,
And bids it trickle from its source,
That law maintains the world a sphere,
And guides the planets in their course."

The wing of the meanest and

minutest insect which

the passing breeze wafts by us, even those which

man

requires the aid of the microscope to enable

him to discern, must have its muscular powers,
and the mechanism by which they act, as exquisitely adjusted to the operation

medium

of those laws

in

which it lives and moves and has
its being, as the grand mass of Jupiter majestically
sailing, surrounded by its attendant moons, through
the

in

the vast plains of aether.

ASTRONOMY.
Astronomy, however, undoubtedly affords the
most sublime exemplification of these laws, and
that which has in every age been considered as
affording the noblest illustration of the

and power of the great

First

Cause.

To

wisdom
this the

inspired Psalmist repeatedly alludes in his loftiest

and wannest devotional strains; and as he informs
us, "That the words of these heavenly bodies had
G

%

—
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gone out to the ends of the world, and there was
no tongue or language where their voice was not
heard " so we shall find that it was from hence
that those unblest with Revelation were enabled to
approximate most nearly to some just conceptions
;

Classical antiquity has
of the Divine attributes.
bequeathed to us no finer address to the Deity
than the Hymn of Cleanthes the Stoic, in which

we

read,
lei jutv

tks

nnhran

yaixv
vto luo x^xrurxi.

oht x.otru.os tkkifftrofiivt; <ri£i

h xiv a.yr ;, xoci ixuv
t

" This circling universe,

Bends where thou

its

biddst,

willing

way

and worlds thy Word obey."

Here the first remarkable instance of design and
contrivance is the exactly adjusting the projectile
force which impels every planet in its course to
the attractive power which draws it towards the
central sun, in that single proportion which enables
these forces by their composition to produce orbits
very nearly circular as we know that the one of
these forces (gravitation) varies in each planet, the
other (the projectile force) must of course vary
also. In each instance, out of the infinite possible
number of combinations of these forces, but one
would produce the ellipses of small eccentricity
which are actually described, and of the great advantages of which, in regulating the seasons, we
are well aware in our own case, and may extend
our inferences as far as analogy warrants our believing that the beings inhabiting the planetary
system generally are at all of similar nature. Now,
that the frequent recurrence of this particular combination is by no means the result of any physical
necessity of the case, is evident, from the orbits
:
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which have been ascertained to belong to the comets, which occasionally in one part of their path
approach so nearly to the sun as to be heated two
thousand times more than red-hot iron and in another become so remote, as to view the sun only
;

as

we do a

fixed star,

and

to derive scarcely

more

of light or heat from his beams.

Now

assuredly

it

were too hasty

to conclude

that even such conditions preclude every modifi-

cation of

able to

Him who
all

life.

that

all

were more agree-

Undoubtedly

it

we know of

the dispensations of

fillcth all

space with things living, and

things living with his goodness, to believe that

the infinite treasures of his wisdom
provided creatures calculated to

may

also have
endure even
or have (as we see
these extreme circumstances
done in many known instances) allayed and mitigated them by some secret compensations, so as
Still we here
to have rendered them tolerable*.
see, at any rate, how nicely the constitution of the
creatures inhabiting our own planet is adjusted to
its path, a path evidently impressed upon it by
design; for, as I have said, it is one only out of
millions of possible combinations, which could
;

* Thus we know the hc.it imparted hy the lolai beami to
vary with the rarefaction or condensation ot'llic surrounding
atmosphere; rarefied air (as we experience on the summits
of mountain chains) having its capacity for heal bo Increased
as to absorb and render latent large Supplies of it, which in
a condensed state it readily emits and imparts to surrounding
\"\\ <r« may inter fmm tlie phanoinena of theil
Objects.
that the atmospheres of comets are greatly rarefied al
their perihelion; so that they
ay perhaps there absorb and
conceal iiiim h of the heat, which, being equally condensed in

tails,

m

the aphelion,

maj

i.e

tine given out

when

ino^t required
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have impressed on our own globe the course
winch bringeth the regular return of its seasons,
crowning the year with his goodness, who ordained this orbit, which might else by very
many equally possible chances have deviated
even into a comet's course, at once destructive
of every creature that moves and every plant that
blossoms, as they now exist. Another instance of
the adjustment of forces, though by no means
confined within such narrow limits as the former,
may I think be observed in the so regulating the
velocity of the rotation of each planet on its own
axis, that the centrifugal force thence resulting,

can never exceed such a proportion as leaves

it

by the gravitation arising
from the mass of the same planet. For instance,
still

easily controlled

our own planet, the velocity of rotation is such
it any body situated at the equator
1042 miles every hour, or rather more than a
quarter of a mile in a second. But had this velocity been increased about twenty times, so as to
produce a motion of five miles in a second, (the
mass of the earth, and consequently its attraction
of gravitation remaining the same,) we know that
the centrifugal force thence resulting would be
sufficient to detach any bodies which might be
loosened, causing them to revolve like satellites
a gale of wind might thus carry oft' the roofs of
our mansions and every thing which could be torn
in

as carries with

—

;

loose.

But the most beautiful extension of the doctrine
of final causes has been disclosed by those extraordinary and elaborate researches, through which our
theory of Physical Astronomy has received its full
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development and perfection, and the mechanism
it has been appropriately termNow
ed, laid open to our admiring inspection.
if we consider it, and consider it justly to be the
grand triumph and noblest boast of man's reasoning powers, thus to have unravelled a portion
of that universal mechanism, how must we conceive of that intellect which planned, executed,
and sustains the whole of which the specimen visible and cognisable by us, forms probably but an
infinitesimal fraction
But to return. That great
inventive mind which firmly laid the whole foundations of this sublime science, and in every respect
pointed out to his successors the true methods of
investigation to be pursued, still left his grand
system in parts incomplete. It is truly wonderful
indeed, that the transient life of one man (especially when it is remembered that from the probable
exhaustion of an overworn mind he was compelled to suspend his researches at an age by no
means advanced) it is wonderful, I say, that his
span of intellectual energy should have sufficed
to have accomplished one-half of what Newton
did perform, rather than surprising that he should
have left it to others to complete a portion of the
superstructure which has given its full dimensions
and compact solidity to that magnificent Temple
of Nature (or rather let me again say of the God
of Nature) which his mind conceived, and his
Newton in his investihands mostly erected*
gations had become completely aware of the per*
turbing forces arising from the interfering attractions of the planets on each other, &C*j which
affect and appeal to threaten the permanent staof the heavens, as

—

!

!

;

—
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was, indeed, inclined

were such as
necessary that the Deity should from
time to time, directly and as it were miraculously,
interfere (without the intervention of those general and ordinary laws of secondary means which
his wisdom at first appointed) in order to rectify
these disturbances, and to prevent the system
from being hurried by them into disorder and destruction. But far more sublime and more worthy
of the great Creator seem to me the views opened
by the more recent discoveries of science, which,
in pursuing to its full results and perfecting in all
to believe, that these perturbations

to render

it

Newtonian theory, have established,
from the bejjinninij secured bv a most
exquisite and never to be shaken arrangement,
the permanent stability of all the parts of the system that when at the first be spoke the word
and they were made when he originally commanded and they were created by that same word
he made them fast for ever and ever, and gave
them a law which never shall be broken. For by
its

details the

that he has

:

;

;

fully tracing out the universal power of gravitation
through all its abstruse combinations, it has at
length been completely demonstrated, that all the
anomalies in our system are what are called secular variations, that

is,

periodical inequalities, os-

cillating only within fixed

and narrow

limits;

and

destined, after running through a certain course,
to return by a fixed appointment of nature into

And that the great points of the
distances (from the sun) and mean motions
(or revolutions) of the planets being constantly
the

same order.

mean

invariable, all

permanent and destructive

effects
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from the disturbing causes are thus overruled
and even in the midst of seeming danger, stability
is established on the securest basis.
Now, as an
able exponent of these discoveries has excellently
;

When we

observed*, "

made by Nature

consider the provision thus

for the stability

and permanence

of the planetary system, an important question
arises, Whether is this stability necessary or contingent? the effect of an unavoidable or an arbitrary
arrangement ? for if it were the necessary consequence of conditions themselves, we could not
infer from them the existence of design, but must
content ourselves with admiring them as simple

and beautiful

truths, having a necessary and independent existence. But if, on the other hand,
the conditions from which this stability arises necessarily are not necessary themselves, but the
consequences of an arrangement which might have
been different, we are then assuredly entitled to
conclude, that it is the effect of wise design exercised in the construction of the universe.
" Now the investigations of La Place enable us
to give a very satisfactory reply to these questions,
viz.

—That

the conditions essential to the stability

of a system of bodies gravitating mutually to one
another are by no means Decenary, insomuch that
systems can easily he supposed in whirl) no sueh
stability exists.

the

movement

The
of

conditions essential to

the bodies

their having orbits of small
far different

from

revolution not

circles,

all

it,

are,

one direction,

eccentricity, 01 not

and having periods

eommensuraUe

Mow these conditions are not
"

in

Playfaii

ot'

OUO another.
necessary; the] maj
with
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be easily supposed different any of them might
be changed, while the others remained the same.
The appointment of such conditions, therefore, as
would necessarily give a permanent and stable
character to the system is not the work of necessity, and no one will be so absurd as to argue
;

that

it is

the

work of chance.

It

is

therefore the

work of design or of intention, conducted by wisdom
and foresight of the most perfect kind.'' (Ed. Re-

—

view, vol. xi.)
Before I quit the subject of Astronomy, I cannot
fail to point out the nice adjustment by which the
physical constitution and power of the animal inhabitants and vegetable products of our own planet
are so exactly adapted to the condition of that
planet, as influenced by its distance from the sun,
and many other circumstances; that all things here
conspire together for their well-being although
the same constitution would be often inconsistent
with the comfortable and vigorous existence of
races similarly organized on some of the other planets.
We need not indeed doubt that those other
planets are equally inhabited and occupied ; analogy would on the contrary rather lead us to conclude that they are all likewise fully tenanted by beings equally adjusted to their respective situations.
But this nice adjustment, by which every thing is
rendered exactly suitable to the physical circumstances of its particular situation, most clearly implies design and intelligence. To illustrate this, let
us consider how animals and vegetables like those
with which we are acquainted would fare if they
had been called into existence on the face of Ju:

piter instead of the Earth,

—which

is

certainly a

—
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chance equally supposable, if chance had exerted
any influence in their disposition.
Now the
quantity of matter in Jupiter is more than 312
times that contained in the Earth, its attraction of
gravitation must therefore be vastly greater
the muscular powers of the terrestrial animals,
exactly calculated to their proper situation, would
here scarcely suffice to drag their wearied limbs
along with the most painful struggles.
If the
planet has an atmosphere constituted like ours, it
must of course exist in a degree of condensation
vastly greater, in consequence of the superior gra;

vitation.
Now it is well known how great is the
inconvenience experienced, even in an atmosphere
slightly condensed, by those who have ever descended in diving-bells but how infinitely greater
must the labours of respiration become, were our
atmosphere condensed by a gravitation equal to
that of Jupiter? The birds also, which here wing
their light way through the thin breeze, would
there have to struggle through a medium dense
as water.
We know not indeed whether Jupiter
has an atmosphere, or what are its circumstances
but yet there is oik; ground which may lead us to
believe that it has one highly condensed, because
this in fact would form a compensation in one important point admirably adjusted to its particular
circumstances.
The solar beams there received,
and the consequent influences of light and heat
thence derived, aie only in the proportion of one
:

;

I

twenty-eighth to those which

But we well know
is

fall oil the earth.
that the actual heat given out

altogether dependent on the state of rarel'aetion

or condensation of the atmosphere, since in the

;

28
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former state its capacity for heat being increased,
it absorbs the caloric and renders it latent, but
readily gives it out in the latter state. The superior condensation of Jupiter's atmosphere, therefore, may materially compensate the less quantity
of heat incident from the sun.
I have not yet
spoken of our vegetables: but as Jupiter, having
its axis of rotation at right angles to the plane of
the ecliptic, can have no change of season, it may
be doubted whether our vegetables, adapted for
an alternation of excitement and repose in the
vicissitudes of summer and winter, could endure
the perpetual stimulus of a ver assiduum. But not
only do the organized beings of our planet exhibit
these proofs of due adjustment to their place, but
we may further extend the observation to its inorganic masses.
It has been calculated, for instance, that the amount of the possible disturbances affecting our ocean mainly depend on the
density of its waters, as compared with the density,
of the earth supporting them if the densities of
both were equal, the ocean would be liable to tremendous oscillations, which might often carry its
waves in deluges of destruction over the face of
our continents. Now, as the density of the matter
composing Jupiter scarcely exceeds that of water
if it possessed an ocean constituted like ours, this
danger must be always threatening it: but as the
density of the solid materials of our earth exceeds
five times that of water, no such catastrophe can
be here apprehended. Thus has the great Arranger of Nature given to the floods a limit which
they shall not pass, neither turn again to cover
:

the earth.

How

truly

may we

say, with the great
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Newton, " Elegantissima haec compages non nisi
dominio entis intelligentis et potentis

:onsilio et

opri potuit."

GEOLOGY.

As a kindred branch of cosmical science, Geology may be ranked next in order to Astronomy
(though undoubtedly at a vast interval, if the powers
of mind by which the two have been cultivated be
Here, in the alternation of
taken into account).
strata pervious to water, and those which are impenetrable by that fluid, we find, as evinced by
wells and springs, the most admirable contrivance

and distributing the rains that fall
from the clouds for the purpose of forming the
general irrigation of the earth,
a system quite
for collecting

—

perfect in

its

kind.

The

proportion of the surfaces

of our oceans and continents also enters into this
account for the former, the surface of the seas,
evidently afford the first grand source of this
supply by evaporation, which thence rising in
clouds through the air is precipitated in showers,
percolates through the porous strata, thence oozes
in a thousand rills through valleys seemingly excavated on purpose for its conveyance, which inosculate successively into the larger courses of
rivers, in a manner very similar to the inosculation
of the smaller ramifications into the greater trunks
of the venous system in animals, to which it has
and by these channels
been aptly compared
the streams return to their original parent, the
sea, to be thence again raised by fresh evapora»
tion
a complete circulation being thus estaNow had the proportion of the seas to
blished.
:

;

—
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the continents been greater, the supply would
probably have been superabundant if less, deficient: as it is, it is suitably adjusted to the wants
Now in Geology I would particularly
of nature.
;

observe, that the inferences as to the intervention
of a Deity are rendered far more cogent than in
almost any other branch of science because Geological phenomena clearly prove that the present
face of things has been preceded, and indeed has
resulted from, scenes marked by the most violent
;

Now how can we
convulsions and disturbances.
possibly conceive that the admirable order we behold has been educed out of, and indeed in many
cases has been effected by, catastrophes of ruin and
confusion, unless we believe that a Being of infinite
power and wisdom, " rode in the whirlwind and
For instance, we observe
controlled the storm !"
the most indisputable proofs that the whole of our
continents were formed originally beneath the
bosom of the ocean, and have been thence elevated by forces probably analogous to volcanic
agency, of which ineffaceable traces remain in the
dislocations and disturbances of the strata; the
valleys, which afford such an admirable system
for performing the part we have seen assigned to
them in that revolution of the waters which we
have described, appear partly to have originated in
these dislocations of the surface, and partly to have
been excavated by grand diluvial currents sweeping over that surface with the most tremendous and
destructive energy. Of these there may have been
more than one epoch the earliest may have been
occasioned by the great change of the relative level
of sea and land which occurred when the continents
:

—
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emerged, and the oceans assumed their present
relative situation, which a late writer (very justly
I think) supposes to have been alluded to in the
Mosaic narrative, where it is said that the command was given, " Let the waters be gathered together unto one place, and let the dry land appear." The latest diluvial convulsion, I need not
add, is distinctly recorded in the sacred page.
But Geology is, i think, most important, as showing by the irrefutable evidence of these convulsions, and of an order of things in which the globe
must have been untenantable by the present races
of animals, that the actual order of things has
not been constant and invariable, but must necessarily have had a beginning
" For it has ever
been the refuge of scepticism, to believe that the
laws of Nature, being fixed, permanent and invariable, this frame of things is eternal
that the
earth and all the apparatus of bodies in this and
other systems were ever in the state they now
are, and will ever continue the same.
In this
their scheme they think no God needful*."
Now all these atheistical assumptions are most
decidedly and unanswerably negatived in every
page of Geology. But the most important point in
this argument has been most convincingly stated
by an author equally distinguished lor the great
extent of his attainments] and the strength and
soundness of the ratiocination which he has ap;

—

;

* Sot; ;m admirable paeaage in Dit Woodwavd'i Natural
i<» which
tin happy t<> acknow
Hiftory of the Earth, p.
ledge myself Indebted for luggetting this argument, although
of court! 1 hare been obliged t<> rectify liis itatexnenti according to our prettat state of knowledge*
'.'.

I

;
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plied to the multifarious subjects which he has
cultivated, not superficially, but to the very

— an authority

bottom

also especially endeared to us as

one of the principal founders and warmest friends
of this Institution.
I cannot therefore do better
than quote from Dr. Prichard's admirable Essay
on the physical history of Mankind the following
passage*.
"It is well known that all the strata
of which our continents are composed were once
a part of the ocean's bed. There is no land in existence which was not formed beneath the sea, or
* Prichard's Researches into the Physical History of Mankind, vol. ii. p. 5 J4.
This great point of the recent origin of man is admitted
hy all Geologists, however various and even discordant their
(

I am most happy to be able to quote on
consentaneous testimony of that singularly
able work, " Lyell's Principles of Geology," although it must
be well known to all interested in the science, that I widely
dissent from the author in many of his speculative ideas
but on this very account it is the more gratifying to me to
show, that our differences, whatever they may be, do not in
any manner affect the important application of the science
which I have endeavoured to enforce and illustrate in the
text.
" We need not," says this writer, " dwell on the
proofs of the low antiquity of our species, for it is not conThe establishment by Geotroverted by any Geologist, &c.
logical evidence of the first intervention of such a peculiar
and unprecedented agency long after other parts of the animate and inanimate world existed, affords ground for concluding, that the experience, during thousands of ages, of all
the events which may happen on this globe, would not enable
a philosopher to speculate with confidence concerning future
contingencies
had he previously presumed to dog-.
matize respecting the absolute uniformity of the order of
nature, he would undoubtedly be checked by witnessing tlii>
new and unexpected event." (Principles of Geology, vol. i.

theoretical views.
this subject the

—

pp.

1.33— 1G4.)

—
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from beneath the water. Mankind had a beginning, since we can now look back
to the period when the surface on which they live
began to exist. We have only to go back in imathat has not risen

gination to that age, to represent to ourselves that
existed nothing in this
globe but unformed elements, and that in the next
at a certain time there

period there had begun to breathe and move, in a
and we shall
particular spot, a human creature
already have admitted perhaps the most astonishing miracle recorded in Scripture. After contem;

phamomenon, we

no diffiwould now be
so extraordinary that they might be termed almost
plating this

shall find

culty in allowing, that events which

incredible, (our confidence in the present order of

things having been established by the uniform experience of so many ages,) would at one time have
given no just cause for wonder or scepticism. In
the first ages of the world, events were conducted
by operative causes of a different kind from those
which are now in action; and there is nothing contrary to common sense or to probability in the
supposition, that this sort of agency continued to
operate from time to time as long as it was required,

—

that

is,

until the physical

stitution of tilings

now

and moral con-

existing was completed,

and the design of Providence attained.*
* Hume lias objected to the argument from design, iliat If we
consider the perfect system of nature as inferring a designer,
then, by parity of reasoning, that perfect designing being mu*
Now it seems
infer a prior designer, ami so on ml Infinitum.
clear that this objection, If pressed, must immediately resolve
tor our answer will of course
Itself Into a mode of Pantheism
t

;

be "That the only conclusion in which our reason can repose,
is the ideaofa lii
cau leeternally, necessarilj ami self existent;
t

il

D
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Since the above paragraphs were first written,
an Address, delivered to the Geological Society
of London by its very able president, Professor
Sedgwick, has just appeared, which contains some
remarks on this application of geological science
which I am much gratified in being able to subjoin
as an appropriate conclusion to the present branch
of our argument.
" Geology lends a great and. unexpected aid to
the doctrine of final causes for it has not merely
added to the cumulative argument, by the supply
of new and striking instances, of mechanical structure adjusted to a purpose and that purpose accomplished but it has also proved that the same
pervading active principle, manifesting its power
in our times, has also manifested its power in times
long anterior to the records of our existence.
" But after all, some men seeing nothing but uni;

;

and that the idea of any thing

prior, therefore, involves a conthe opponent would still urge his
" Why may
objection, he must, I conceive, remodel it thus
not the natural universe itself be that eternally necessarily
and self-existent perfect being?" which in effect is Panthei>ni.
Now the arguments in the text appear to me to be the most
conclusive against all these sophisms for they show that the
present frame of nature has not possessed this eternal and
uecessary existence they palpably demonstrate that many of
the most important parts of the design of nature have had a
beginning, and were altogether foreign to all the parts of the
fabric of nature which preceded. Thus the conclusion of a first
cause and original designer altogether extraneous to the maThe argument from design
terial universe appears inevitable.
has always seemed to me to require the demoi stration of the
non-eternity of the present state of nature (that state in which
the design is evinced) to complete its cogency and geological
evidence may perhaps be considered as most clearly supply-

tradiction in terms."

And

if

:

:

:

—

;

ing this demonstration.
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formity and continuity in the works of nature, have
contended (with what I think a mistaken zeal
for the honour of sacred truth), that the argument
from final causes proves nothing more than a
I feel not the force of this
quiescent intelligence.
objection.
In geology, however, we can meet it
by another direct argument for we not only find
in our formations organs mechanically constructed
but at different epochs in the history of the
earth we have great changes of external conditions, and corresponding changes of organic structure
and all this without the shadow of a proof
that one system of things graduates into, or is the
necessary and efficient cause of, the other.
Yet
in all these instances of change, the organs, as far
as we can comprehend their use, are exactly those
which were best suited to the functions of the
being.
Hence we not only show intelligence contriving means adapted to an end, but at successive
times and periods contriving a change of mechanism adapted to a change in external conditions.
If this be not the operation of a prospective and
active intelligence, where are we to look for it ?"
still

;

—

;

The

sciences which relate to the material con-

stituents of nature, their properties

and recipro-

next present themselves; such .is the
history of light, of heat, of electricity, and that in
vest igat ion of the composition of bodies, and of the
character and relation of their elements, usually
included under the term of Chemical Philosophy,
cal action,

d

.'
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Of Light,

medium of our knowledge
of external nature, the voice as it were with which
the God of Nature has endowed its material objects,
to place them in relation and communication with
its intellectual agents,
why should I speak? This
great end it could not accomplish, were not all its
optical laws, the properties of the objects on which
it falls, and of every humour of the eyes which it
traverses, nicely regulated in reciprocal relations.
For instance, if bodies generally had been unable
to reflect rays (which the phenomena of polarization show to be possible under given circumstances), or had the humours of the eye been possessed of double refraction, as many substances
are, vision must have been in the one case null,
in the other so confused as to be useless.
Paley,
whose work will be the text-book of this collegiate class, has so fully described the exquisite
structure of the eye as a regular optical instrument, that I need only observe, that he who believes a telescope or microscope to be the work of
design, and doubts this of an eye, must believe
that a perfect instrument exhibits less proof of
contrivance than an imperfect one of the very
same kind. Light also, evolved as it is from the
great luminary of our system, and acting on an
the grand

—

insect's eye, shows the universal relations that
pervade that system from its greatest bodies to
its meanest tenants.
It further illustrates the
great multiplicity of useful ends, seemingly quite
unconnected, accomplished by an individual principle, since it is known to be important as a che-

mical agent.
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HEAT.

Heat is equally conducive to the support of
animal and vegetable life and it is an indispensable agent in many of the most important chemical operations of nature, and of the same ne;

cessity to sustain both the atmosphere and the
waters of the earth in the condition which enables
them to fulfil their important purposes in the
ceconomy of nature. What a number and variety
of nicely adjusted relations are implied in this
short statement The laws by which it is evolved
in combustion especially demand our notice, as
these seem to have an especial reference to the
comforts of man and to the arts of human life,
and therefore seem to imply a foresight of those
I have
wants, and the arts which supply them.
!

sometimes been led, further, from this fact to inquire whether we might not, in the suitableness
of natural agents to afford materials for the arts
invented by man's reason, discover a prophetic
anticipation and 2 )r0SP cc ^ ive provision for those
arts
whether, for instance, admitting the laws of
the evolution of heat in combustion to have been
;

designed with reference to our artificial comforts,
we may not equally conclude, its agency in the
production of the immense power arising from the
elasticity of steam, to have been equally an intentional provision for our use as science advanced I
an opinion which would identify thai advance w uh
the designs of the Author of our reason. But pro:it
pose this only as a query, and with diffidence

—

1

'

!

*

The

Ides,

thai in

ni:iii\

Instance! luch anticipative pro-

having a designed reference i<> the .future and pro*
ire developments of human arts and discoveries of human

visions,

"
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however, the influence of heat in evapoundoubtedly a most splendid instance of
beneficial contrivance for had not water and heat
been related in such a manner, that this effect must
rate,

ration

is

;

one on which I could willingly dilate, did
running into fanciful speculation.
aware, indeed, that the Lucretian argument,

science,

is

I

not

fear the charge of

I

am

'•

Nil adeo quoniam natum est in rebus ut uti
Possemus, sed quod natum est id procreat usum

—

may seem more plausibly applicable against this view than
on the subject to which he directed it: to me, however, every
analogy seems strongly favourable to such a supposition. If,
for example, we consider the case of the insect societies,
since
we often see tribes of insects hatched at the very season when
the vegetables forming their appropriate nutriment are developed the relations in this case are such, that we cannot
doubt the one to have been intentionally provided for the
other. But to those tribes which construct regular habitations

—

—

;

and receptacles for their young and their food,
the materials whence these are fabricated are obviously no
less essential to their animal ceconomy than is their nutriment and we find both equally provided by the same bountiful hand of nature
Can we then believe that the provision
is in the one instance intentional, but in the other accidental ?
Shall we say that the nectarine juices of flowers and their
pollen afford sustenance to bees by design, but that the vegetable materials whence (by an adapted animal organization)
they secrete their wax, and the resinous gums found in
certain trees (such as the birch, willow, and poplar), which
constitute their propolis, are made subservient to their use
in the construction of their cells only through mere chance ?
But surely the architecture and arts of bees differ from those
of men in degree rather than in nature; and if it be said that
the one are the necessary consequences of immutable instincts,
and the other the contingent discoveries of progressive reason
still there seems nothing in this distinction which can render
it probable that the Universal Cause should in his designs so
fully provide for every thing necessary for the accomplishment of the purposes suggested by the former mental prin-

for themselves,

;

;

—

.
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necessarily result from their reciprocal action, the

clouds of heaven could never have dropped fatand all vegetable and animal life had quickly
perished in intolerable drought.
For this end it
ness,

and have left the other in the hands of chance. The
medical properties of so many natural substances seem to
afford a strong confirmation of this argument. Can we suppose the febrifuge qualities of the bark of the Cinchona less
the effect of intentional design, than the nutritive properties
of every green herb given for food to animal nature ?
Yet
the general application of this remedial principle was deciple,

pendent on the progress of navigation, and the discovery of
the continent to which the Cinchona is limited and we see
many of the most important medical substances latent for
ages, until, as in the case of Iodine, the most recent chemical
discoveries have introduced them to common use. The appli:

magnet to the purposes of navigation affords another example of the class of cases concerning which I would inquire, whether we may not consider
such an application to have been an object of design in the
original constitution of things. It is true, indeed, that this is
only one result of the general principle of polarity, which

cation of the polarity of the

;

probably answers many much higher and more important
but this is surely
purposes than those of human navigation
no objection for in the ceconomy of nature, one of the most
admirable circumstances is the great multiplicity of useful
purposes answered By some single and simple provision, often
in addition to thai which seems its most obvious and principal
Thus, in the case of the bees before alluded to, DO one
end.
can believe that it is the principal end of the inflorescence, so
necessary to the perpetuation of the vegetables themselves,
yet no one can,
to furnish these insects with honey or pollen
I think, deny that this, though a subordinate purpose, was
yet one of those contemplated in the design of the creating
Nor do we,
think, feel any inconsistent
intelligence.
when WC read that God set the luminaries in the firmament
of heafen tO rule the day and the night, and to be for signi
and for seasons and lor days and foi y.iis; though \\
Mindly know that this can lie only a |( ond.n \ and subordinate design answered by these groal bodies in the system
:

;

;

I

.

of the universe.

;!
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was equally necessary that the constitution and
atmosphere should be adjusted
so as to co-operate
and we have before seen
how the geological structure of the earth has been
regulated in subserviency to the same end, by
the distribution and circulation of these waters.
\\ hut multitudes of relations must be thus made
to conspire together to work out a single end
The mind is almost lost in the contemplation
and can only exclaim, " O Lord, how manifold are
thy works, in wisdom thou hast made them all!"
relations of the

:

ELECTRICITY.

Of electricity,

my

the infancy of the science forbids

speaking at any length.

grounds

We

for believing that all

chemistry depend on

have, however,

the attractions of

this principle

;

and the recent

discoveries of electro-magnetism exhibiting re-

markable analogies

to the planetary motions, in
the production of gyrations which in like manner

necessarily revolve in one and the

same

may induce

certainly

as

that one of those planets,

with magnetical polarity,

is

that this

more importance in the system of
than we are yet aware of.
far

direction,

know
— we
our own,
endowed
—
agency
of

us to suspect,

is

the universe

It seems also highly probable that the electrical
power under some of its modifications maybe the

principal agent in the mysterious propagation of
the nervous influence, and consequent excitement

of muscular action through the animal frame; an
opinion forcibly suggested by the phenomena of
the actual development of this principle by animal
mechanism in the cases of the gymnotus aid tor-

—
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pedo, and by the powerful effect which well-known
experiments demonstrate that it is capable of producing on the nervous and muscular system, reexciting almost the appearance of vitality in bodies
after the flame of life had fled.
The researches
also of Dr. W. Philip, and other English physiologists,
in the prosecution of which it was found
that when a nerve was divided so as entirely to
intercept the transmission of its action, the place
of the nerve might be supplied by a galvanic apparatus,
assuredly impart much of additional
probability to the hypothesis of the connection of
nervous influence with the electrical principle.
When another Newton shall arise to investigate,
methodize, and generalize the laws of the polar
forces, his harvest of important truths may perhaps be as abundant as was that of the first*: and
we cannot doubt that if so, it will be equally pregFor the argument
nant with proofs of design.
from final causes is of a cumulative nature, it ever

—

—

•

Does not the language of

the

Newton,

in alluding,

I

be-

supposed a'therial fluid, seem almost prophetical
M A dj ice re jam
of such a regular theory of polar forces?
liceret nonuulla de spiritu quodam Bubtiliuimo corpora cram
lieve, to his

pervadente, el in iisdem latente, cujua \i el actionibui particuts corporum ad minima* diatantiaa bc mutuo attrahant, et
contiguae facta cohaerent: et corpora electric* aguot ad dl•tantiai majorefl tarn repellendo .pi. no attrehendo corpuacula
viciua,— et lux rcflcctitur, refringitur, inth-ctitnr, ot corpora
el ten atio omnia ezcitatur, el membra animalium
ad voluntatem moventur, vibrationibua icHicel hujui ipiritua
pei lolida nervorum capillamenta ab externii senauum organia
ad cerebrum el a cerebro In miuculoa propagatia.- Sed baac
paucia exponi oon poeaunt, Deque adeal aufflciena copia
perimentorum quibua legea actionum bujua ipiritua accurate
[Scholium gtntnUi at the
determinari el monatrari debent."
Here we see the attraction of cohecud of the Prindpia*)

calefacitj

—
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" grows with the growth, and strengthens with the
strength" of science, continually unfolding fresh
pages to the admiration of succeeding generations
as they advance in intellectual progress.

CHEMISTRY.
Chemistry, as it developes the elementary composition of bodies and the laws regulating the
combinations of those elements, illustrates

in al-

most every instance the admirable adjustment of
their relations to each other and to the governing
laws but time obliges me to select from this rich
abundance very sparingly. It may suffice to point
out only a single example How indispensable is
the atmosphere to the support of animal and vegetable life
yet it is composed of two elements,
oxygen and azote, which being blended in another
mode and in different proportions, furnish only
:

:

!

acid poisons alike destructive of both,

and

— nitrous

&c

Here, again, we see a striking instance of the multiplicity of beneficial ends,
unconnected and sometimes seemingly opposed,
effected by a single agent.
The atmospheric air
supports animal life by renewing the vigour of the
1,
blood, carrying oh its carbonized impurities in the
form of the acid produced by their union with its
nitric acid,

rence, corpuscular attraction, of which chemical affinity may
perhaps be only a modification, electrical, which of course
involves magnetical attraction, optical phenomena (now extended by the discoveries of polarised light), and nervous influence, considered as probable modifications of a single principle a generalisation bold indeed, (in the time of the author
so bold that only the ay%ivtott of true genius could suggest or
sanction it,) but as beautiful as it is bold, and towhkh every
subsequent discovery of science appears constantly to bring
;

some accession of

probability.
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transferring to
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on the con-

the materials thus abs-

it

from animal frames,

tracted
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and

occasionally

(during the absence of light that is) in yielding

oxygen, which uniting with the carbon already
lodged in the pores of the vegetables (as derived
from the vegetable soil in which they grow, &c),
through which state
thus forms carbonic acid
this nutriment of vegetables, for such carbon principally is, must pass, before it can be assimilated
into their system.
Under the influence of light,
however, the vegetable becomes capable of decomposing the carbonic acid, appropriating solely the
carbon and not only thus repays the oxygen it
had previously borrowed, but also by decomposing those other portions of carbonic acid which
the air had derived from animal respiration and
wafted over to the vegetable, gives forth an independent and, as it were, gratuitous supply of the
aeriform principle emphatically termed vital air.
Thus the purity of the atmosphere is restored,
and it becomes again fitted for animal respiration,
to which it would be unsuitable if overloaded with
the carbonic acid from which the vegetables thus
free it. So exactly does animal respiration fit the
air to support vegetable life, and vegetable respiration (if we may so speak) renew its fitness tor
that of animals. What an admirably adjusted baand how nicely do these antagonist causes
lance
play into each other
The atmosphere also supports combustion by
parting witli its oxygen.
its

;

;

!

!
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Another most important and beneficial use of
the atmosphere, and one totally unconnected with
the former, is, that it is so constituted as to afford

a medium suitable to propagate by its vibrations
the impressions of sound to the animal senses,
AVere its properties* other than such as to fit it
for receiving and transmitting these undulating
vibrations, or were there not such an adjustment
and adaptation of the things to be acted upon to
the medium of action, as to qualify the ears of
animals to be suitably affected by the impressions
thus communicated, all nature would be buried
The audible signs by
in the silence of death.
which every beast of the field, and every bird of
the air, expresses its wants and affections would
be cut off; the great means of communication from

mind

to

hilated

;

mind of rational creatures would be

anni-

the sweet strains of harmony, which yield

the purest and,

if I

may

so speak, the most intel-

would be hushed
and the unbroken and gloomy stillness of the
grave replace the busy and happy hum of life.

lectual of sensual gratifications,

;

ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY.

The physiology of
races

the organised beings, the

endowed with animal and vegetable

nally claim our attention.

the former class.

Now the

We

life, fi-

will fir>t consider

frames of these beings

* Had the atmosphere been composed entirely of oxygen,
the sounds would have been painfully intense. Had it been
hydrogen, they would bave been faintly distinguishable, and
at small distances totally inaudible.

b
i

J

i

!

—
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present us partly with chemical laboratories adapted to all the purposes of
"

.

.

.

.

Nature's chemistry, by Man's
"

Weak

art inimitable,

form machines constructed on the
perfect
mechanical principles.
most
We have
already had frequent occasion to remark on their
nice adjustment and exact adaptation to the general laws of Nature, and to their particular place
in the system, and the circumstances under which
they are placed an adaptation at once precluding
partly they

;

every possibility of ascribing their disposition to
chance. The proofs of design resulting from the
exquisite structure of the animal frame have been
selected by Paley* as the most cogent topic of his
* In that very interesting work, Ellis's Polynesian Reto which I may apply Johnson's well-known sentence, with a slight accommodation, and say that the philosopher ought to read it for its valuable information on natural
history, statistics, and national manners, and the Christian

x

arches,

—

for itfl details of the causes and effects of the gnat religions
change effected in the insular population t<> which it relates,
I have met with a striking instance of the manner in which
the argument, from the mechanical structure of the animal
frame (so admirably illustrated by Paley), suggested itself to
a mind previously scarcely elevated above the savage state.
when that mind began to be opened and expanded by the
It affords an interesting
civilizing influence of Christianity.
exemplification of the natural train of thought of one who

may

be well called a Polynesian Paley.
Mr. Ellis informs ns that, " On a public occasion, in the
bland of Raiatea, during the year 1835, a number of the In
habitants were converting on the wisdom of God, which, it
was observed, though so long unperoeived by them, was
In con
strikingly exhibited in ever) object the] beheld.
Armation of this, a venerable and gre) h« aded man, who had
fbrmerlj been a orcerer, oi priesl of the evil spirit, stretched

—
;
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argument, and so admirably illustrated by him,
that it were superfluous now to detain you with
any detail on this subject. I will only add a brief
statement of the very important observations
made since his time by the Newton of comparative anatomy, the great Cuvier, concerning the
harmony and necessary relations which subsist
between the different members in each class of
animals.
" Every organized individual," says this distinguished philosopher, " forms an entire system of

own, all the parts of which mutually correspond
and concur to produce a certain definite purpose
by reciprocal action, or by combining towards the
same end. Hence none of those separate parts
can change their forms, without a corresponding
change in the other parts of the same animal
and consequently each of these parts taken separately indicates all the other parts to which it has
belonged.
Thus, if the viscera of an animal are
its

so organized as only to be fitted for the digestion

of recent flesh, it is also requisite that the jaws
should be so constructed as to fit them for deand looking at the limbs of his body, said,
Here the wisdom ofGod is displayed:
I have hinges from
my toes to my fingers' ends. This finger has its hinges, and
this arm, on its hinge, is extended at
bendl at my desire
my will; by means of these hinges my legs bear me where I
wish
and my mouth, by its hinge, masticates my food.
Does not all this display the wisdom of God ?' "
How closely parallel is this to the argument in Paley, Btfa
chapter, on the Mechanical Arrangement of the Human
Frame, where he expatiates at length on the hivgc-jo\nt of
the neck, on the hinge-joint at the elbow, on the ftinge-jo'mt
forth his hand,

—

'

;

;

—

—

—

—

at the knee, on that of the ankle, &c.
ging/t/mus is technically applied.

—

to

these the term
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vouring prey the claws must be constructed for
seizing and tearing it to pieces
the teeth for
cutting and dividing the flesh
the entire system
:

;

;

of the limbs, or organs of motion, for pursuing
and overtaking it and the organs of sense, for
discovering it at a distance.
Nature also must
have endowed the brain of the animal with instinct
sufficient for concealing itself, and for laying plans
to catch its necessary victims."
Did the time permit me to proceed with the
detail of the examples which he subjoins, in these
and the other classe,s, all would be found most
;

striking.

Another most beautiful point

in the organiza-

of the various animal frames, is one which is
almost suggested by the name comparative Anatomy, and which imparts to that science all its exactness
viz. the uniformity of the general type,
according to which those animal frames are constructed, subject as that type yet is to a thousand
tion

;

different subordinate modifications, calculated to

adapt each individual form for the peculiar circumstances under which its living occupant is
placed.
This uniformity in its greatest degree is
of course to be found only in the different congenerous species of the same great orders of the
animal kingdom,
in the several species of ver-

—

tebrated animals, for instance: yet in these h<»\\
great a diversity (in each case regulated by the
specific wants of the animal) is found to coexist
with a perfect identity in the general type of the
structure.

whale,

If

we

take, for instance, a

— what can seem more

external forms of each

;

man and

a

diversified than the

and how admirably do
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those diversities fit each for its place, for the
element in which it moves, and for the pursuits
in which it is engaged? "Vet if we compare the
skeletons of each, the uniformity is such, that a
person previously acquainted with human anatomy, would at once be able to point out, bone
for bone, analogous divisions in the structure of
the whale, with the exception indeed of the hinder
extremities, which being in the whale unnecessary, are here left out of the design.
But in the
anterior extremities, though nothing can at first,
and outwardly, seem more different than a man's
arm and hand and the fin of a whale, both in
figure and use, yet the anatomist will at once recognize in the skeleton of both, the same tvpe
and the same subordinate parts. The 'same humerus, though much shortened in the whale
the
same radius and ulna, although the cetaceous
forms are compressed and anchylosed to the
neighbouring parts
and the same carpus and metacarpus, though with similar modifications, terminating in the same phalanges.
Yet how admirably is each so diversified as to fit it for its intended purpose How admirbaly does the human
hand and arm co-operate with man's reason, with
which in one sense this form seems co-ordinate,
in all the arts which distinguish his mode of being
And how well suited is the whale's fin, as an
organ of impulse and direction in its motion
through the waves
This surprising uniformity
has always seemed to me valuable, as inferring
the unity of the designing intelligence just as
the adaptation of the diversities demonstrate his
;

;

!

!

!

;

intelligence.

An

Italian

anatomist has

beauti-

—
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fully expressed this varied uniformity in a Latin
sentence, well worthy one of the descendants of
" Usque adeo Natura una
Cicero's compatriots.

eadem semper atque multiplex, disparibus etiam
formis effectus pares, admirabili quadam varietatum simplicitate conciliat." (Scarpa de Auditu.)
But the most astonishing provision in the animal economy is perhaps the system of nervous
influence, the great and sole channel of communication by which the impressions excited by external objects on the organs of sense are transmitted to the central seat of sensation, and by
which inversely the energies of volition, stimulated by the ideas so presented, are propagated,
and excite corresponding motions in every part
of the muscular frame. While encased in drawing
up this article, my eye is caught by a statement on
this subject by a most intelligent medical writer,
so luminous and so concise that I cannot, I am
sure, present that subject to you more clearly than
by quoting his words. Speaking of the nervous
system, he thus proceeds to describe it as
" A medium of communication e\ cry where distributed with the minutest care, and in the richest
profusion
while its various parts and subordinate
systems are so closely, so carefully, and so astonishingly connected with each other, as to indi-

—

;

cate most clearly the perfection of divine

wisdom

uninterrupted and harmonious intercourse, ai <1 securing the most general
impression. Not the minutest sensation occurs at
the extremity of the system, but is instantaneously
propagated to its centre not a desire is excited in
the mind, hut a Corresponding action is produced

displayed

in

preserving

its

:

E

—
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organ destined for its gratification and the
endless variety of communication with its several
regions, through the medium of plexus, ganglion,
interlacing and decussation of fibres, separate
twigs of intercourse, and the one agency of the
in the

;

great sympathetic nerve, is such as to overwhelm
Nenmham on the
the mind with astonishment."*
Influence of the Mind on the Body, Sec. Christian
.9
Observer, March 1831, p. 14i

ENTOMOLOGY.

Even
races,

—

meanest
which of the Creator's works can be

in the minutest, (I will not say

for

—

mean !) in the history of the insect tribes,
often find some of the most astonishing proofs
treatise
of that Creator's universal providence.
on Entomology is trifling only in the size of its objects. When we examine the wonderful fabrics
which many of them construct, and their admirable
provisions for the care and sustenance of their
young progeny, which the parents themselves are
often destined never to behold,
we look with ascalled

we

A

—

tonishment on a power of instinct which even
reason is unable to fathom
and feel that in one
;

sense at least

it is

philosophically true, that

"Dens

animus brutorum."

est

know

I

not,

indeed, any subject which

more

conspicuously displays the amazing riches of that
*

On

occur

in

the subject of Zoology some very interesting remarks
the introductory treatise to the Library of Useful

Knowledge, which I have been obligingly permitted to exSec Appendix, No. I. I would also particularly wish to
refer to the excellent treatise on Animal Mechanics, published by Dr. Olinthus Gregory, in the same series. The Animal
Physiology of the same series is likewise especially valuable.
tract.

—
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creating and presiding Intelligence, the Author
and Governor of nature, than the history of these

minute tribes. The very fact of the small size of
the objects only renders more admirable the very
signal instances of contrivance and design which
all

the phaenomena of their organization, their in-

and their social order exhibit. We
more, I think, the infinite extent of that care
which is over all the great Creator's works, which
knows no distinction of great and small, when we
see it thus lavished on beings which to a superficial view appear so utterly insignificant
and in
one instance perhaps we are warranted in carrying
our inferences from design a step further in this
case, than we are able to do in a mode of reasoning equally direct with regard to the higher orders
of animals,
I mean with reference to the arts, e.g.
architecture, &c, of these insects, which we see
obviously as much provided for in the original
design which has regulated their organization, as
the primary physical wants of their nature
for
we find peculiarities of organic structure as decidedly adapted to the one as to the other.
I
have before endeavoured to avail myself of this
analogy, in pointing out the probability that a similar provision may have been made, though by
stincts, their arts,

feel

—

—
;

—

;

prospective anticipation, tor the progressive advances of the arts developed by human reason*
And indeed in the organic structure of man, in
the admirable and universally applicable instrument with which he ii furnished in the human
band, we lin<l a provision Btrictly co-ordinate
with the mental powers which direct ihi -application of that instrument.
Bui to return to

a

—

—

I
i
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In the admirably disciplined soour insects.
cieties of the ant and the bee, in the regular division of labour, &c, we see, as it were, a beautiful model of the best organized republics of
civilized men
not only in the devotion of the
community to the necessary safety of the queen
and universal mother of the tribe, but in the divisions of the worker, from the nurse bee
divisions obviously the express appointment of the
Author of Nature, because they are accompanied
with corresponding varieties in the organic structure of the different classes.
Then, how admirably is that organic structure adapted to all their
wants; not only their physical wants, for that provision we equally see in all animal races
and
though the intestinal sacs for carrying honey in
the bee, and the curious ovipositors of many insects are peculiar and beautiful examples, yet
they belong to an universal class of animal provisions.
But the provisions made for the uses of
what may well be called the arts of insects, seem
;

—

;

—

:

to

me

strictly sui generis

;

—such,

to take the

most

obvious instance, are the spinnerets with which
the spider constructs its geometrical webs.
But
the arts of bees are decidedly the most striking.
In these wonderful little insects, instinct has
taught them rules of construction of which man's
reason examines and confirms the propriety by
the most refined mathematical calculus.
If we
inquire by a problem in maxima ct minima what

—

figure will afford the greatest capacity in the least
space and with the least expenditure of materials,

we have

as our result the precise hexagonal cells

employed by these

little

geometricians.

If

we
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inquire what ought to be the form of the pyramidal terminations of such cells where the bases
of the double row of cells fronting the opposite
faces of the comb are in contact in the middle, the
infinitesimal calculus directs us to certain angles
which should be employed in the formation of a
three-sided pyramidal base, in order that the least
possible quantity of matter may be expended, and
these angles will be found the same within two
seconds with those actually employed. To supply
and use the materials for these admirable structures, we find them furnished with an organic
apparatus by which wax is secreted from their
vegetable nutriment, and deposited between the
We find also their
scales of the wax-workers.
legs provided with a little triangular basket for
the express purpose of carrying the propolis or
vegetable gum, which they employ as a sort of
cement and varnish. The hairy bristles of their
legs fit them for brushing off and carrying heaps
of the pollen of flowers, which in the form of
bee-bread constitutes an essential part of their
nutriment.
The claws of their extremities and
their flexible mandibles supply all the purposes
of man's hand and fingers, and in a manner equally
and their tongue, also capable of asefficient
suming the most varied shapes and executing tinmost complicated operations, being sometimes
flattened like a troWel, and at others pointed like a
pencil, is a most useful aid in their architecture*.
:

*

On

this

subject,

Kiiii\

and Spence on Entomology

li

the moil complete treatise: but the cheaper and more condenied publication! <>n the lubject, In Murray's Family Li
brary, and r In- Llbrarj of Entertaining Knowledge, contain
every thing ;tt tU rssrnlial, and aic most aldy I'Mcntid.
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may be

regretted that Paley has not entered
the physiology of vegetables,
which would have afforded him many illustrations
of his argument scarcely less interesting than
those of the animal ceconomy.
The time will now
only permit me to adduce one of these, which is
particularly suggested by the present vernal season. Who can now pass through the fields without
admiring the curious manner in which the tender
petals are enfolded, and defended from the still
frosty breezes in the cases of their yet unexpanded buds. All of you must frequently have admired the exquisite specimens of this presented
by the horse-chestnut ; the external scaly cases
of its bud covered with a thick gum, forming so
complete a shelter for the inclosed leaflets from
the action of cold.
But few of you are probably
aware, that these external scales present a most
beautiful instance of one of those prospective provisions, affording by anticipation an adaptation of
organization, varying with the varying circumstances to which the subject may be exposed.
These scales are derived from the same origin as
the ordinary leaves; and in the warm climates of
which the tree is a native, are fully developed
under their form, as common additional leaves
but when transferred to our colder regions, these
outer leaves are chilled, checked in their growth,
and instead of expanding in the natural form, they
contract, harden, curve inwards, and degenerate
into scales, beneath whose friendly covering the
protected interior leaflets vegetate freely.
Thus
is the very cold made by its influence to produce
It

more

largely on

—

:
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an effectual defence against the injuries
itself

it

55

might

otherwise occasion*.

CONCLUSION.

Thus feebly have I endeavoured to set forth
and illustrate the most striking and convincing
argument which the great Creator has addressed
to his rational creatures, in thus plainly inscribing

the fundamental truth of his existence on all his
works. But the force of the argument may be
perhaps best exemplified, by observing the concessions which

it

who would

fain

extorts from those

endeavour

unhappy men

persuade themselves
no God. One of the

to

in their hearts, that there is

ablest of these, Diderot, frankly admits, that

it

was

necessary, in consistency with his view of the argument, to maintain that it was possible that the
most elaborate Epic, an Iliad for instance, might
be reproduced by rattling together a number of
types like dice, and throwing them a sufficient
number of times and this absurdity he does consequently seriously maintain. " Whatever," say we,
"were the finite sum of types with which it should
be proposed to me to reproduce the Iliad, there
would be an appreciable finite sum of throws,
;

which would render the proposal advantageous
And if the number of throws allowed
for me.
me were infinite, my advantage also would be inSurely we may safely enough take the
finite."
philosopher at his own words, and admit the pro* I would especially recommend the admirable and com
pendious work of Mri. Marcel on Vegetable Physiology.
I
may also refer to my friend Mr. Duncan's Interesting essay,
entitled Botano»Theologj(.
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bability that the universe could

come

into exist-

ence without an intelligent Creator, and that an
Iliad could be thus constructed, are exactly equal.
But even Diderot himself seems, as an amiable
writer has observed, " to have had some lucid intervals in which he thought and felt very differently." In one of these happier moments he has
exclaimed, not more eloquently than justly, " Is
not the existence of a God as clearly impressed
on the eye of a moth, or the wing of any insect, as
the faculty of thought in the writings of the great
Newton ? What Does the formation of the universe evince less of intelligence than the explanation of the universe ? What an assertion
Is not
the intelligence of the First Cause more forcibly
demonstrated by his works, than the faculty of
thought in a philosopher by his writings ? Let the
Atheist, too, remember that I have objected to
him only the wing of a butterfly, whereas I might
have crushed him with the weight of the uni!

!

verse."

May the applications of science which I have
thus endeavoured to inculcate, become habitually
familiar to your minds, and heighten and sanctify
the intellectual gratification they are calculated to
yield. Without such an application, indeed, what
can they ultimately profit ? Horace, in his most
beautiful Ode on the Death of the Philosopher
Archytas, gives a melancholy answer to this
question.
"
Nee quidquam tibi prodest
Aerias tentasse domos, animoque rotundum
Percurrisse polum, morituro."
.

.

.

.

But with such an

application,

when

these pursuits
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are cultivated with a constant reference to the
great Creator, and when through them we endeavour to habituate our minds to the contempla-

—

power and goodness, may we not
with a better hope, that such a study may
be productive of advantages, which shall not thus
desert us at the hour of death ?
I will now conclude with the words in which the
great Newton sums up his celebrated Scholium
generate at the end of his immortal Principia.
" Atque haec de Deo, de quo utique ex Phaenomenis disserere ad Philosophiam Naturalem per*
tion of his
trust,

tinet."

>
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PART

:

—

III.

ARGUMENT FROM ANALOGY, AND ON THE PECULIAR
EVIDENCES AND DOCTRINAL CHARACTER OF THE
CHRISTIAN REVELATION.

The preliminary consideration of the natural evidences to the existence of an intelligent Creator of
the universe, as deducible from the innumerable
marks of design impressed on the works of creation, has been properly followed up in the plan
sketched for your lectures, by the examination of
the argument drawn from the analogy of religion, natural and revealed, to the constitution

and

course of nature
a subject, as is well known,
identified, as it were, with the name of that distinguished author who first handled it fully and
satisfactorily; a name which, in this place, should,
I think, be peculiarly cherished, as that of the
ablest Prelate who has presided over the See of
Bristol.
In the progress ofthe course, this work
will be regularly perused by the present class.
slight sketch will be sufficient to show the
general tenor of Butler's reasoning. He first prepares his ground by pointing out, in the general
constitution of the circumstances amid which we
are placed, the traces and indications of a natural
government of his creatures by the Deity the
further marks of a moral character belonging to
his government
the presumptions hence arising
of a future state, in which that moral government
shall be extended and perfected
and the suit;

A

;

;

;
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ableness of our present state, as a stage of pro-

and discipline and prepare our
advanced scale of being, are
then exhibited. Having thus laid the foundation,
he proceeds to the necessity and importance of
Revelation, as a clear and authoritative republication of the truths of Natural Religion, which
before were obscured by doubt, and destitute of
any adequate sanction and still more as an original communication of truths not discoverable by
natural reason of the alienation of our state by
nature
and of the dispensation for the recovery
of lost man, by the atonement effected by the Son
of God, and by the renewing influences of the
Spirit of God,
he shows that we cannot doubt that
bation, to educate

—

souls for another and

;

;

;

—

the doctrines of such a Revelation (if there be
sufficient evidence that such has been vouch-

must impose upon us duties no less obligatory than those most clearly pointed out by the
light of nature.
He then proceeds to show, that
such
the difficulties which Christianity presents,
safed)

—

as arise

from

its

partial

and limited diffusion*) and

* Butler's answer to theobjection against Revelation, drawn
the analoits u;int of universality, where be alludes

froth

t *

»

gous cases in God's natural government of the world, in which
we often sec his ^il't> bestowed with the same apparent partiality,

will,

1

think, derive

;i

peculiarly appropriate addi-

compare the manner in which he ha-.
been pleased to Imparl the knowledge of the remedies which
Bje curative of the physical disorders to which OUI corporeal
frames are subject, with the manner in which he hath rOgUlaicd bii communication of the religious remedial dispone**

tional illustration,

if

\\

e

tions applicable tO the spiritual disorders of our moral constiand I do not think we can select ani
tutions; in each case

two cases more properly analogous) such knowledge hath
How
been Imparted gradually, pro
Ij and partially.
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the supposed deficiency of its proof,

:

— are objections

which might be urged with equal force against all
that we are most clearly assured of in God's natural government of the universe
that the page of
Nature is a page of mystery, no less than that of
Revelation, and that the presumptions from ana;

logy are, throughout, rather favourable than hostile to the Christian scheme, whether considered
in its doctrines or its evidences.
Especially he
argues, that what he justly considers as the fundamental truth of the particular system of Christianity, the appointment of a Mediator, and the
redemption of the world by him far as they
transcend the discoveries of natural reason, are
;

long and widely had fevers afflicted the human race, while
yet one remote nation alone possessed the invaluable specific
contained in the bark of the Peruvian Cinchona, which was
hid from the far greater portion of mankind till less than four
centuries ago
and even when at length made known, how
imperfect and inefficient was its application until very recently chemistry has taught us how to extract in a separate
state the specific constituent in which the febrifuge principle
resides,
a discovery which has already so far mitigated the
symptoms of disease, that districts before almost uninhabitable
from the effects of malaria, are acquiring the happy character
of a new .salubriousness.
How long had the inhabitants of
the lovely Alpine valleys suffered from one of the most cruel
deformities, before the efficacy of iodine was discovered ? How
many children fell premature victims to variolar disease before
inoculation mitigated, and subsequently vaccination almost
promises to expel this pest of infancy?
Now, in all these
cases, it must either be contended on the one hand, that
neither the remedial or preventive virtues of these specifics,
nor the faculties which enabled men to discover them, were
the gift of a moral governor of the world, because they have
been thus partially distributed or on the other, it must be
allowed that similar objections against Christianity as a divine
;

—

;

revelation have no validity.
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Do

yet in no manner inconsistent with them.
To
abridge these arguments exhibited in the original
O
with remarkable condensation of reasoning, would
now be alike superfluous and injurious, as I trust
you will shortly examine for yourselves the details of that admirable original.
I can only hope
that my own views, when my present survey shall
conduct our glance over any of the particular
topics thus alluded to, may be- found imbued with
some portion of the spirit derived from this source.
And it shall, in the first place, be my endeavour in
this spirit (although without servile plagiarism) to
point out the just line of connecting argument by
which we may advance from the Natural Evidences
of Theology, which it was the business of my for-

mer Address

to exhibit to you,

tion of the peculiar evidences

to the considera-

and doctrinal cha-

racter of the Christian Revelation,

— the

subject

which I have next to call your attention.
We have already seen that all nature implies
design, that the constitution of every tiling which
the universe contains is exactly adjusted and
adapted to its situation, and to the relations which
intervene between itself and surrounding objects.
We have seen, I say, that this physical adjustment of things is universal and complete; but are
we not bound on every principle of analogy to exlor
tend this argument from design stil! further

to

surely

we cannot reasonably

limit

it

to

a

partial

example] there should be in
existence any beings of a mixed nature, possessing
intellectual and moral, as well as physical constitutions on wliat possible ground of reason can W€
persuade ourselves that the principle of adjustapplication,

;

If,

for

G2
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ment and adaptation which we find universally
manifested in their physical properties, is wanting
in their moral properties ?
Now such a mixed
being is man And how can we for a moment suppose that all the circumstances belonging to the
inferior part of his nature being thus strictly regulated and exquisitely adjusted by final causes,
those of the superior part of his nature are not so
regulated ? Let us look for a moment at the analogies presented by the instincts of the lower
races of animals; let us contemplate the singular
and admirably organized societies of many insect
tribes of the bee and of the ant
in these the
physical preservation of the species is evidently
as much dependent on instincts, which it can
hardly be considered as any abuse of language to
term moral instincts, as on any purely physical
circumstances. Here then we see a physical end
requiring for its attainment intellectual and moral,
no less than physical qualities and we perceive both
conditions equally fitted to attain that end. How
then can we here suppose that one half, and that
the lowest half, of the provision has been regulated
by a design emanating from the great Creator's
mind; while we refuse to acknowledge this of the
other, and certainly higher half of the very same
provision? But if we admit this as to the instinct
of insects, how can we doubt of it with regard to
the reason of man?
The intellectual qualities on
which the social relations of man depend, are indeed more varied and complicated than the instincts which regulate insect societies
but it may,
I think, fairly be presumed that they differ rather
in degree than in kind. And can it be said that this
:

:

;

:
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difference in degree renders it probable that the
lower objects are regulated by the Divine Mind,
but that the higher objects are not so regulated?
The general prevalence, I had almost said the
universality, of these moral feelings,
for their liability to perversion, under circumstances unfavourable to their development, is surely not a
more urgent exception than the diseased perversions of our vision, our taste, and our other physical senses,
the universality then, I will say, of
these moral feelings surely imparts to them an
instinctive character.
I am well indeed aware
of the objections sometimes alleged against the
possibility of such moral instincts, because it is
urged that they involve the exploded doctrine of
innate ideas
but I will venture to confess that I
have never been able to perceive the relevancy of
this objection.
Surely the supposition, that the
mind possesses instinctively a moral constitution,
disposing it to regard certain objects with approbation, and others with disapprobation, no more
involves the assumption that the mind possesses
innate ideas of those objects, than the certain fact

—

—

:

that the physical senses are so constituted as to

be affected plcasurably or painfully by different
objects, involves the assumption that those senses
must possess innate ideas of the sounds, colours,
and flavours, &Ci which so affect them. Arc not
then, I would ask, these universal, and, as believe,
instinctive feelings, ofa strictly moral character 1
Are they not ^\u\\ at, being Implanted in our.
breasts by the great Governor of Nature, prove
that his government is of a moral character; and
in edict assist in carrying that government into
eXtCUtion, by the rewards which they minister to
I

—
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the virtuous bosom, and the punishments which
they inflict on the guilty, as it were, by a necessity
of nature ? Does not universal sympathy agree

with the poet when he exclaims
"

What nothing earthly gives or can destroy,
The soul's calm sunshine and the heartfelt joy,
Is Virtue's prize."

And

again,

when

the opposite picture

is

drawn by

the classical satirist,
" Nee tamen hos tu
Evasisse putes, diri quos conscia facti
Mens habet attonitos, et surdo verbere caedit,
Occultum quatiente animo tortore flagellum."

not then these indications of an actual moral
government, and of a system of moral retribution
carried even at present, however partially, into
effect, afford some ground of presumption, that
there may be a yet fuller development of this
moral government, a yet stricter system of retribution in some future and more advanced stage
of being, if indeed such a future state be itself
probable ? To what conclusion then, on this latter
head, does analogical reasoning conduct us ? Is not
every presumption it affords favourable to the
notion of successive and advanced stages of being
Is not the life of the foetus introductory to that of
the infant, and that of the infant to that of the
man ? and why may there not remain yet one other
stage ? The beautiful classical emblem of the soul,
the butterfly of Psyche, is surely not hss philosofor would it not, a jiriori, be
phical than poetical
at least as improbable that the caterpillar should
survive its apparent dissolution and give birth to
a being so essentially different, as that the soul of

Do

:
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man should so survive, and when divested of its
present corporeal investiture assume some new
form adapted to a higher mode of existence ?
If then there should exist any degree of probable presumption that these things may be so, that
interests so all-important to man may possibly be
depending, as must be presented by the prospects
of a future state of existence, and by the inquiry
whether any mode of preparation in this life may be
practicable or requisite to qualify the soul for that

future state
if, I say, points so awfully momentous be depending, can we hesitate to perceive the
importance of a divine revelation to clear them
up? Can we hesitate to agree with the philosopher of old, in the wish, which T have already
quoted in my first address, for some divine com;

this great subject, upon which we
might confidently embark our all, as in the onh
vessel fitted to convey us in safety through the
perils of our course ?
For while the general apprehension of man, what Cicero calls the u omnium consensus naturae vox," always testifies that
the soul is permanent, and that something still remains beyond the grave '\ nevertheless impenetrable clouds and thick darkness hang over the
subject: thus we find the same Cicero, alter enumerating the many absurd and contradictory opinions of the philosophical schools as to the nature

munication on

:

of the soul, subjoining, u harum sententiarum quae
vera sit Dens aliquis viderit, qU8B Verisimillitna
magna <pi;estio." Aristotle peremptorily denies
immortality: "Death," saith he, "is the limit,
and it seemeth thai nothing either of good ox evil
•

Tum

.

(hurst,

lib.

i.

§.

!•'>.

tiO
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And even

those

inclined to entertain the

hope

tan affect the dead (Ethic,

who were most
that death

:

was not thus

further than Seneca

:

lib. 3.).

could advance no
" Juvabat de aeternitate anifinal,

marum quaerere, immo mehercule credere. Crcdebam enim sine opinionibus magnorum virorum
rem gratissimam promittentium magis quam probantium." Is not such a state of things then
truly a dignus vindice nodus ? Is it not a crisis
which might naturally be supposed to claim the
interference of the great Author of our natures,
who hath constituted them susceptible of such
earnest aspirations, of such anxious apprehensions ? Was not a Revelation needed to bring life
and immortality to light? Nor was it less necessary on almost every other subject of natural
theology and moral obligation.
Those who are
most intimately acquainted with all the bearings
of the previous speculations of unassisted reason,
will ever be the first to assent to the convincing
reasoning of one of the earliest apologists of the
Christian Revelation. " Your systems of virtue,"
saith Tertullian*, "are but the conjectures of

human

philosophy, and the power which commands obedience merely human so that neither
the rule nor the power is indisputable, and hence
:

the one is too imperfect to instruct us fully, and the
other too weak to command us effectually
but
both these are abundantly provided for by a Reve:

lation from God.
Where is the philosopher who
can so clearly demonstrate the true good, as to
fix the notion beyond dispute ? and what human
power is able to reach the conscience and bring
*

Tertullian. Apol.

c.

13.
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down
is

that notion into practice

07

Human wisdom

?

human power

as liable to error as

is

to con-

tempt*."

So that even if we were to consider Revelation
only as an authoritative republication of the truths
of Natural Religion, substituting the indisputable
sanction of a divine teacher for the doubtful spe-

human

culations of conflicting

schools,

it

would

be a communication of the first necessity and
importance and should any probable pretension
to such a Revelation be made, the evidence adduced in its support must undoubtedly challenge
our deepest and most serious attention. But still
further, if such an asserted Revelation should be
found to contain, not only this republication of
natural truth, but also many doctrines purporting
to be of the greatest importance, totally undiscoverable by natural reason, though by no means
contradictory to it,
then, since, if such Revelastill

;

—

The

*

rum

conclusion of Cicero's Dialogue

De Xatura Deo-

well illustrates the entire uncertainty that must neces-

sarily prevail on doctrines professing to rest on no highei
authority than the arguments of conflicting philosophical
In this dialogue, Balbus the stoic has been introschools.

duced as alleging the usual philosophical arguments in proof
of the existence of the ^ods
and Cotta, the new Academic,
while, himself bearing the rank of Pontiles, he professes an
implicit submission to the rules di' the priestly cofiegi
obvi:

.

ously only, as
tione,

is

allowed

COmmimi jure

in-

in a

following dialogue

iitiisntre

yet

r'nlrntiir K

He Di\iuarefutes

.ill

these arguments most elaborately, so that studio eontra Steico.s (/isscn in/i <lri)s r'nlilur Juuilitus fn/lir<\ and all irks with
all

his force the

the conclusion

.'

whoU doctHlU
"

1

1.

it ruin e

QJ

PrwidenCt

BUl did

I,

It

I

Yelleio Cotta- dlsputatio verior, niihi I'alhi ad

tudincm

\

ideretur esse propensior."
i

i

dl
Vi

and what
.

is

Ul

nili-
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be established as true, these, its j^ciiliar docmust necessarily impose obligations upon
us, no less binding than those resulting from any
natural truths
and since Revelation affords to us
the only channel of ascertaining these, the duty
incumbent on us to examine into the evidence on
which it rests, clearly forms the first and most
indispensable of all duties, inasmuch as it is necessary to elucidate the very foundation upon
which the obligation of every other duty relies.
W hat then are the peculiar evidences of the
Christian Revelation ?
The appropriate evidence of Revelation must
ever ultimately resolve itself into miraculous
agency.
If it be asserted that the Deity hath
spoken, we require proofs that the intervention
hath been really his
but what proof of his intervention can be given save the performance of
some action of which he alone is capable ? But
all actions of this nature are in effect miracles.
Our primary notion of the Deity being that of the
Author of Nature and its laws, we necessarily believe that he, and he only, is competent to suspend
or modify those laws.
Prophecy may indeed be
added as another class of appropriate evidence
but it must, I think, be esteemed subsidiary to
miracle, its application being far more difficult
and complicated.
Christianity however purports
to be confirmed by both these classes of evidence
and we shall presently examine how far that pretension can be satisfactorily maintained.
What
tion

trines,

;

;

;

;

\- called the internal evidence, arising from the
excellency of the doctrines, and their adaptation
to the wants of human nature, must be considered,
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MIRACLES*
I think,

rather as affording a favourable presump-

tion (often indeed a very strong one) that they

have truly proceeded from that all-wise Being
alone knoweth what is in man, than as constituting direct evidence. To this point, however,
we shall return. But first, as to miraculous evidence. Some sceptical writers have endeavoured
to argue against every ground of believing in such.
We believe human testimony, say they, only on
the analogy of experience, and that analogy of
experience is much stronger against any deviation
from the laws of nature than it is in favour of such
testimony.
To this objection it has been well
answered, that the same analogy of experience

who

would equally

justify a king of

as incredible the testimony of

Siam

any

in rejecting

traveller,

who

should inform him of the congelation of water
into ice.

On

the

same

principle the scepticism

of Herodotus must be perfectly philosophical,
when, after relating the observation of the Phoenician mariners, who circumnavigated the southern
extremity of Africa, that in this operation they
had the meridian sun on the north, he adds,
" Any body else may believe this, but to me it is
Still Nature, as we have
perfectly incredible."
formerly seen, attests that all her laws were originally imposed by an intelligent cause; and can
WC doubt that lie who imposed lias power to suspend or modify them? One branch of natural
science moreover
Geology, affords us pi oofs,
as we saw in our List Address, that he Ins subsequently interfered with those laws, by an eveni no
less striking than the calling the r;ur

of man into

existence, to inhabit the face of a planet at first
A late writer in
uniformly covered by the deep,
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popular journal has well remarked on the appliargument hence resulting
" This
discovery imposes a still further degree of unreasonableness on the supporters of the uniformity
of causation in its ill-extended sense and application
the circumstances of the remarkable evidence thus wonderfully brought to light seem to
leave the recusants only this alternative
either
out of compliment to a refinement of metaphysical
ingenuity, they must, in spite of the concurrent
testimony of philosophers, disbelieve the fact that
the prior state of nature was broken in upon to
make room for man or, in case an interruption,
that is a miracle, be admitted to have taken place
in this instance, they must take for granted (and
this without any satisfactory distinction being suggested) that it cannot be repeated, or, if repeated,
must not be believed*."
Miracles then being the appropriate evidence
of Revelation, and the objections made against
the reception of human testimony to establish
these miracles being removed, our next step must
be to inquire what circumstances render testimony
competent to such an application, and whether
these circumstances be present in the evidence of
a

cation of the

:

—

:

;

;

Christianity.

Now, the competency of testimony to establish
miraculous facts must evidently depend on exactly
the same circumstances as its competency to establish any other facts, though undoubtedly in this
case the evidence may reasonably be subjected to
a scrutiny of more than ordinary severity. These
circumstances resolve themselves into the inquiry,
*

Edinburgh Review, No. 114.
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Whether the witnesses could possibly have

been deceived themselves as

to the facts of

which

Whether they

lay under
they give evidence.
temptation
inducement
any conceivable
or
to falsify
their testimony so as to deceive others.
How then stands the evidence adduced in support of the Christian miracles in these respects ?
That evidence purports to consist of the testimony of witnesses, themselves, in part at least, the
associates of the founder of that religion, and the
spectators of the miracles which he wrought in
proof of his divine mission, miracles, such as the
raising the dead, the giving sight to those known
to have been born blind, the cure of organic diseases, and the like,
concerning which no deception could be practicable, the only alternative being
that the narrative must be false, or the miracle
true. Deceived themselves, therefore, the witnesses
could not possibly be ; more especially as they
speak of the power of working miracles as imparted to, and continuing with, themselves and
their companions, as the apostles and authoritative
teachers of the new faith. Our next inquiry then
must be, What temptation then can we suppose
to have existed to induce them to attempt to deceive others? What interested motives appear to
have actuated them ? Now they profess themselves to have been exposed td the bitterest persecutions, to imprisonments, scourges, and death.
as the Inevitable consequences of persisting in
2dly,

—

—

their testimony.

They profess

that M if in this life

only they had hope, then were they of all men
most miserable." What inducement then could
have tempted them to fabricate such i testimony 1

;

1%
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Every worldly interest must have been most vehemently opposed to their ever having uttered it
and the interests of another world can assuredly
afford no encouragement to falsehood. But it will
be observed that I have hitherto carefully said
the witnesses purport to be such parties, and profess to have been under such circumstances and
here a distinction presents itself between living
and documentary evidence. Had we lived at the
time and received this evidence orally, and had
we been ourselves cognisant of the circumstances
under which the witnesses who saw it were placed,
tin's had been fully sufficient
but in documentary
;

;

evidence, it must be first necessary that we establish the genuineness of the documents, i. e. that
they really did proceed from the witnesses whose
testimony they purport to record, before we can

advance

to the examination of their authenticity,
the truth of the facts recorded.
must also
learn from extraneous and collateral sources, and
such as we cannot conceive to have been implii.

We

e.

cated in any conspiracy of fraud, the circumstances
under which the witnesses were placed. Let us
examine then whether there be any deficiency of
this extraneous and collateral evidence in support
of the Christian documents
First, with regard
to the genuineness of these documents, it must of
course require for its support the same critical
evidence as the genuineness of any other writings.
Now this critical evidence must be partly external,
afforded by a regular series of successive leference
to, and quotations from, them, given in independent authors from the age when they purport to
have been first published. And we shall find that
:

—

GENUINENESS OF CHRISTIAN DOCUMENTS.
this

evidence

far

is
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more complete with regard

to

the Christian writings than with regard to any
others, as might have naturally heen anticipated
from the more general interest belonging to them,
and their consequently more extensive circulation.
Thus we find the whole canon, as it is called, of
the New Testament cited before the close of the
second century of our sera*: and early in that

century, in the writings of Justin Martyr,

we

find

the Memorials of the Apostles repeatedly and familiarly cited, which, if they were not identically

same with the present Gospels, but as it has
been sometimes imagined (though I think without
any sufficient grounds), were some earlier document previous to the compilation of our separate
Gospels in their exact present form yet, however
this may have been, the citations exhibit throughout the most close agreement with those Gospels,
and sufficiently prove that the narrative cannot
have been materially altered since that period.
the

;

What may be
(a phrase
tion

called the internal critical evidence

which

from the

I

employ

for the sake

of distinc-

internal doctrinal e\ idence,

which

belongs to quite another part of the subject), consists in the agreement of the: narrative with the
* In 1740 a MS. oftlic second centurj u.is discovered by
Muratori in the Ainin osian Library it Milan, apparently i
fragment of a dialogue of one Caius, cited ii> Busebius ami
Jerome. This MS. contains a regular list of the OOOksofthf
New Testament as they at present stand, with the OUliiaion
only of tlie Epittle tO the Hebrews, and of one ot thn e of
the one passed over
John, to whom only two are ascribed
is probably
the second.
ha-, been published, with lull
It
critical remarks, in the
ol 'the lib \olumc of RoUth'l
:

I'
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known

:

circumstances of the time in

historical

purports to have been written and if
there be more narrations than one, as in the case
of the Four Gospels in what has been called their
undesigned coincidences, that is, their agreement
in minute circumstances, of a nature never likely
to have attracted the notice of a forger, and which
can scarcely be accounted for otherwise than by
ascribing it to the harmony which truth must ever
impress on all its records. Now the application of
such an inquiry is in effect subjecting the documents to which it relates to the strictest crossexamination and to such a cross-examination the
evidence of Christianity has been subjected, and
the result has been most satisfactory. There does
not perhaps exist a more acute specimen of this
kind of examination than the Horae Paulinas of
the celebrated Paley, the object of which is the
investigation of the undesigned coincidences in
the personal allusions, contained in the different
Pauline epistles, and in the narrative of the Acts, a

which

it

;

—

;

treatise to

which

I

would most earnestly

call

your

deepest attention.
It is I think quite impossible
for any candid mind to arise from its perusal without a full conviction of the genuineness of this
most important part of the Christian writings.
similar scrutiny has been more recently extended

A

to the

Gospels*, and the result, though perhaps
has yet been most satisfactory.
Of

less striking,

* See an admirable article in the Quarterly Review for
February 1831. As I ain most anxious to place this very able
investigation of the above subject in the hands of the present
Class, I have with permission) subjoined the most material
extracts in the Appendix, No. II.
(
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the genuineness of these writings
then, and that
they were really put forth, as they profess
to have

been,

by

the early disciples of Christianity, within
century after the promulgation of that
faith, we have the fullest evidence
which the nature of the case admits, much fuller,
probably,
the

first

than can be brought to bear on the
genuineness
of any other class of writings.
It remains to be seen what we
can ascertain as
to the circumstances under which the
witnesses,
whose record is thus preserved, delivered their testimony, and how far those circumstances were
cal-

culated to shake or to confirm our reliance
upon
it.
For this purpose we must of course endeavour
to ascertain these circumstances from
the inde-

pendent evidence of other writers in no wise connected with them, and therefore entirely free

from

all suspicion of collusion or
possible union
with them in any confederate conspiracy.
Now
we have exactly such collateral evidence as we

require, in the classical historians and
other
writers of the period, who looked upon this
new
and foreign sect, if not with hostility, yet with
the indifference of supercilious contempt.

From

these sources we derive repeated and unsuspected
corroborations of the fact that the early Christians attested with inflexible constancy
a narrative of a miraculous character
concerning tin

author of their

faith,

and that

this attestation ac-

draw down upon them all the extremities of persecution which we
have before collected
from their own account, which is thus far theretually did

fore unexceptionablv confirmed,
collateral

evidence

in

We

have such

Suetonius, vj„> flourished

—
76

peculiar evidences:

—

about 70 years after the Crucifixion, who informs
us that Claudius, who died within 20 years of that
event, banished from Rome the Christians, whom
the historian ignorantly describes as a Jewish sect
raising continual tumults, " impulsore Christo."
Again, Tacitus, a contemporary of Suetonius,
speaking of the fire which occurred at Rome in
the time of Nero, about 10 years later than the
time to which the former extract relates, informs
us, that in order to avert from himself the suspicion of having caused the conflagration, he laid
the guilt, and inflicted the most cruel punishments
upon the Christians, a sect abhorred by the people
as criminals, and deriving their name from Christ,
who suffered death in the reign of Tiberius, under
his procurator Pontius Pilate. " Their sufferings,"
he adds, " at their execution were aggravated by
insult and mockery
for some were disguised in
the skins of wild beasts and worried to death by
dogs,- some were crucified, and others were
wrapped in pitched shirts and set on fire when
the day closed, that they might serve as lights to
illuminate the night."
We have further evidence
from another writer of the same age, whose account, however, carries us still lower down than
the preceding, as it relates not to former reigns,
but to his own time.
Pliny, who was pro-consul
of Asia Minor under Trajan, has left a letter,
written by him to that Emperor, requesting his
advice how he should act in repressing the Christians, whom he describes as amounting, in Bithynia
and Pontus, to a great multitude of all ages and
of both sexes, spread not only through cities but
over villages and the whole country.
" Many,"
;

—

PROPHECY.
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7

he says, " had been apprehended, of whom some
boldly avowed their profession and died in the
cause, while others recanted."
Several other
passages to the same effect, from other heathen
testimonies, may be found in Lardner and Paley.
On the evidence from Prophecy I can offer but
few remarks in so general and cursory a survey-,
as my present Address
introductory be it remembered only
will admit.
This subject is far less
susceptible of any general statement, as it imme-

—

—

diately resolves itself into the detail of the application and fulfilment of each particular prophecy.
Since also these prophecies were not intended so
far to interfere with the course of events, as to
enable others to foretell them beforehand, they
were often necessarily, at first, delivered under the
veil of figure and allegory, and awaited their explanation until their fulfilment, and until History,

their interpreter,

assisted the investigation with
complication thus introduced into
the subject must be obvious.
I will only then
briefly observe, that the Scriptures of the Old
Testament present us with many distinct prophecies of the long-expected Messiah.
The time of
his advent, the place of his birth
his miracles, his
ministry, and his course of life his character, and
the manner and object of his atoning sacrifice, are
all foretold.
I need only particularise that
most
its

torch.

The

;

;

affecting prediction in the fifty-third of Isaiah,
of the unmerited Bufferings of him M who was
wounded for our transgressions, and upon whom
was the chastisement of our peace;" a passage]
ii well Known, mainh
instrumental in the conversion of the unhappy infidel, Rochester.
W«

as
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volume many other striking
prophecies of the successive monarchies of the ancient world, of the destruction of Jerusalem, of
the dispersion of the Jews, and of the fate of the
land of Judea and the circumjacent countries.
also find in the sacred

But on all these points, and more especially on the
would refer you to the excellent little volume of Keith on the Evidence of Prophecy. He
has often gleaned from the pages of travellers of

last, I

indifferent or even sceptical principles, an unwitting, and,

we may almost

say, reluctant testimony

to the exact fulfilment of those Scriptures,

which

they hesitated to admit, in the actual condition of
the countries through which they passed. I would
more especially call your attention to the accounts
extracted from Volney of the districts of Edorn or
Idumaea.
The evidence arising from the consideration of
the Christian doctrines, their excellency, originality,

and suitableness

to all the

moral wants of our

nature, or the internal doctrinal evidence, will be

best illustrated while we are engaged in surveying
these doctrines
and I shall now, therefore, offer
a few concluding remarks on the peculiar doctrinal character of Christianity, introductory to
the detailed examination of this most important
;

subject,

which

attention at

it is

my

proposed should engage our

future visit to close the present

Course.
Christianity, I

would

first

observe, offers itself

recovery of
uniformly represented to us, in its
sacred writings, as in a state of natural corruption,
and alienation from God. The remedial means

to us as a remedial dispensation for the

man, who

is

ATONEMENT.
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held out, are, 1st, The atonement of a divine Mediator
and, 2dly, The renewing and sanctifying
influences of a divine spirit on the soul.
I feel that I naturally glide as it were into this
subject from that of Prophecy, which has immediately preceded it
for such is the uniformity of
the divine scheme, that whether it is foretold, announced as present, or recorded as accomplished,
it is invariably described in terms strictly equivalent.
Doth Isaiah in the passage I was even now
quoting foresee the day of Christ? His exclamation is, " All we like sheep have gone astray, and
the Lord hath laid on him the iniquity of us all."
Doth his Baptist messenger proclaim his advent ?
" Behold the Lamb of God that taketh away the
sins of the world !" Or is the most active apostle
of his faith proclaiming its glad tidings to the
Gentiles? What are his words ? "God commendeth
lil^love towards us, in that while we were yet
sinners Christ died for us ; much more then being
now justified by his blood, we shall be saved from
wratli throuidi him.
For if when we were enemies
we were reconciled to God, by the death of his
Son, much more being reconciled we shall be
saved by his life." Can language be nioiv ex;

;

plicit

?

To

tation the

its simple and grammatical interpreChurch of which 1 am an unwortli\

member

has ever fondly clung as to the rock on
which she is built. In this interpretation we would
most anxiously seek peace to our own souls, and
tins, ai the great scent of hope and restoration,
would we most earnestly impress on all that w dl
listen to

our voice.

DIVINITY OF CHRIST.
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But who

ie

^ho

the great Mediator thus proposed

he that hath wrought out for us
This inquiry must evidently
?
be one of the greatest moment for what can be
more important for us than to ascertain what are
the relations in which the author of that salvation
stands to those to whom it is offered ? and what
the duties which in virtue of those relations he
For an answer we can refer
claims from us ?
alone to the word and to the testimony which he
hath bequeathed to his Church. It alone appertaineth to us simply to record the express declarations of that testimony. In this then we find him
described as the Son of God, emphatically, and
with every epithet which can mark the application
of that title in a special sense as the only begotten,
to us

?

is

this great salvation

;

We learn that earth was not
but that he descended thither
from an heavenly seat, that when he took upon
himself the servile form of man he emptied himself (eKcvuae eavruv) of his proper and previous
dignity.
Therefore that human condition c; n
We read
never have been his essential nature.
that this his preexisting state was one of glory
with the Father before the world was, or, as it is yet
more explicitly spoken, that he was in the beginthat all things
ning with God and was God
were made by him, and without him was not any
the well-beloved.

his original place,

;

for bv him were all
thins made that was made
things created that are in heaven and that are in
;

and invisible. All things were created
by him and for him, and he is before all things,
and by him all things consist. lie upholdeth all
earth, visible

ORIGINALITY OF THE CHRISTIAN DOCTRINES.
things
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by the word of his power*. Hence an Apo-

scruples not to address him as his Lord and
his God; and the first martyr who sealed with his
blood the confession of his faith while on the eve
stle

of falling asleep in him, offers up to him the most
solemn prayer which man can possibly address to
Deity, " Lord Jesus, receive my spirit."
These doctrines cannot be even glanced at
without its being at once perceived that they are
perfectly original.
So little are they discoverable
by natural reason, that at first sight they might
rather appear repugnant, although on more careful investigation we shall I trust be led to the
conclusion that no real opposition exists that on
the contrary these doctrines explain appearances
which are and always have been universal throughout the world
that they are exquisitely adapted
to the moral circumstances under which our nature is placed and afford the only adequate supply to the moral necessities of that nature
and
can alone hold out to the earnest aspirations of our
:

;

;

;

souls the toothing promise that in embracing them
they shall find satisfaction and repose. Vet so truly
original are these doctrines,

that that originality

has been ably urged "j* as affording an argument
(and a very powerful argument it is) that impostors could never have devised with the smallest
probability of success, doctrines so unlikely to
meet with acceptance amongst any whom they addoctrines which to the* prejudiced JaU
dressed,

—

were

a

stumbling block, and

Compare the le1 chapter of St John'i Gospel and ilir
chapter of the Epistle t<> the Colosslans,
| Sec particularly Sumner on the Evidence of Chri tlanity,

*

111

to the philosophical

o

—

!
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Greek, foolishness. Such a system, it is forcibly
argued, could never have triumphed as it did, had
not the power of God indeed worked with it.
Fully to unfold to the class now for a time entrusted to my care these most important doctrines,

and my
will hereafter be my gratifying task
earnest prayer will be, that, however feebly, it may
yet not altogether unprofitably be discharged.
May I be enabled to give a reason of the hope and
the faith which we place in them, in the spirit so
solemnly inculcated of meekness and fear fear of
;

;

unnecessary offence, fear of unfaithful compromise by suppressing any portion of essential truth
committed to our charge, and fear of injuring its
simplicity by the intermixture of any presumptuous explanations of our own beyond that which
is written
I will now only observe on this subject, that the single question before us must ever
be " What is written?" the only reasonable place
for objection must be while inquiring into the
If this evidence be saevidence of Revelation.
tisfactory, no objection can possibly lie against any
of the contents of that Revelation these must be
implicitly and submissively received.
We may
not dare to pursue a partial course,
to embrace
the portions we approve, and reject those we disWe may not dare to modify and pare
approve.
down the doctrines of a credited Revelation to
make them suit any preconceived hypothesis of
human reason. The only question, I ropeat, must
ever be, " Hath God indeed spoken ?" If he hath,
shall he not say to every whisper of doubt
Be still, and know that I am God
!

—

;

—

Is this

then contrary to reason

?

—

far,

my

friend?.

;

CONNECTION OF FAITH AND REASON.
far

from

it

:

it

will

ever be

my endeavour
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to place

Reason and
Faith.
Faith hath indeed sometimes been contrasted with Reason, as if these two principles
(both the gifts of the Author of all light) were or
in its just light

the real union of

could be, when rightly understood, in opposition
the one to the other
but they are in truth inseparably combined,
Reason is the handmaid of
Faith, and Faith is the perfection of Reason.
Them hath God joined together, and let no man
presume to put them asunder, either by exalting
unassisted Reason, or by stripping Religion of her
aid and attendance. If we examine the objects of
;

—

we shall find that the faculty which
them admission into our souls, is Reason.
Sense and Reason are the two eyes of the mind
and while material objects appeal to Sense, spiritual objects appeal to Reason
she is the porreligious truth,

gives

;

were, sitting at the gate of the soul to
I do not mean thai
receive and usher them in.
that is the higher office
she first suggests them
of that great Power, the primary source of all illumination, who created her for this among other
purposes.
But I assert, that she does and must
first entertain them; the leading idea of the existence of a Deity is in the first place recognized
and received by her and the other elementary
teress, as

it

;

;

truths of religion follow in their order.
These
truths are indeed so impressed by her Maker oti

her essence, that even when his more direct voice
faintly and feebly
is silent, she still repeats them
indeed, and languishing as cut off from the sourot

—

and cause of her knowledge;—but

still ihe doet
repeal them, and she loves to trace them in the

CONNECTION OF FAITH AND REASON.
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and harmony of the universe.
is heard,
when Revelation speaks, it is indeed her place and office
to sit silent and listen, and with all other creatures to keep peace before her Creator, receiving
humbly truth from him who is the one great Eternal Truth.
But this her submission is not forced
beauty,

"When

order,

his

more

direct voice

—

or constrained; her prostration is a voluntary
it is a duty which she teaches and
enforces on herself. There is indeed a proud and
prostration

;

rebellious principle, a miscalled
son,

more

and spurious rea-

— as being often mistaken
prototype — the wisdom of

justly termed

for her heavenly

this

world, which acts otherwise but to confound the
two, even in name, is alike injurious to the cause of
true religion and true reason. Submitting herself
thus readily and entirely to revelation, it is therefore
to true reason that revelation appeals, calling on
her to reject every false pretension to that title, and
to admit, approve, and attest the true. When the
beautiful feet of them that preach the Gospel of
Peace wander afar amidst the nations that sit in
darkness and in the shadow of death, is not their
mighty errand, the mission of reason, as well as of
religion? Does not reason furnish them from her
armoury with the keen weapons which must expose the abominations of Juggernaut, the follies
of Brahminical superstition, and the fallacies of
Mahometan imposture? and must not these weapons be first successfully employed to clear the way
for the more appropriate use of the sword of the
Spirit, thf Word of God ? Are not the disciples of
Christianity, from the beginning, instructed to be
ever ready to give a reason for the hope that is in
:

—
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them? I have said, that as Reason is thus the handmaid of Faith, so is Faith the perfection of Reason.
The object of reason is truth the highest and
noblest truths are those which religion supplies,
and the reception of these by reason constitutes
;

indeed that first philosophy,
which alone the eternal form
of truth subsists. The triumph of reason is to give
to the objects of intellect the victory over those
of sense and to make the distant and the future
gain ascendancy over the present
but this triumph, in its most exalted degree, is that of faith,
it is by faith, the evidence of things not seen,
that objects spiritually discerned overbalance the
objects of sight.
It is by faith, the substance
of things hoped for, that eternity triumphs over
time
this is the victory that overcometh the
world, even our faith
it is faith that giveth to
reason the wing and the eye of the eagle, enabling
her to soar towards the heavens, and to look upwards to the Sun of Righteousness.
faith.

Religion

is

else vainly sought, in

;

:

—

;

—

;

;
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[Extracted, by jiermission, from the Preliminary
Treatise of the Library of Useful Knoivledge
On the Objects, Advantages, and Pleasures of
Science. ~\

The illustrations of the argument which it is the
object of this part of the author's Address to
exhibit, which may be deduced from the consideration of the organic structures and habits of
animals, &c. have been so concisely and excellently stated in

the very useful treatise above

am

truly gratified in having obtained
permission to enrich my Address with the follow-

cited, that I

ing extract
being fully persuaded that thereb\
I shall greatly increase its utility to the collegiate
;

class to

which

it

is

essentially

and principally de-

dicated*.
" For the purpose of further illustrating the
advantages of Philosophy, its tendency to enlarge
the mind, as well as to interest it agreeably, and
afford pure and solid gratification] a few instance!
may be given of the singular truths brought to
*

On

same mbjecl

would particular!) recommend i<>
verj interesting in
e on
Animal Mechanics by Dr. Olinthus Gregory, which forms s
part of the series of publications by the same Society.
the

{he attention

<>f

I

the claai the

m
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by the application of mathematical, meand chemical knowledge to the habits of
animals and plants and some examples may be
added of the more ordinary and easy, but scarcely
less interesting observations, made upon those
light

chanical,

;

habits, without the aid of the profounder sciences.

We may remember the curve line which mathematicians call a cycloid.
It is the path which
any point of a circle, moving along a plane, and
round its centre, traces in the air so that the nail
on the felly of a cart-wheel moves in a cycloid, as
the cart goes along, and as the wheel itself both
turns round its axle, and is carried along the
ground.
Now this curve lias certain properties
of a peculiar and very singular kind with respect
One is, that if any body whatever
to motion.
moves in a cycloid by its own weight or swing,
together with some other force acting upon it, it
will go through all distances of the same curve in
exactly the same time
and, accordingly, pendulums are contrived to swing in such a manner,
that they shall describe cycloids, or curves very
near cycloids, and thus move in equal times,
whether they go through a long or a short part
of the same curve. Again, if a bodv is to descend
from any one point to another, not in the perpendicular, by means of some force acting on it together with its weight, the line in which it will go
the quickest of all will be the cycloid, not the
straight line, though that is the shortest of all
lines which can be drawn between the two points;
nor any other curve whatever, though many are
much flatter, and therefore shorter than the cycloid,
but the cycloid, which is longer than they,
"

;

;

—
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yet of all curves or straight lines which can be
drawn, the one the body will move through in the
is

shortest time.

Suppose the body

is

to

move from

weight and some other
force acting together, but to go through a certain
space, as a hundred yards, the way it must take
to do this in the shortest time possible is by
moving in a cycloid or the length of a hundred
yards must be drawn into a cycloid, and then the
body will descend through the hundred yards in a
shorter time than it could go the same distance in
any other path whatever. Now, it is believed that

one point to another, by

its

;

birds which build in the rocks, drop or fly

down

from height to height in this course. It is impossible to make very accurate observations on
their flight and path
but there is a general resemblance certainly between the course they take
and the cycloid, which has led ingenious men to
adopt this opinion.
" If we have a certain quantity of any substance,
a pound of wood, for example, and would fashion
it in the shape to take the least room, we must
make a globe of it it will in this figure have the
smallest surface.
But suppose we want to form
the pound of wood, so that in moving through the
air or water it shall meet with the least possible
resistance, then we must lengthen it out for ever,
;

;

till it becomes not only like a long-pointed pin,
but thinner and thinner, longer and longer, till it
is quite a straight
line, and lias no perceptible
breadth or thickness at all. It* we would dispOM
of the given quantity of matter so tli.it it shall
have B certain length only, say a foot, and a eertain breadth at the thickest part, saj three inches,

90
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and move through the air or water with the smallest
possible resistance which a body of those dimensions can meet, then we must form it into a figure
of a peculiar kind, called the Solid of least

resist-

ance, because of all the shapes that can be given
to the body, its length and breadth remaining the

same, this is the one which will make it move
with the least resistance through the air, or water,
or other fluid.
A very difficult chain of mathematical reasoning, by means of the highest
branches of algebra, leads to a knowledge of the
curve, which by revolving on its axis makes a
solid of this shape, in the same way that a circle
by so revolving makes a sphere or globe and
the curve certainly resembles closely the face or
head part of a fish. Nature, therefore (by which
we always mean the Divine Author of nature),
has fashioned these fishes so, that, according to
mathematical principles, they swim the most easily
through the element they live and move in.
" Suppose upon the face part of one of these
;

fishes a

small insect were bred,

faculties sufficient to reason

upon

endowed with
its

condition,

and upon the motion of the fish it belonged to,
but never to have discovered the whole size and
shape of the face part, it would certainly complain
of the form as clumsy, and fancy that it could
have made the fish so as to move with less resistance.
Yet if the whole shape were disclosed
to it, and it could discover the principle on which
that shape was preferred, it would at once perceive, not only that what had seemed clumsy was
skilfully contrived, but that if any other shape
whatever had been taken, there would have been
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an error committed nay, that there must of nehave been an error and that the very best
possible arrangement had been adopted.
So it
may be with man in the Universe, where, seeing
only a part of the great system, he fancies there is
evil; and yet, if he were permitted to survey the
whole, what had seemed imperfect might appear
to be necessary for the general perfection, insomuch that any other arrangement, even of that
seemingly imperfect part, must needs have rendered the whole less perfect. The common ob;

cessity

;

that what seems evil might have been
but in the case of the fish's shape it
could not have been avoided.
" It is found by optical inquiries, that the rays
or particles of light, in passing through transparent
substances of a certain form, are bent to a point
where they make an image or picture of the shin
ing bodies they come from, or of the dark bodies
they are reflected from.
Thus, if a pair of spectacles be held between a candle and the wall, they
make two images of the candle upon it and if
they be held between the window and a sheet of
paper when the sun is shining, they will make a
picture on the paper of the houses, trees, fields,
sky, and clouds.
The eye is found to be composed of several natural magnifiers whieh make a
picture on a membrane at the back of it, and from

jection

is,

avoided

;

;

this membrane there goes a nerve to the brain.
eonveymg the impression of the picture, by means
of which we see it.
Now, white light was discofared by Newton to consist of different-coloured

which are differently bant
transparent substances, so that

parts,

passing through
the light! of dif-

in
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to a point at different distances,

and thus create an indistinct image. This was
long found to make our telescopes imperfect, insomuch that it became necessary to make them
of reflectors or mirrors, and not of magnifying
glasses
the same difference not being observed
to affect their reflection.
But another discovery
was about fifty years afterwards made by Mr.
Dollond, that by combining different kinds of

—

glass

in

may be

a

compound

magnifier, the

greatly corrected

;

and on

he constructed his telescopes.

difference

this principle

It is

found, too,

that the different natural magnifiers of the eye
are combined upon a principle of the same kind.

Thirty years later, a third discovery was made by
Blair, of the greatly superior effect which
combinations of different liquids have in correcting the imperfection
and, most wonderful to
think, when the eye is examined, we find it consists of different liquids, acting naturally upon the
same principle which was thus recently found out
in Optics by many ingenious mechanical and chemical experiments.
" Again, the point to which any magnifier col-

Mr.

;

lects the light

is

more or

less distant as the

mag-

rounder, so that a small globe of
glass or any transparent substances makes a microscope.
And this property of light depends
upon the nature of lines, and is purely of a mathematical nature, after we have once asc Ttained by
experiment, that light is bent in a certain way
when it passes through transparent bodies. Now
birds flying in the air, and meeting with many
obstacles, as branches and leaves of trees, require
nifier is smaller or
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have their eyes sometimes as flat as possible
but sometimes as round as pos-

for protection
sible, that

;

they

may

see the small objects,

flies

and other insects, which they are chasing through
the air, and which they pursue with the most unerring certainty.

This could only be accomplished

by giving them a power of suddenly changing the
form of their eyes. Accordingly, there is a set
of hard scales placed on the outer coat of their
eye, round the place where the light enters
and
over these scales are drawn the muscles or fibres
by which motion is communicated so that, by
;

;

acting with these muscles, the bird can press the
scales, and squeeze the natural magnifier of the
eye into a round shape when it wishes to follow
an insect through the air, and can relax the scales,
in order to flatten the eye again, when it would
see a distant object, or move safely through leaves
and twigs. This power of altering the shape of
the eye is possessed by birds of prey in a very
remarkable degree. They can see the smallest
objects close to them, and can yet discern larger

bodies at vast distances, as a carcass stretched
upon the plain, or a dying fish afloat on the
water.
M A singular provision is made for keeping the
surface of the bird's eye clean, lor wiping the glass
of the instrument, as it were, and also for protecting it, while rapidly Hying through tin- ail and
through thiekets, without hindering the light
Birds arc, for these purposes, furnished With a

membrane or skin, which is
moved very rapidly over the eyeball

third eyelid, a line

constantly

by two muscles placed

in

the back of the eye.
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One of the muscles ends

I.

in a loop, the other in a

which goes through the loop, and is fixed
in the corner of the membrane, to pull it backward
and forward. If you wish to draw a thing towards
any place with the least force, you must pull directly in the line between the thing and the place
but if you wish to draw it as quickly as possible,
and do not regard the loss of force, you must pull
it obliquely, by drawing it in two directions at
once. Tie a string to a stone, and draw it straight
towards you with one hand then, make a loop on
another string, and running the first through it,
draw one string in each hand, not towards you,
but side-ways, till both strings are stretched in a
straight line
you will see how much swifter the
string

;

;

:

stone moves than it did before when pulled straight
forward. Now this is proved, by mathematical reasoning, to be the necessary consequence of forces
applied obliquely
there is a loss of power, but
The velocity is the
a great increase of velocity.
thing required to be gained in the third eyelid,
and the contrivance is exactly that of a string and
and a loop, moved each by a muscle, as the two
strings are by the hands in the case we have been
supposing.
"
third eyelid of the same kind is found in
the horse, and called the haw ; it is moistened
with a pulpy substance (or mucilage) to take hold
of the dust on the eyeball, and wipe it clean off,
so that the eye is hardly ever seen with anything
;

A

upon

it,

posture.

though greatly exposed from its
The swift motion of the haw

size
is

and

given

it by a gristly elastic substance, placed between
the eyeball and the socket, and striking obliquely,

to
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so as to drive out the haw with great velocity over
the eye, and then let it come back as quickly.
Ignorant persons, when this haw is inflamed from
cold, and swells so as to appear, which it never
does in a healthy state, often mistake it for an
imperfection, and cut it off. So nearly does igno-

rance produce the same mischief as cruelty They
might as well cut off the pupil of the eye, taking
it for a black spot.
" If any quantity of matter, as a pound of wood
or iron, is fashioned into a rod of a certain length,
say one foot, the rod will be strong in proportion
and, if the figure is the same,
to its thickness
that thickness can only be increased by making it
Therefore, hollow rods or tubes, of the
hollow.
same length and quantity of matter, have more
strength than solid ones.
This is a principle so
well understood now, that engineers make their
axles and other parts of machinery hollow, and
therefore stronger with the same weight, than they
would be if thinner and solid. Now the bones of
animals are all more or less hollow
and are
therefore stronger with the same weight and quantity of matter than they otherwise would be. But
birds have the largest bones in proportion to their
weight their bones are more hollow than those
of animals which do not fly
and therefore the]
have strength without having to carry more weight
than is absolutely necessary. Their quills derive
strength from the same construction. They have
another peculiarity to help their flight. No other.
animals nave any communication between the ah>
resvels ol* their lungs and the hollow parts oftheir
bodies; but birds have: and by thifl means thev
!

;

;

;

;
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can blow out their bodies as we do a bladder, and
thus make themselves lighter when they would
either make their flight towards the ground slower,
or rise more swiftly, or float more easily in the air.
Fishes possess a power of the same kind, though
not by the same means. They have air-bladders
in their bodies, and can puff them out, or press
them closer, at pleasure when they want to rise
in the water, they fill out the bladder, and this
lightens them. If the bladder breaks, the fish remains at the bottom, and can only be held up by
:

the most laborious exertions of the fins and tail.
Accordingly, flat fish, as skaits and flounders,

which have no air-bladders, seldom rise from the
bottom, but are found lying on banks in the sea,
or at the bottom of sea rivers.
11
If you have a certain space, as a room, to build
up with closets or little cells, all of the same size
and shape, there are only three figures which will
answer, and enable you to fill the room without
they must
losing any space between the cells
;

either be squares, or figures of three equal sides,

With any other
or figures of six equal sides.
figures whatever, space would be lost between the
cells. This is evidently true upon considering the
matter and it is proved by mathematical reasoning. The six-sided figure is by far the most convenient of these three shapes, because its corners
are flatter, and any round body placed in it has
therefore more space, there being less room lost
in the corners. Likewise, this figure is the strongest of the three any pressure either from without
or from within will hurt it less, as it has something
;

;

of the strength of an arch.

A

round figure would
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room would be

whereas none at

bewith

lost

all is lost

the six-sided figure.
Now, it is a most remarkable fact, that Bees build their cells exactly in this
shape, and thereby save both room and materials

beyond what they could save

if they built in any
other shape whatever. They build in the very best
possible shape for their purpose, which is to save
all the room and all the wax they can.
So far as
to the shape of the walls of each cell
but the roof
and floor, or top and bottom, are built on equally
true principles.
It is proved by mathematicians,
that to give the greatest strength and save the
most room, the roof and floor must be made of
three square planes meeting in a point
and they
have further proved by a demonstration belonging to the higher parts of Algebra, .that there is
one particular angle or inclination of those planes
to each other where they meet, which makes a
greater saving of materials and of work than any
other inclination whatever could possibly do.
Now, the bees actually make the tops and bottoms of their cells of three planes meeting in a
point, and the inclination or angle at which they
meet is precisely the one found out by the mathematicians to be the best possible for saving wax
;

;

Who would dream for an instant of
and work.
the bee knowing the highest branches of Mathematics —the fruits of Newton's ED081 wonderful
a result, too, of which he was himself
discovery
ignorant, one of his uiost celebrated followers
This little inseCl works
having found it out
with a truth and correctness which are quite perfect, and according to the principles at which man

—

\

ii
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has only arrived after ages of slow improvement
in the most difficult branch of the most difficult
science.
But the mighty and all-wise Creator,
who made the insect and the philosopher, bestowing reason on the latter, and giving the former to
work without it, to Him all truths are known
from all eternity, with an intuition that mocks
even the conceptions of the sagest of human kind.
" It may be recollected, that when the air is exhausted or sucked out of any vessel, there is no
longer the force necessary to resist the pressure
of the air on the outside and the sides of the
vessel are therefore pressed inwards with violence
a flat glass would thus be broken, unless
it
were very thick; a round one, having the
strength of an arch, would resist better
but any
soft substance, as leather or skin, would be crushed or squeezed together at once.
If the air was
only sucked out slowly, the squeezing would be
gradual, or, if it were only half sucked out, the
skin would only be partly squeezed together.
This is the very process by which Bees reach the
fine dust and juices of hollow flowers, like the
honeysuckle, and some kinds of long fox-glove,

—

;

:

;

which are too narrow

for them to enter.
They
up the mouth of the flower with their bodu s.
and suck out the air, or at least a large part of it;
this makes the soft sides of the flower close, and
fill

squeezes the dust and juice towards the insect as
well as a hand could do, if applied to the outside.
" We may remember this pressure or weight of
the atmosphere as shown by the barometer, the
sucking-pump, and the air-pump. Its weight is
near fifteen pounds on every square inch, so that
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if we could entirely squeeze out the air between
our two hands, they would cling together with a
force equal to the pressure of double this weight,
because the air would press upon both hands
and if we could contrive to suck or squeeze out
the air between one hand and the wall, the hand
would stick fast to the wall, being pressed on it
with the weight of above two hundred weight, that
is, near fifteen pounds on every square inch of the
Now, by a late most curious discovery of
hand.
;

Everard Home, the distinguished anatomist,
found that this is the very process by which
Flies and other insects of a similar description are
enabled to walk up perpendicular surfaces, however smooth, as the sides of walls and panes of
glass in windows, and to walk as easily along the
Sir

it is

ceiling of a

room with

their bodies

downwards

and their feet over head. Their feet, when examined by a microscope, are found to have flat
skins or flaps, like the feet of web-footed animals,
and they have towards the
as ducks and geese
back part or heel, but inside the skin or flap, two
;

very small toes so connected with the flap as to

draw

close

it

walks on, and
so that there

and the glass

down upon
to

the glass or wall the fly

squeeze out the

air

completely,

vacuum made between the
The consequence of
or wall.

is

foot
this

on the wall with a
very considerable force compared to the weight of
for if its ft
are to its body in tin- mom
the fly
proportion as oura arc to our bodies, tiocc wi
could support by a tingle hand on the Of iling of
is,

that the air presses

(

;

the

room provided
(

tin-

foot

t

it

made

a

vacuum) more than

our whole weight, namely, a weight of
n *

fifteen
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stone, the fly can easily

same manner by help of
It

its feet.

I.

move on four feet in the
the vacuum made under

has likewise been found that some of

the larger sea animals are by the same construction,
only upon a greater scale, enabled to climb the

perpendicular and smooth surfaces of the ice-hills
among which they live. Some kinds of lizard
have the same power of climbing, and of creeping
with their bodies downwards along the ceiling of
and the means by which they are enabled
a room
In the large feet of these
to do so are the same.
animals, the contrivance is easily observed, of the
two toes or tightners, by which the skin of the
;

pinned down, and the air excluded in the
but it is the very
act of walking or climbing
with
larger
scale,
the mechanism
same, only on a
of a fly's or a butterfly's foot and both operations, the climbing of the sea-horse on the ice,
and the creeping of the fly on the window or the
ceiling, are performed exactly by the same power,
the weight of the atmosphere, which causes the
quicksilver to stand in the weather-glass, the wind
to whistle through a key-hole, and the piston to
descend in a steam-engine.
" Although philosophers are not agreed as to
the peculiar action which light exerts upon vegetation, and there is even some doubt respecting the
decomposition of air and water during that process, one thing is undeniable, the necessity of light
and accordto the growth and health of plants
ingly they are for the most part so formed as to
receive it at all times when it shines on them.
Their cups, and the little assemblages of their
leaves before they sprout, are found to be more
foot

is

;

;

;
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or less affected by the light, so as to open and receive it.
In several kinds of plants this is more
evident than in others
their flowers close entirely
at night, and open in the day. Some, as the Sunflower, and a tribe of the like description, constantly turn round towards the light, following
;

the sun, as

make

his

it

were, while he

revolution,

makes or seems

to

so that they receive the

Plants of
greatest quantity possible of his rays.
this kind require more light than others for their

growth, and
ing them.

this is the provision

made

for supply-

"The lightness of inflammable gas is well known.
When bladders, of any size, are filled with it, they
upwards, and float in the air. Now, it is a
most curious fact, that the fine dust, by means of
which plants are impregnated one by the other, is
composed of very small globules, filled with this
These
gas,
in a word, of small air balloons.
globules thus float from the male plant through
the air, and striking against the females, arc detained by a glue prepared on purpose to stop them,
which DO sooner moistens the globules than they
rise

—

explode, and their substance remains, the gas flying off which enabled them to float. A provision
of a very simple kind is also made to prevent the
male and female blossoms of the same plant from
breeding together, this being found to hurt the

breed ot vegetables, just as breeding in and in does
the breed of animals. It is contrived thai the dust
shall be shed by the male blossom In fore the female is ready to he affected by it, so that the impregnation must be performed by the dust of some
Other plant, and in this way the breed be crossed.
The light gas with which the globules are Idled is
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conveys them
trees has
been known, in this way, to impregnate another
several hundred yards off.
" The contrivance by which some creeper plants
are enabled to climb walls, and fix themselves,
deserves attention.
The Virginia Creeper has a
small tendril, ending in a claw, each toe of which
has a knob, thickly set with extremely small
bristles
they grow into the invisible pores of the
wall, and swelling stick there as long as the plant
grows, and prevent the branch from falling; but
when the plant dies, they become thin again, and
drop out, so that the branch falls down. The
J'anilla plant of the West Indies climbs round
trees likewise by means of tendrils; but when it
has fixed itself, the tendrils drop off, and their

most

essential to this operation, as

to great distances.

A

it

plantation of

yew

;

supplied by leaves.
found by chemical experiments, that the
juice which is in the stomachs of animals (called
the gastric juice, from a Greek word signifying
the belly), has very peculiar properties.
Though
it is for the most part a tasteless, clear, and seemingly a very simple liquor, it nevertheless possesses
extraordinary powers of dissolving substances
which it touches or mixes with and it varies in
different classes of animals.
In one particular it
is the same in all animals
it will not attack living
matter, but only dead
the consequence of which
is, that its powers of eating away and dissolving
are perfectly safe to the animals themselves, in
whose stomachs it remains without ever hurting
them.
This juice differs in different animals according to the food on which they subsist
thus, in birds of prey, as kites, hawks, owls, it
place

is

" It

is

;

:

;

:
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only acts upon animal matter, and does not disIn other birds, and in all animals feeding on grass, as oxen, sheep, hares, it
dissolves vegetable matter, as grass, but will not
touch flesh of any kind.
This has been ascermaking
tained by
them swallow balls with meat
in them, and several holes drilled through, to
let the gastric juice reach the meat
no effect
was produced upon it. We may further observe,
that there is a most curious and beautiful correspondence between this juice in the stomach of
different animals and the other parts of their bodies, connected with the important operations
The use of
of eating and digesting their food.
the juice is plainly to convert what they eat into
a fluid, from which, by various other processes,
all their parts, blood, bones, muscles, &c. are afterwards formed.
But the food is first of all to
be obtained, and then prepared by bruising, for
Now birds of prey haw
the action of the juice.
instruments, their claws and beak, for tearing and
devouring their food (that is animals of different
kinds), but those instruments arc useless for pickaccordingly, they have
ing up and crushing seeds
a gastric juice which dissolves the animals they
eat; while birds which have only a beak fit for
pecking, drinking, and eating seeds, have a juice
Nay more, ii
that dissolves seeds, and not flesh.
is found that the seeds must be bruised before the
solve vegetables.

:

:

juice will dissolve

them

:

this

you

find

by trying

the experiment in a vessel witb the juice; and accordingly the birds have a gizzard, and animals
which graze have Hat teeth, which grind ;ind bruise
their food before the gastric juice is to act upon it.

:
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"We have seen how wonderfully the Bee works,
according to rules discovered by man thousands
of years after the insect had followed them with
perfect accuracy.
The same little animal seems
to be acquainted with principles of which we are
still
ignorant.
We can, by crossing, vary the
forms of cattle with astonishing nicety but we
have no means of altering the nature of an animal
once born, by means of treatment and feeding.
This power, however, is undeniably possessed by
the bees. When the queen bee is lost, by death or
otherwise, they choose a grub from among those
which are born for workers they make three cells
into one, and placing the grub there, they build a
tube round it
they afterwards build another cell
of a pyramidal form, into which the grub grows
they feed it with peculiar food, and tend it with
extreme care. It becomes, when transformed from
the worm to the fly, not a worker, but a queen
;

;

;

bee.

" These singular insects resemble our own species in one of our worst propensities, the disposition to war; but their attention to their sovereign
is equally extraordinary, though of a somewhat
capricious kind. In a few hours after their queen
is lost, the whole hive is in a state of confusion.
A singular humming is heard, and the bees are
seen moving all over the surface of the combs with
great rapidity.
The news spreads quickly, and
when the queen is restored, quiet immediately
succeeds. But if another queen is put upon them,
they instantly discover the trick, and surrounding
her, they either suffocate or starve her to death.
This happens if the false queen is introduced

;
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first is lost

or removed

twenty-four hours have elapsed, they will
receive any queen, and obey her.
" The labours and the policy of the Ants are,
when closely examined, still more wonderful, perhaps, than those of the Bee. Their nest is a city,
consisting of dwelling-places, halls, streets, and
The food
squares, into which the streets open.
they principally like is the honey which comes from
another insect found in their neighbourhood, and
which they, generally speaking, bring home from
day to day as they want it. Later discoveries have
shown that they do not eat grain, but live almost
Some
entirely on animal food and this honey.
kinds of ant have the foresight to bring home the
insects on whose honey they feed, and keep them
in particular cells, where they guard them to prevent their escaping, and feed them with proper
vegetable matter which they do not eat themselves.
Nay, they obtain the eggs of those insects, and
superintend their hatching, and then rear the
young insect until he becomes capable of supplying the desired honey.
They sometimes remove
them to the strongest parts of their nest, where
there are cells apparently fortified for protecting

but

if

them from

invasion.

In those cells the insects

arc-

kept to supply the wants of the whole antfl which
compose the population of the city. It is a most
singular circumstance in the economy of nature,
thai the degree of cold at which the snt becomes
torpid is also that at which this insect Tails into the
same state. It is considerable below the freezing
point

;

so that they require food the greater pari

of the winter, and

if

the insects on which

tin v

dc

;
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pend

for food were not kept alive during the cold
which the ants can move about, the latter would
be without the means of subsistence.
" How trifling soever this little animal may
appear in our climate, there are few more formidable creatures than the ant of some tropical
countries.
A traveller who lately filled a high
station in the French Government, Mr. Malouet,
lias described one of their cities, and, were not
the account confirmed by various testimonies, it
might seem exaggerated. He observed at a great
distance what seemed a lofty structure, and was
informed by his guide that it consisted of an ant
hill, which could not be approached without danger of being devoured. Its height was from fifteen
to twenty feet, and its base thirty or forty feet
square. Its sides inclined like the lower part of a
pyramid, the point being cut off. He was informed
in

that it became necessary to destroy these nests, by
raising a sufficient force to dig a trench all round,

and fill
on fire

with fagots, which were afterwards set
and then battering with cannon from a
distance, to drive the insects out and make them
run into the flames. This was in South America
and African travellers have met with them in the
same formidable numbers and strength.
" The older writers of books upon the habits of
some animals abound with stories which may be
of doubtful credit.
But the facts now stated respecting the Ant and Bee may be relied on as
it

;

authentic.

They

are the result of very late obser-

and experiments made with great accuracy by several most worthy and intelligent men,
and the greater part of them have the confirmavations,
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from more than one observer having
The habits of Beavers

assisted in the inquiries.

are equally well authenticated, and, being more
easily observed, are vouched by a greater number

These animals, as if to enable them
and move either on land or water, have two
web feet like those of ducks or water dogs, and
two like those of land animals. When they wish

of witnesses.
to live

to construct a dwelling-place, or rather city, for

serves the whole body, they choose a level place
with a stream running through it
they dam up
the stream so as to make a pond, and perform the
operation as skilfully as we could ourselves. They
drive into the ground stakes of five or six feet long
in rows, wattling each row with twigs, and puddling or filling the interstices with clay which they
it

;

ram

close

in,

so as to

This
truest principles *

dam

water-tight.

;

make
is

the whole solid and

likewise shaped on the

for the

upper side next the

* If the base is twelve, and the top three feet thick, and
the height six feet, the face must be the side of a right-angled

whose height is eight feet. This would be the exact
proportion which there ought to be, upon mathematical principles, to give the greatest resistance possible to the water In
its tendency to turn the dam round, provided the materials
of which it is made were lighter than water in the proportion
triangle,

Bui the materials are probably
of forty-four to a hundred.
nunc thai) twice as heavy
Water, and the form of so Hat a
dike is taken, in all likelihood, in order to guard against a
more Imminent danger, that of the dam being carried awaj
We cannot calculate what the
by being shoved forwards.
pioportii lis an- which give the greatest po ible iv [stance to
this tendency, without knowing the teiiaciu of the materials,

U

as

well as their specific gravity,

it

found that the construction Is such
completely against the two pressures

maj
as

to

at the

rerj probablj be

secure the most

same

time.

;
;
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water slopes, and the side below is perpendicular
the base of the dam is ten or twelve feet thick

:
{

two or three, and it is
hundred feet. The pond

the top or narrow part

sometimes as long as a
being thus formed and secured, they make their
houses round the edge of it they are cells, with
vaulted roofs, and upon piles
they are made of
stones, earth, and sticks
the walls are two feet
thick, and plastered as neatly as if the trowel had
been used. Sometimes they have two or three
stories for retreating to in case of floods, and they
always have two doors, one towards the water, and
one towards the land.
They keep their winter
provisions in stores, and bring them out to use
they make their beds of moss
they live on the
bark of trees, gums, and crawfish.
Each house
holds from twenty to thirty, and there may be
from ten to twenty-five houses in all. Some of
their communities are therefore larger than others,
but there are seldom fewer than two or three hundred inhabitants.
In working they all bear their
shares
some gnaw the trees and branches with
their teeth to form stakes and beams
others roll
;

;

;

;

:

;

the pieces to the water; others diving make holes
with their teeth to place the piles in others collect
;

and cany stones and clay; others beat and mix
the mortar
and others carry it on their broad
tails, and with these beat it and plaster it.
Some
superintend the rest, and make signals by sharp
strokes with the tail, which are carefully attended
to the beavers hastening to the place where they
are wanted to work, or to repair any hole made by
;

;

the water, or to defend themselves or

escape,

when attacked by an enemy.

make

their

i

;
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of different animals, by their bodily

which they are
found, presents an endless subject of curious inquiry and pleasing contemplation.
Thus, the
Camel which lives in sandy deserts has broad
spreading hoofs to support him on the loose soil
and an apparatus in his body by which water is
kept for many days, to be used when no moisture
can be had.
As this would be useless in the
neighbourhood of streams or wells, and as it would
be equally so in the desert, where no water is to
be found, there can be no doubt that it is intended
to assist in journeying across the sands from one
watered spot to another. There is a singular and
beautiful provision made in this animal's foot, for
enabling it to sustain the fatigues of journeys
under the pressure of its great weight.
Beside
the yielding of the bones and ligaments, or bindings, which gives elasticity to the foot of the deer
and other animals, there is in the camel's foot, between the horny sole and the bones, a cushion,
like a ball, of soft matter, almost fluid, but in which
there is a mass of threads extremely elastic, interwoven with the pulpy substance. The cushion
thus easily changes its shape when pressed, yet it
has such an elastic spring, that the bones of the
foot press on it uninjured by the heavy body which
they support, and (ilia huge animal steps a sofUy
structure, to the circumstances in

I

as a cat.
11

Nor needwt

ness an

example

flee

to the desert

in

of skilful structure in

order to witthe-

foot

i

the

The hones of
Horse's limbs display it strikingly.
under
the weight
placed
directly
the foot are not
position,
they would
were
in
an
they
upright
if
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a firm pillar, and every motion would cause

a shock.

They are placed

slanting or oblique, and

by an elastic binding on their lower
so as to form springs as exact as those

tied together

surfaces,

which

Then

we make

of leather or steel for carriages.

the flatness of the hoof which stretches out

on each side, and the frog coming down in the
middle between the quarters, adds greatly to the
elasticity of the machine.
Ignorant of this, illinformed farriers nail the shoe too far back, fixing
the quarters, and causing permanent contraction,
so that the contracted hoof loses its elasticity:
every step is a shock inflammation and lameness

—

;

ensue.
" The Rein-deer inhabits a country covered with
snow the greater part of the year. Observe how

admirably its hoof is formed for going over that
cold and light substance, without sinking in it, or
being frozen. The under side is covered entirely
with hair, of a warm and close texture
and the
hoof, altogether, is very broad, acting exactly like
the snow-shoes which men have constructed for
giving them a larger space to stand on than their
feet, and thus to avoid sinking.
Moreover, the
deer spreads the hoof as wide as possible when it
touches the ground; but, *;s this breadth would
be inconvenient in the air, by occasioning a greater
resistance while he is moving along, no sooner
does he lift the hoof than the two parts into which
;

it is

cloven

exposed

fall

together,

and so lessen the surface

to the air, just as

we may

recollect the

and wings. The
shape and structure of the hoof is also well
adapted to scrape away the snow, and enable the
birds doing with

their bodies
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animal to get at the particular kind of moss (or
lichen) on which he feeds.
This plant, unlike
others, is in its full growth during the winter season and the rein-deer, accordingly, thrives from
its abundance, notwithstanding the unfavourable
effects of extreme cold upon the animal system.
" There are some insects, of which the males
have wings, and the females are grubs or worms.
Of these, the Glow-worm is the most remarkable
:

:

the female, and the male

which would
be unable to find her out, creeping as she does
in the dark lanes, but for the shining light which

it is

is

a

fly,

she gives, to attract him.
" There is a singular fish found in the Mediterranean, called the Nautilus, from its skill in naviThe back of its shell resembles the hulk
gation.
of a ship on this it throws itself, with two of its
feet raised in the air, and over these two spreads
a thin membrane to serve for a sail, paddling itself
on with the other two feet as oars.
11
The Ostrich lays and hatches her eggs in the
her form being ill adapted to that prosands
cess, she has a natural oven furnished by the
sand, and the strong heat of the sun. The Cuckoo
is known to build no nest for herself, but to lay
in the nests of other birds; but late observation!
show that she docs not lay indiscriminately in the
she only chooses the nests of
nests of all birds
those which have bills of the same kind with \u relfj and therefore feed Oil the same kind of food.
The Duck, and other birds breeding In mudd)
;

;

;

places, have a peculiarformationofthebiil: it is
both made so as to ;iet like a strainer, separating
the liner from the grosser parts of the liquid, and

1
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more furnished with nerves near

than the

bills

the point

of birds which feed on substances
jj

exposed to the light so that it serves better to
grope in the dark stream for food, being more
sensitive. The bill of the Snipe is covered with a
curious net-work of nerves for the same purpose
but a bird (the Toucan or Egg-sucker), which
chiefly feeds on the eggs found in birds' nests, and
in countries where these are very deep and dark,
has the most singular provision of this kind. Its
bill is very broad and long
when examined, it is
completely covered with branches of nerves in all
directions so that, by groping in a deep and dark
;

;

;

;

nest,

it

can

feel its

and most delicate

way

as accurately as the finest

Almost all kinds
of birds build their nests of materials found where
they inhabit, or use the nests of other birds
but
the Swallow of Java lives in rocky caverns on the
sea, where there are no materials at all for the
purpose of building. It is therefore so formed as
to secrete in its body a kind of slime witli which
it makes a nest, much prized as a delicate food in
finger could.

;

eastern countries.
" Plants, in many remarkable instances, are
provided for by equally wonderful and skilful contrivances. There is one, the Muscipula, Fly-trap,
or Fly-catcher, which has small prickles in the

two leaves, or half leaves, joined by a
is provided on their inner
surface, and acts as a bait to allure flies.
There
inside of

hinge

:

a juice or syrup

are three small spines or prickles standing upright
in this syrup, and upon the only part of this leaf
which is sensitive to the touch. When the fly
therefore settles upon this part, its touching as it
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were the spring of the trap occasions the leaves to
so that its
shut and kill and squeeze the insect
juices and the air arising from their rotting serve
;

as food to the plant.

" In the

West Indies, and other hot countries,
rain sometimes does not fall for a great
length of time, a kind of plant called the Wildpine grows upon the branches of the trees, and
where

on the bark of the trunk. It has hollow or
bag-like leaves, so formed as to make little reservoirs of water, the rain falling into them through
channels which close at the top when full, to prevent it from evaporating. The seed of this useful
plant has long threads, by which, when carried
through the air, it catches any tree in the way,
and falls on it and grows. Wherever it takes root,

also

though on the under side of a bough,

it

grows

straight upwards, otherwise the leaves would not
hold water. It holds in one leaf from a pint to

a quart

;

the trees
its

use

is

and although it must be of great use to
grows on, to birds and other animals
even greater. Another tree, called the

it

JVatcr-ivilh, in .Jamaica, has similar uses

a vine

in

size

;

and shape, but growing

it is

in

like

wry

districts, is yet so full of clear sap or
water, that on cutting a piece two or three yards
long, and merely holding it to the mouth, a plenIn the East there is a
tiful draught is obtained.

parched

plant BOmewhat of tlie same kind, called the Be*
juco, which grows near other trees and twnus
round them, with its end hanging downwards, but
full ofjuice, tli.n on cutting it, a plentiful stream
and this, not only 1>\ itof water spouts from it
touching the tree so closely must refresh it, hut is

so

j

1

1
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a supply to animals, and to the weary herdsman
on the mountains."

No. II.— Page 71.
[Extracted, by permission, from the Article on Dr.
TownsorCs Practical Discourses, Quarterly Review,

No. lxxxviii.]

The author's wish to incorporate with this Address such materials as being scattered in different publications might have been otherwise overlooked by the Class, although they appeared tohim
very important in the prosecution of the Theological course thus opened, has further been materially assisted by the permission which he has
obtained, to extract from one of our leading
literary journals the following very satisfactory
remarks on the probable history of the successive
production of the several Evangelical narratives,
on the origin and explanation of the phenomena
of their resemblances and variations, and on the
undesigned coincidences which they exhibit.
"
The Discourses on the Gospels,' by Dr.
'

Townson, may be regarded as at once ofl'ering a
body of internal evidence for the truth of the Gospels, and a probable explanation of the agreements
and differences which they severally present. Now,
a principle which at one and the same time yields
testimony to the authenticity of Scripture, and a
solution of the difficulties which encumber it, has
just as we
a double claim upon our confidence
:

—
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be supposed to have a right key when it both
and opens the lock. Dr. Townson's theory

fastens
is this

"

'

—

that

The

progress in planting the Christian faith

was from a Church purely of the circumcision,
Samaritans included, to a mixed community, and
from thence to distinct churches of the Gentiles.
And there is a strong presumption (he thinks)
that the Gospels were published successively, as
they were wanted by the churches to whose use
they were immediately adapted that St. Matthew
wrote for the first; St. Mark for the second; and
and
St. Luke for the third settlement of the faith
:

;

view of things presents us with the order
in which the Gospels have all along been disposed.'
11
Here, then, Dr. Townson takes up his position
the four Evangelists have been almost invariably placed, from the earliest times, in the
the presumption
order in which they now stand
therefore is, that such was the order in which they
were originally published. Again, the progress of
Christianity was this: (the history of it, as given
in the Acts of the Apostles, were there no other,
testifies as much :) it began with the Jens, who
were the first Christian congregati »n; it proceeded
to a mixed society, consisting both of Jars and
(icntUcs, who were lie next; and it ended with a

that this

;

;

t

body composed of Gentiles

chiefly or altogether.

Let us, then, observe whether the historical order
of the Gospels does no! tally with the historical

progress 01 the cause which the Gospels advocate,
deducing our argument from internal evidence
Now, St. Matthew, as compared with St.
only.
Mark, writes as though he was living in J tide*
i

2

1
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the Jewish customs

all

who had the Temple before
offerings made in it to whom

as well as himself;
their eyes,

and the

;

the phraseology, the geography, the local peculi-

of the Holy Land were perfectly familiar
who partook of the Jewish expectations
of a Messiah, and understood the numerous prophecies which were thought to relate to him
for
arities

above

:

all,

;

Matthew

points far more frequently
than the other Evangelists, and indeed makes it a
to these St.

very primary object to develop the prophetical
Christ in Jesus of Nazareth. St. Mark makes

much more limited demands upon his readers for
knowledge of this kind he explains where St.
Matthew is silent and accommodates (as it would
seem) the narrative of the latter, in very many
;

;

instances, to a different audience.

"
G,

Examples

we

read,

are everything: thus, in Matth.

iii.
;'

'

And were baptised of him in Jordan
Mark, 5, has it, And were baptised

i.
whereas, St.
of him in the river of Jordan.' The general identity of phrase here, and in the context of the two
passages, argues the one Evangelist to have consulted the other, whilst the insertion of the word
river by the one, argues that his congregation had
members in it to whom the geography of Judea
was less perfectly known than to those of his colleague. In Matthew, ix. 14, we find, Then came
the disciples of John, saying, Why do we and the
pharisees fast oft, but thy disciples fast not? The
thing was notorious but St. Mark, ii. 18, speaks
to the uninitiated he therefore supplies a preface,
'

'

'

:

;

'

And

used

the discijiles

to fast,

— And

of John and of the jiharisccs
they came and say unto him,

—
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and of the pharisees,
but thy disciples fast not?' The introduction
added, the rest is the same. In the fifteenth chapter of Matthew, as compared with the seventh of
Mark, there is a very remarkable instance to the
same effect,
Then came to Jesus scribes and
pharisees which were of Jerusalem, saying, Why
do thy disciples transgress the tradition of the
elders, for they wash not their hands when they
eat bread?' Now, look at the commentary with
which St. Mark, who adopts the narrative in the
main, interpolates it,
Then came together unto
him the pharisees and certain of the scribes which
came from Jerusalem, And when they saw some
of his disciples eat bread with defiled {that is to
say, with unwashen) hands, they found fault.
For
the pharisees, and all the Jews, except they rvash
their hands oft, eat not, holding the tradition of the
elders.
And when they come from the market,
except they wash, they eat not. And many other
things there be, which they have received to hold,
as the washing of cups, and pots, brazen rcsscls,
and of tables. Then the pharisees and scribes
asked him, Why walk not thy disciples according
to the tradition of the elders?'
Here we see St.
Matthew's text transferred, with little alteration,
into St. Mark's, and a note of explanation let into
it.
In St. Matthew, xxi. 19, we are told, 'Jesus
saw a fig-tree in the way, and he came to it, and
found nothing tin icon but leaves only.' St. Mark,
xi. 10, adds, fol the purpose of Completing an
expression which he thought elliptical and obscure, more especially to persons who might not
know that at the passovcr (which was the date of
fast,

—

'

—
—
'

—

—

US
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were not ripe
was not yet.'
St. Matthew, viii. 8, 9, uses the word Gehenna, a
word purely Jewish. St. Mark, ix. 43, 48, uses the
same in the corresponding passage of his Gospel,
but he annexes a paraphrasticai explanation of it.
St. Matthew, xv. 22, speaks of a Canaanitish woman.' St. Mark, vii. 2, calls the same person a Syrophcenician
the former a term perfectly intelligible to the readers of the ancient Scriptures, though
a term now nearly obsolete, for it occurs in only two
other places in the New Testament (Acts vii. 1 1,
and xiii. 19); and, accordingly, one who wrote at
a distance from Canaan, and addressed himself to
persons who might or might not be acquainted
with the language of the Old Testament, substithis transaction) the

figs

in Jiulea

for gathering, 'for the time of Jigs

'

;

—

it the more popular word Syro-phceniNay, sometimes even a slight grammatical
emendation may be thought to betray the order
in which the two Evangelists wrote, and the
vyepdyj a7ro Tojv veKpuv of St. Matthew, xiv. 2, is
written by St. Mark e*: reqwr n-yepdt], vi. 14 the
preposition in the latter case being less ambiguous
in its meaning.
And again, St. Matthew's sentence
but are as the Angels of God in heaven,'

tutes for
cian.

:

'

xxii. 30, is expressed with a similar regard to
precision by St. Mark, xii. 25,
but are as the
Angels who are in heaven.'
" By these, and other instances of the same kind,
'

we seem

justified in the conclusion that St.

pletes,
St,

that

Mark

Matthew, seeing that he often comexplains, and develops the narrative of

wrote after

St.

Matthew

;

but

if after

him, then

is it

probable

the congregation which required this

new
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Gospel would not be made up of Jews only, for
the Christian faith soon extended to Gentiles too
;

and accordingly, with the

internal evidence of

its

being posterior in time to the Gospel of St. Matthew,
also the internal evidence that it was addressed to Gentiles as well as Jews. The parallel
which has been already run between certain passages in St. Matthew and St. Mark, whilst it establishes one of these points, establishes the other
also for the changes to which texts in St. Matthew
are subjected, when they re-appear in St. Mark,
are of a kind to show no less that he made them in
accommodation to the Gentiles, than that he wrote
after St. Matthew. But if more proof of the mixed
character of the converts, for whom St. Mark
wrote, were demanded, more might be supplied.
For instance, that a portion of those whom he addressed were Jews, may be argued from his recording at so much length the reproofs which our Lord
directed against the characteristic vices of the
pharisees,
vii. 3
LS
the nature of the marriage union, and the manner in which the Mosaical
the
x. 2, L£
law of divorce had been abused,
decision of the question touching the comparative
importance of the commandments, which was the
greatest, the doubt being altogether judaical
some Jews holding sacrifice, Others circumcision,
a third party the observance of the Sabbath, to be

comes

;

—

—

;

—

;

—

tin- caution against false
the greatest- \i. 1'.',
{
a caution of winch the .lews stood chiefly
1

j

Christs,

need, they being in expectation of s temporal
Messiah, and of which e\ents proved that the\
-not so, perhaps,
stood m need,
xiii. 6, SI,
in

—

the Gentiles.

M

|
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"On the other hand, that amongst those for whom
Mark wrote there were heathens, nay, more,
heathens who did not live in Judea, and to whom
St.

the Jewish customs and language were imperfectly
known, (heathens of Rome, as it should seem, and
as ecclesiastical authority asserts,) is no less plain
from other passages
Go not into the ivay of the
Gentiles, and into any city of the Samaritans enter
ye not but go rather to the lost sheep of the
house of Israel,' is a part of the charge which
our Lord gives to his disciples, as reported by St.
Matthew, x. 5, C. St. Mark, vi. 7, 11, who re:

—

'

;

many of the particulars of this address,
omits this one
and so does St. Luke, ix. 3, 5
both probably for the same reason, a desire not
to give needless offence to the Gentiles, by recordlates

;

;

ing a clause in the instructions affecting them
which had been since withdrawn. Interpretations
annexed by St. Mark, to words of common occurrence amongst Jews, are evidently intended for
strangers
thunder,'

:

—

Boanerges, which is,
Corban, that
17;

'

'

iii.

The
is

to

sons of
say,

a

Ephphatha, that is, Be opened,'
11;
vii. 34
two lepta (mites), which make a quadrans (farthing),' xii. 42 here it is further remarkable that a Greek coin is explained by a
Latin equivalent
the soldiers led him away

gift,'

vii.

'

'

;

:

'

:

into the

that

is (6 e<rn), the praetorium,'
xv. 16, where again the Greek word is turned
by the Latin ' The centurion' (6 KeiTvpuov),
xv. 39,
again a Latin word in the parallel passage of St. Matthew, xxvii. 54, and of St. Luke,

hall,

—

xxiii. 47, the

:

;

same

officer

term (J^aroyTap^os)

;

'

is

The

expressed by a Greek
preparation, that

is,
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the day before the Sabbath,' xv. 42 ; though the
preparation was a common name amongst the

Jews for Friday. Moreover, St. Mark speaks of
Simon as the father of Alexander and Rufus, xv.
21, as though this hint was sufficient to designate
the individual to those for

whom

he wrote. Now,

Rufus was a distinguished Roman convert, of
whom St. Paul speaks (Rom. xvi. 13) and if this
be the same Rufus, the circumstance still points
to Romans as members of St. Mark's congre;

gation.

" Thus there is reason to think from internal
evidence that St. Mark wrote at a period later
than St. Matthew, and from the same evidence
there is again reason to think that he wrote for a
mixed assembly, consisting both of Jews and Gen-

Now,

tiles.

these two inductions are remarkably

consistent, the later date of the Gospel agreeing
with the greater diffusion of Christianity either
;

conclusion corroborates the other, and both minister to the credibility of the Scriptures.
"
similar comparison of St. Mark with St.

A

Luke

affords similar

ground

for arguing the prio-

point of time of the former Evangelist.
Thus, St. Mark tells us that, ' as Jesus sat at
meat in his house, many publicans and sinners sat
also together with Jesus, and his disciples,' ii. 15.
As this occurs immediately alter the call of Levi,
it is reasonable to suppose that the house of l,e\
rity

in

i

was here meant the passage, however, is not so
worded as to determine this with certainty accordingly St. Luke cornea after St. Mark, and
puts the matter out of all doubt, 'ami l,e\ made
him a great feast in Ins own bouse/ \. 89. Some;

:

i
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is on the whole all but
two writers, there is an improved
collocation of some member in it, which indicates
St. Luke's hand to have been the later of the two.
Thus, St, Mark, ii. 25, 26,
And he said unto
them, Have ye never read what David did when
he had need, and was an hungered, he and they
that were with him ? How he went into the house
of God, in the days of Abiathar the high priest,
and did eat the shew-bread (which is not lawful
to eat but for the priest), and gave also to them
that were with him.'
St. Luke, vi. 3, 4, inverts
the last two clauses, and avoids the parenthesis,
reading,
how he went into the house of God, and
did take and eat, and gave also to them that were
with him, the shew-bread, which is not lawful to
eat but for the priests alone.' In the two accounts
of the miracle performed on the daughter of Jairus,
that of St. Luke, though agreeing in great part to

the sentence

identical in these

'

'

the letter with that of St. Mark, is still the more
complete
As soon as Jesus heard the word that
was spoken, he saith unto the rulers of the synagogue, Fear not, only believe. And he suffered no
man to follow him save Peter, James, and John
the brother of James.
And he cometh to the
house of the ruler of the synagogue.' So speaks
St. Mark, v. 36, 38.
But the multitude had
'thronged' Jesus just before;
did he disengage himself from them in the high road, and
gather to him his three attendants without an
effort ?
But when Jesus heard it, he answered
him, saying, Fear not, only believe, and she shall
be made whole. And when he eamc into the house
he suffered no man to go in, save Peter, and James,
:

'

—

'
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and John, and the father and the mother of the
maiden.'
So speaks St. Luke, viii. 50, 51, who
clears the case up by informing us that the throng
was escaped at the house-door, which was closed
all but those whom Jesus
In the scene of the widow at the treasury, St. Mark writes,
for all they have cast in
of their abundance, but she of her want hath cast
in all that she had, her whole living,' xii. 44
St. Luke, nearly in the same words, but with one
small supplement,
for all these have cast in of
their abundance unto the offerings of God, but she
of her want hath cast in all the living that she
had,' xxi. 4
the addition is not an idle one,
especially when Gentiles were to be readers, and
as St. Mark had such amongst those for whom he
wrote, such an addition would not have been ill
bestowed even by him.
Whilst, therefore, the
general similarity of the two passages indicates
that the one Evangelist must have seen the other,
the addition of a word of explanation by St. Luke,
which would have been equally in its place in the
text of either party, argues St. Luke to have been
St. Luke might have
the later writer of the two.
added the clause, but St. Mark would scarcely
have expunged it. The details of the mockery of
our Lord, immediately before his crucifixion, present another argument for the priority <>t' St.
Mark's Gospel. St. Matthew had represented
Prophesy unto us, thou
the scoffers as saying,
>
Christ, who is he that smote thee,' \w
but lie makes no mention of tin' blindfolding.
St. Mark says, that
they eo\ ered his lace and
hut he tails to
bade him prophesy/ xiv. (>j

against the ingress of
selected.

'

;

'

:

'

i.

'

;

J
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what was to be the subject of his prophecy,
Accordingly St. Luke profits by the examples oif
both, and with St. Mark tells of the blindfolding,
and with St. Matthew, of the prophecy and its
objects
And the men that held Jesus mockedj
him and smote him. And when they had coveredu
him, they struck him on the face, and asked him,
saying, Prophesy who is he that smote thee,'
I
xxii. 63, 64.
The other arguments we shall
mention for the priority of St. Mark's Gospel, are
such as turn upon points of grammar and construction.
The force of these (which is considerable) can only be perceived in the original, and we
are sorry for it, it being our object to treat this
question in a manner rather popular than schotell

i

ft

:

'

—

jl

|

|

j

lastic.

Mark

xii.

38

— 40.

B\e7rere cnro tlov

Luke

xx. 46, 47.

Ylpotje-^ere cnro tojv

ypapixarewv, tiov OeXovroJV yoa/x/iareun', tiov QeXovTwv
ev GToXais Trepnrareiv,
TrepnrciTeiv ev oroXais,
<pCXovvTO)v a<nrct(T[iov<s

k<xi a<nrci(jp.ovs

kcii

ev rats ayopais,
kcii 7rpioTOKa9e^pias ev

ev rats ayopats,

rats crt/vaywyats,
7rpa»ro/cXt(rtas

ev

jcat

rots £et-

7TV01S'

kcii 7rpu>roicaQe?pias ev
rats ci'i'aywyats, kcu
7rpwroK\t<xias ev rots £et-

7TV01S"

KarecrOiovres ras oikicis
ot KareaQiovcn ras oikicis
tiov wipiov, kcii TTpo<paoei tu>v ^tjpwv, Kai irpoQaaet
ol

lictKpq.

fiaKpq,

Tpoaevxo/xevoi, ovtoi Xjj\povrai
nepicraoTepov Kpifia.

u

Trpooev%ovTai>

ovtoi

Xij-

\povT(ti

irepiaoorepov Kpt^a.

Here it is seen, that the latter end of St. Mark's
sentence, grammatically speaking, forgets the beginning tiov deXovTwr, in the first clause, requiring to be followed up by twp KaTeadiowuv and
;
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trpooevyojjievwv in the last clauses.

Accordingly
Luke, who deviates but very little from St.
Mark throughout the whole passage, does deviate
from him in this, and corrects the syntax in a
manner the most natural and easy, writing ul kciT^adiovai and irpoaev^ovTat
St.

—

Mark
Km

ZrifxiioOt}

viii.

tijv

36.

tpv\W

avTov.

Luke
eavrov

(nroXeaas,

//

ZtjixudQcis.

xx. 28.

xii. 20.

ovk

de

ix. 25.

a(j>7]K€

cnrepfxa.

aireQavev areKvus.

" In these, and in other instances which might
be mentioned, St. Luke shows himself anxious to
avoid the Hebraisms of his predecessor.
Moreover, in the arrangement of his facts it is found,
that St. Luke agrees with St. Mark in a manner
which could not be accidental, and which differs
from St. Matthew.
" But as years rolled on after the ascension of
our Lord, the church waxed more and more gentile in its members
and Agreeably to this, whilst,
as before, by internal evidence we determine St.
Luke to have written after St. Mark, by internal
evidence we determine him to have written chiefly,
if not altogether, for a Gentile community. Thus,
whilst St. Matthew traces up the genealogy of
our Lord to David, St. Luke goes <>n tO Adam;
the one being the Evangelist of the Jews, the
other of all mankind.
St. Luke mark-' the date
of the Saviour's birth and of John's preaching by
the reigns of Roman emperors
he ipeaki with
peculiar accuracy and frequency of the ejection
;

;

I
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of unclean spirits, the gods of the heathens
lie
purposely waives an appeal to the Jewish law,
where another Evangelist lias introduced it, (compare Luke vi. 3 1 and Matth. vii. 1 2 Luke xi. 42,
|
and Matth. xxiii. 23;) he sinks in his narrative
circumstances which would have no interest for
;

fi

,

;

jl

j]

the Gentiles

;

St.

Matthew,

for instance, tells us,

that Jesus predicted the fall of Jerusalem, 'as he
sat upon the Mount of Olives. 'xxiv. 3, 4; St. Mark,

I

j

I

1

as he sat over against the Temple,' xiii. 3, 4; whereas St. Luke gives the prophecy, and with that contents himself, xxi. 7, 8.
He adapts his phraseology to Gentile conceptions, and whilst St. Matthew
much more frequently talks of whit Moses said,
or of that which was spoken unto you by God,'
forms perfectly understood by the Jews, as implying quotations from the Old Testament, St. Luke,
though not renouncing the former expression,
favours rather what is written in the law, what is
'
written in the book;' a distinction which we may
observe well exemplified on one occasion in the
language of St. Paul, for to Felix the Roman
governor he speaks of himself as
believing all
things which are written in the law and the prophets,' Acts xxiv. 14; to king Agrippa,
a man
expert in all customs and questions which were
among the Jc?rs,' as saying none other things
than those which the Prophets and Moses did say
should come,' Acts xvi. 22.
He explains what
to Jews, or to those who held much intercourse
with Jews, would need no explanation,
the feast
of unleavened bread, which is called the passoier,'
c
xxii. 1
a Mount, which is called the Mount of
Olives,' xvi. 37;
Capernaum, a citj of the
'

'

'

'

:

'

;

'

I

;
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Nazareth, a city of Galilee, i. 26
iv. 31
the
Arimathea, a city of the Jews,' xxiii. 51
country of the Gardarenes, which is over against
Emmaus, which was from Je~
Galilee,' viii. 20
rusalcm about threescore furlongs,' (aradiovs e^rjKovTa,) xxiv. S. He gives Greek the precedence,
in letters of Greek, and Latin, and Hebrew ;'
whereas St. John (who is the only one of the
Evangelists besides that here enumerates the Ianguages) says, in Hebrew, and Greek, and Latin.'
" Of St. John's Gospel it may not be thought
It has very
necessary to speak so much at large.
little in common with the other Evangelists, but
is composed with a very manifest reference to
them. He takes for granted that incidents which
they have related are known and makes no mention of the circumstances of Christ's birth, bapnone of the
tism, temptation, or transfiguration
none of the
call of the Apostles, or of their names
institution of the Lord's Supper; many of the
most important particulars of the trial and crucifixion he omits, whilst, on the other hand, many
of a secondary importance he details in a manner
to show that he was thoroughly familiar with all
of five only
the miracles he docs not dwell upon
he speaks at length, feeling that the world was
already in possession of authentic accounts of
them.
In some instances, the allusion to Ins preJews,

'

;

;

'

'

:

'

;

1

1

'

;

;

;

:

;

decessors is marked: lie tills u-, that as Jesus
returned home from Jerusalem through Judea, he
tarried to baptise, and that John also was sojourning
'

a!

to Salem lor the same purpose
added, 'was not as yet east into
thut who had said a word
p<

(Enon near

for John,'

prison,'

iii.

is

it
'.'

!

;

•

:

)

I

i
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ing any imprisonment of John ? not the Evangewho records this he well knew, however,
that others had spoken of it, and therefore he in-

list

;

troduces this remark to obviate any possible objection that his narrative was inconsistent with

Again, in speaking of Martha and Mary,
he breaks off, and, in a parenthesis, observes,
it was that Mary who anointed the Lord
;'
with ointment and wiped his feet with her hair
yet he had not communicated a syllable about
this transaction in any previous passage, though
others, he was aware, had.
St. John therefore
clearly considers himself as furnishing a supplement to the well-known labours of those who had
already occupied the same field,
a supplement
which the heresies of the times (for already had
the mystery of iniquity begun to work) rendered
necessary.
Now the appearance of such divitheirs.

xi. 1,

'

—

Church indicates Christianity to have
been then of a certain standing, and coincides
very singularly with several incidental expressions
in this Gospel which argue its late date.
Thus
St. John, in speaking of the Passover, calls it
the Passover of the Jews,' to distinguish it, no
doubt, from the Christian Passover, which it
should seem was then of consideration enough to
sions in the

'

require some distinction in the terms, ii. 13.
So,
the lake which St Matthew and St. Mark call
the
Sea of Galilee,' St. John calls the Sea of
'

Tiberias,' vi.

1.,

xxi.

1

;

the

new name derived

from the town which Herod the Tetrarch had
built in honour of Tiberius having by this time
superseded the use of the old one.
This spake
he, signifying by what death he (Peter) should

—

'

;
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glorify God,' xxi. 19, is another passage to our
present purpose; for it carries along with it evidence that it was written after the martyrdom of
St, Peter, and he was an old man when he suffered, v, 18.
Moreover, the comment which St.
John makes upon an expression of Christ relating
to his own end, leads to the same conclusion:
Yet Jesus said not unto him, he shall not die
but, if I will that he tarry till I come, what is that
Here, whilst he denies that
to thee?' xxi. 22.
Jesus said he should not die, he admits that he
and this disaid he should live till he came
stinction he takes as though it would be felt to
vindicate the good faith of his master, and correct
And how ? It does
the mistake of the brethren.
it by the figure aposiopesis.
St. John is conwas then acChrist'
'coming
of
scious that the
destruction
of
knowledged to be the
Jerusalem,
which had already fallen out when he wrote, and
which therefore, according to the prophecy, he
*

;

—

had lived
"

to see.

Thus do we

others,

find

in

thia

internal evidence of

its

Gospel, as

in

the

truth, arising out

of a coincidence between its date, which ia discovered to be late, and the condition of the church
at the time, which is discovered to be heretical.
We are well aware that this scheme h;is its diiliculties (indeed no solution of the phenomena presented by a eomparison of the diction and matter
of the four ( roapela, which has yet heeii attempted,
without difficulties); they are in general, however, such as appeal tons rather of a negative
than of I positive character, listing not so much
upon our knowledge as upon our want of it
K
ii

;

—
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successive Evangelists had
predecessors' writings, we might
expect to discover the principle by which they regulated themselves in the use; nevertheless that
that

if,

for

instance,

made use of their

we cannot always do that sometimes it seems
be on the principle of an epitome, sometimes
of a supplement, sometimes again of neither one
nor other, but to be a matter, humanly speaking,
Still we do not throw
of mere arbitrary choice.
up a theory which has so much to plead for it, in
despair, because we cannot, even with its help,
unravel the thousand motives, little and great,
which determined men who wrote near eighteen
hundred years ago, to this line or that, in every
instance.
Neither shall we stay to discuss how
the original languaire in which St. Matthew composed (Aramaic or Greek) bears upon this queseither of
tion, nor how the preface of St. Luke
them matters which do bear upon it, no doubt,
though not in a manner, as far as we can perceive,
hostile or, at least, fatal to Dr. Townson's theory.
But one objection which has been advanced against
this scheme, and all others of its kind, is too specious to be passed over in silence.
" It is said that we have proved too much that
in thus accounting for the resemblances among
this

;

to

;

;

pendent witnesses.

we

them as indeThis, however, we deny; and

the several Evangelists

injure

are the more solicitous to make the grounds
of our denial good, because here, undoubtedly, is
That
the weak part of Dr. Townson's Essay.
each
his
they successively wrote their Gospels,
previous
hisknowledge
of
the
own, without any
tory of the other, and yet fell into whole pages of

we

—
;
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almost verbal agreement, is an untenable opinion
nothing less than a continued miracle, such as that
conveyed in the exploded tale of the writers of
the Septuagint, being enough to explain such a
phenomenon unless indeed we have recourse to
an original document from which they all drew,
a supposition which makes more knots than it un;

But the same scrutiny

ties.

into the Evangelists,

which determines that they did not shut their eyes
to one another's labours, determines, too, that each
wrote from a knowledge of his own, notwithstanding.
The variations of the several Gospels the
matter introduced into one or other above the
rest
the explanations occasionally annexed
above all, the undesigned coincidences which may
be detected on a comparison of them with one another, or with writers nearly contemporary,
sufficiently testify that though the witnesses have
been admitted to converse together, and have
availed themselves of their intercourse, they will
till bear cross-examination and confronting, because each has a separate knowledge of the facts
lie attests, and is not the mere echo of his com;

;

panion.
" St.

Matthew we may let pass

he was a prinand his narrative
But what have we to
gives ample proof of it.
say of St. Mark?
Whether this Evangelist was
cipal in the events

indebted to

St.

he

;

relates,

Peter lor his information, as his-

tory directly asserts, and as his Gospel incidentally confirms, or to

any other source, certain it is
many minute particu-

that hia writings betray, bj
lars,

pari

the eye-witness: 'the pillow in the hinder
of the ship,' on which Jesus was asl<
k

:
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3S
the green grass' on which the multitude
sat down, vi. 39
the rising of blind Bartimeus,
and the casting away of his garments,' when our
Lord met him, x. 50 the ruler of the synagogue, Jairus by name,' instead of the indefinite
certain ruler' of St. Matthew, v. 22
the exception of one loaf which the disciples had with
them, viii. 14, where St. Matthew states generally
iv.

'

;

'

;

'

;

'

;

'

that they
colt tied

had forgot to take bread, xvi. 5
the
by the door without, in a place where
;

'

two roads met,' xi. 4
the peculiar crime for
which Barabbas was in prison, where St. Matthew contents himself with describing him as a
notable prisoner,' xv. 7
the quality of Joseph of
Arimathea as an 'honourable counsellor,' whom
St. Matthew designates merely as a
rich man,'
xv. 43
the occasional preservation of the
45
precise words uttered by our Lord, such as 'Talitha kumi ', 'Ephphatha', v. 41, and vii. 34; in
these, and in other instances of a similar kind,
;

'

;

'

—

there

is

;

a liveliness of description that determines

the writer or his informant to have been also thc
spectator.
" In like manner St. Luke, who, whether from

Paul or from personal observation, or both,
had perfect knowledge of all things from the
very first,' gives token enough that his acquaintSt.
'

ance with the circumstances of our Saviour's history was intimate and independent
the minute
particulars of the conduct of Martha and Mary
:

at the village feast, x. 38,

tion of the

woman

in the

42

;

the sudden exclama-

eompanv who had heard

Jesus speak, xi. 27 the news incidentally brought
to him of the murder of the Galileans, and the
;

;
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immediate reflection our Lord makes upon it,
xiii. 1
the small stature of Zaccheus, and the
expedient to which he had recourse in consethe number of swords among the
quence, xix. 3
the rebuke which
attendants of Jesus, xxii. 38
one of the thieves cast in the other's teeth, xxiii.
32 the broiled fish and honey-comb which were
offered to Jesus after the resurrection, xxiv. 42
these are all particulars of a class and character
which bespeak the narrator's possession both of
The same
accurate and original information.
may be predicated of St. John, and be still more
;

;

;

;

But this is not all.
independence of the Evangelists as witnesses of the facts they attest, is further apparent
from points of casual agreement, the very nature
of which must satisfy the most suspicious critic
that it does not and cannot come of collusion

easily proved.

"

The

amongst the

parties

:

the incidents on which the

observation is founded are such as surprise us, by
the artless manner in which they lock into one
another, like the parts and counterparts of a cloven
tally.
St. Matthew, for instance, introduces us

which represents 'James, the son of
Zebedee, and John, his brother, in a ship with
Zebedee, their father, mending (heir nets,' iv. Not
a word is said of any accident having happened
to the nets which furnished this employment to
Hut let us turn to the fifth
.lames and John.
chapter of St. Luke, where the events ol'the same
place, the same day, and the same people are related, and we learn that the Lord having bade
Simon let down the net, he and his companion!
they inclosed a great multitude of*
did so, and
to a scene

'
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fishes,

and

their net brake.'

Evangelists, each telling his

II.

Here, therefore, the

own

own

tale in his

way, without any studied reference to his colleague,
complete one another's narrative and confirm one
another's veracity.

Or

again

—

'

When

the even

was come,' says St. Matthew, viii. 16, 'they
brought unto him many that were possessed of
devils, and he cast out the spirits with his word,
and healed all that were sick.' Now, why did
they bring the sick and the possessed to Jesus
when the even was come, and not before ? Let us
suppose that St. Matthew's Gospel had chanced
to be the only one that had descended to us
in
;

that case the value of these few words,

'

when

the

even was come,' would have been quite overlooked as affording an argument for the truth of the
story
nor could it have been conjectured what
thought
was influencing
©
© St. Matthew's mind at
the moment when he let them drop.
But on the
other hand, let us suppose that we had been long
in possession of the three other Gospels, and that
this of St. Matthew had just been decypherea
among the Ambrosian manuscripts and that, on
comparing this passage with the corresponding
one in St. Mark, i. 21. 29, it was perceived that
the latter actually assigns this influx of diseased
and demoniacal persons to the transactions of a
Sabbath-day, after Jesus was come out of the
synagogue ;' and that, on referring to another
place, Luke xiv. 3, we found that it was reputed
unlawful amongst
the Jews to heal on the Sab©
bath-day,' and that the Sabbath was not over till
the even was come.' After this would not anew
;

;

'

'

'

light

strike

upon

us,

and a conviction

that this
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Gospel, in saying when the even was come they
brought unto him all that were possessed with
devils,' was telling the truth
and that truth was
the more manifestly stamped upon it by the artless manner in which this fact was announced,
and the entire absence of all explanation touching
the day of the week, and the prejudice relating to
it ?
We are not concerned about the perfect intelligibility of this passage in St. Matthew,
its
meaning is obvious, and it would be a waste of
words to offer what we have done by way of commentary all that we have been anxious for is this,
to point out the undesigned elucidation which one
Evangelist receives from the other, and thence to
infer the independence of the testimony of either.
'

;

—

;

To

take another case:

—

•'

At

that time, says St.

Matthew, 'Herod the Tetrarch heard of the fame
of Jesus, and said unto his servants, This is John
the Baptist,' xiv. 1, 2.
Now St. Luke, who
speaks of this same incident, ix. 7, says nothing
about the servants as being the persons to whom
Herod communicated his suspicions but, in another place, lie, and he only of the Evangelists,
tells us of at least one servant of this same Herod
;

—

having a disciple of Christ for his wife,
Joann;i,
the wife of Chuza, Herod's steward, being one of
those who ministered unto him, viii. 3,
a circumstance which certainly corroborates St. Matthew's

—

th.it lleiod communicated with his scrvants touching the character <>i Jesus, some of
them being better informed on tin- subject than

assertion

Here there is
once a correspondence
between two witnesses which arguaf their knowledge of one another
yet withal such tacts sepa-

himself.

.-it

;
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by either, as argue their knowledge
of the matters they wrote about to be independent
of one another.
" Or, to put the question of the independence
St. John
of their testimony to another proof:
mentions many incidents with regard to the crucifixion in common with the other Evangelists,
and there is every reason to think (as we have
already said), from the tenor of his whole Gospel,
that he had seen the Gospels of his predecessors
but he, and he only, speaks of Pilate sitting down
in the judgment-seat, in a place that was called the
Let us try this supplePavement (AifWrpwror).
mental fact by another test, that of coincidence,
not with any other Evangelist, but with something
with Josephus. Pinear contemporary history,
late comes out of his own hall to his judgment-

rately stated

—

;

'

—

seat

The

on the Pavement this is St. John's assertion.
hall and the pavement were therefore, ac:

Now let us
cording to him, near or contiguous.
'The city was
turn to the Jewish historian:
strengthened by the palace in which he (Herod)
dwelt, and the temple by the fortifications attached
to the bastion called Antonia,' (Antiq. xv. c. viii.
Hence we conclude that the Temple was
§ 5.)
On the western side
near the castle of Antonia.
of the court (of the Temple) were four gates, one
looking to the palace,' (Antiq. xv. c. xi. § 5.)
Hence we conclude 'that the temple was near the
therefore it follows that the
palace of Herod
But if Pipalace was near the castle of Antonia.
late's hall was a part of this palace, as it was, (for
there, Philo tells us, what indeed we might have
guessed, was the residence of the Roman governor

—

;
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when he was at Jerusalem,) then Pilate's hall was
near the castle of Antonia,
Here let us pause a
moment and direct our attention to a passage in
the Jewish War,

vi. c.

i.

§ 8,

where Josephus re-

cords the prowess of a centurion in the Roman
army, Julianus by name, in an assault upon Jerusalem.
" This man had posted himself near Titus, at
the Castle of Antonia, when observing that the
Romans were giving way, and defending themselves but indifferently, he rushed forward and
drove back the victorious Jews to the corner of
the inner Temple, single-handed,— for the whole
multitude fled before him, scarce believing such
but he,
strength and spirit to belong to a mortal,
dashing through the crowd, smote them on every
side, as many as he could lay hands upon. It was
a Bight which struck Csesar with astonishment,
and seemed terrific to all. But his fate overtook
him, as how could it be otherwise, unless he had
been more than man, for having many sharp
'

—

—

nails in his shoes, after the

soldiers' fashion,

he

slipped as he was running upon the Pavement
the
(/vara XiOofrrpwrov) and fell upon his back
clatter of his arms causing the fugitives to turn
about.
And now a cry was set up by the Ro;

mans

in the castle

of

.

luton'ia,

who were

in

alarm

for the man.'

"

From

this passage

it

seems

th.it

a pavement was

Dear the castle of Antonia; but we have alreadv
seen that the castle of Antonia was mar IMatc's

pavement was mar Pilate's
proved from Josephus, though
\ery circuitously, which is not the worse, that

hall,
hall.

therefore

This then

this
is

;
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very near Pilate's residence a pavement (\idoarpojros) there was; that it gave its name to that
spot is not proved, yet nothing can be more probable than that it did
and consequently, nothing more probable than that St. John is speaking with truth and accuracy, when he makes Pilate
bring Jesus forth and sit down in his judgmentseat in a place called the Pavement.
Thus does
the narrative of St. John, in this particular, stand
the trial we proposed.
" It would be most easy to multiply instances
of this kind, the last of which is taken from Professor Hug's Introduction to the Writings of the
New Testament, a work which has supplied us
with several other hints already embodied in this
article
and which though not free from very serious objection, must be allowed to contain a vast
deal of curious and interesting matter. Enough,
however, has been advanced to show the nature
of Dr. Townson's argument, and the value of it
and that if we admit certain appearances in the
Gospels to be inexplicable, perhaps, without some
;

;

communication amongst

their several authors,
there are other appearances no less inexplicable

without an independent knowledge of their subject on the part of each.

" Now, whilst this theory accounts in a great
degree both for the resemblances and differences
of the Evangelists, it seems to leave the question of
In the prophc'ical parts
inspiration untouched.
of Scripture, it is clear to demonstration, that the
Spirit of God supplied to successive individuals
an intimate knowledge of his will with respect to

future events; yet those individuals availed them-

—
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selves of the writings of their predecessors notwithstanding and we see no greater reason for
doubting the inspiration of the Evangelists because they did so, than for doubting the inspiraration of Isaiah because he sometimes adopts the
language of David or that of Jeremiah, because
he does the same by Isaiah. Nor in the principle
of accommodation (where there is no compromise)
do we find any stumbling-block in our way. The
but
gift of tongues was doubtless a spiritual gift
once imparted, it was as much subject to the discretion of the parties in the application of it, as if
it had been learned by grammar and dictionary
and accordingly, by some it was used, and by
some (as we read) it was abused it was used
when the speaker accommodated his language to
the audience he addressed
when he spoke Greek
to the Grecian, and Arabic to the Arabian
and it was abused when he addressed the latter in
the language of Greece, and the former in that of
Arabia, not caring, through vain glory, though he
should be a barbarian to them, and they barbarians to him. In like manner the spirit influenced
the matter which the Apostle delivered, as he
influenced his language
but he did not in this
case, any more than in the other, suspend the exercise of his own common sense, which would naturally dictate an accommodation (not a compromise)
of that matter to the character and wants of those
to whom he submitted it; noi in a Gospel, for
instance, meant exclusively for Gentile converts,
insist upon bis dwelling emphatically upon Jewish
privilege (however strong expressions to that effect might have been recorded with perfect truth.
;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;
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as having fallen

from the lips of our Lord) nor
a Gospel meant for Jews, require him to omit
the correctives specially administered to Jewish
corruption.
In all these instances, the spirits of
the Prophets,' as St. Paul expressly tells us, were
subject to the Prophets.'
1 Cor. xiv. 32.
" Meanwhile this cannot fail to strike us, that
;

in

'

—

in the case

of the Apostles, both

in their hearts and
two provinces for the
of God,) we observe them

in their understandings, (the

operation of the Spirit
presenting a very singular contrast to themselves,
when contemplated before the Crucifixion, and
shortly after it
such a contrast as requires to
be accounted for, and does coincide in a very remarkable manner with the supposition that an extraordinary illapse of the Holy Spirit had occurred
to them in the interval, which enabled them to
brave dangers from which they had before shrunk,
and to understand scriptures to which their eyes
had been before blinded. This same Spirit, therefore, it is reasonable to believe, did not desert
them in the composition of those writings which
they have left us, but guided them into all truth.
;

—

" The precise mode, indeed, in which the Spirit
influenced the holy men of old, we do not pretend

determine

as in almost any other inan extremely easy matter to
puzzle ourselves, or for others to puzzle us, if we
will go far enough,
know to know
if we will not
no more.' A special pleader may confound a perfectly veracious witness, but the jury sees the man
all the while to be a true man
and, without
troubling themselves to unite the hairs which the
other has split, accepts the testimony and forgets
to

vestigation,

;

it

in this,
is

—

'

;
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The precise mode in which inspiration
so is
directed the Apostles may be unintelligible
the precise mode in which instinct directs the
swallow. The poor bird, however, does not meanwhile set himself down on the house-top and argue himself into a distrust of the principle, whatever it is, till winter cuts off his speculations and
his life together
but prunes his wing, and commits himself to its guidance, nothing doubting,
the logic.

;

;

and finds it land him at last, tempest-tost perhaps,
on a soil where his foot can rest, and in a clime
where he can bathe himself in the genial breeze."

THE END.
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ignores, de remarqnes neuves que rassemblent les volumes dija publics."

La

lille,

i

—

<ue

Encyclopcdique.

Eine Yortrcffliche Sammlung von Volksbuchern."

Morgenhlatt.
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verj numerous Woodcuts.
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Talleyrand, &c. &c.

a highly finished whole length Portrait of
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VOYAGES

The LIFE and

By

CHRISTOPHER COLUMB
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WASHINGTON IRVING.

Abridged by him from

Work.

his larger

Complete
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Vol.

No. XII.

The LIFE of NELSON.
By ROBERT SOI THEY, Esq. LL.D. Poet Laureate,
Complete

&c.

Embellished with numerous Woodcuts from Designs
Cruikshank, engraved by Thompson and Williams.

in 1 vol.
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LIVES
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POPULAR ENGLISH SPECIMENS
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With Introductory Essays and Explanatory Notes.
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—

be presented at all every word and pass;
offensive to the modest ear will be omitted and means adopted, through the noi
of preserving the sense and story entire, in spite of these necessary erasures,
but the editors undertake much mc
this were all, it would be a great deal
They will furnish, in their preliminary notice?, and in their notes, clear accou
of the origin, structure, and object of every piece, and the substance of all t
sound criticism has brought to their illustration, divested, however, of the perso
squabbles and controversies which so heavily and offensively load the bottoms
Lives of
the pages in the best existing editions of our dramatic worthies.
authors will be given; and if they be all drawn up with the skill aud elegai
which mark the Life of Massinger, in the first volume, these alone will forn
standard addition to our biographical literature." Literary Gazette.
and correct, wherever

it

is

fit

to

;

—

i

THE WORKS OF FORD
Are

in preparation,

and

will

appear shortly, carefully edited, in 2 volum

THE PILGRIM'S PROGRESS.
With

a corrected text, considerably amplified marginal references, aud

An Original Life of JOHN BINYAN.

By

ROBERT SOUTHEY,

Esq. LL.D. &c. &c. &c.

of this Work consist of a Series of large Vignettes,
graved on Wood by the first Artists, from original Designs by Mr. Harvey
fine Portrait of the Author, and Two principal Designs of The Valley of
Shadow of Death and of the Celestial City, painted by John Martin, Esq.

The Embellishments

Demy

8vo.

1/.

la.

'

or royal 8vo. (proof plates) 2/. 2*. bds.

" We must not omit to mention, that this edition of the Pilgrim's Progres
adorned with a great variety of woodcuts, designed and executed with singr
felicity, and with some highly-finished engravings after the rich and bnagUttl
Thus decorated, and recommended by the taste I
pencil of John Martin.
criticism of Mr. Sonthey, it might seem certain that the established favourite
Qu
the common people should be well received among the upper classes."
terly Review.
"The book that engaged Davy's earliest attention was 'The Pilgrim's Progres
a production well calculated, from the exuberance of its invention, and the r
colouring of it.- fancy, for seising upon the ardent imagination <>f youth. T
pleasing work, it will be remembered, was the early and especial favourite
Dr. Franklin, who never alluded to it but with feelings of the most lively
light."— Paris' s Life of Darij.

"STATE OF SOCIETY
This

LEVI

and

Polish Jews.

" There

is

clay is published, post

SARAH

;

or the

IN

POLAND.

Svo. 8s. Gd.

JEWISH LOVERS.

By JULIUS URS1NIS MEMCEWICZ.
much just, and even forcible description of

A

Tale of

t

the manners, habi

The story is introduc
pecnliarities, \c. of the Polish Jews in this love-tale.
with a brief and highly interesting memoir of the author, who was a bosom trie
of the immortal patriot, Kosciusko, and now lives in honourable retirement
Warsaw." Suyi.
" The English public are much indebted to the translator for making the
acquainted with such an author and such a work."

Scot's Times.
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INTRODUCTIONS
TO

THE GREEK CLASSIC POETS,

IE STUDY OF
Use

for the

Young Persons

of

—

—

By

School or College.

CONTENTS OF PART
Homeric Questions.

Jeneral Introduction. 2.
Odyssey. G. Margites.
.

at

—

I.

—

Homer. — 4. Iliad.
Hymns. — 9. Hesiod.

Life of

3.

Batrachomyomachia.

7.

— S.

HENRY NELSON COLERIDGE.
Post 8vo.

6s. 6d.

We

have been highly pleased with this little volume. This work supplies a
it which we have often painfully felt, and affords a manual which we should
lly see placed in the hands of every embryo undergraduate. We look forward
he next portion of this work, with very eager and impatient expectation."
'tish (,'ritic.

Mr. Coleridge's work not only deserves the praise of a clear, eloquent, and
olarlike exposition of the preliminary matter, which is necessary in order to
lerstand and enter into the character of the great Poet of antiquity, but it has
:wise the more rare merit of being admirably adapted for its acknowledged
pose. It is written in that fresh and ardent spirit, which, to the congenial mind
/outh, will convey instruction in the most effective manner, by awakening the
ire of it; and by enlisting the lively and buoyant feelings in the cause of useful
improving study while, by its pregnant brevity, it is more likely to stimulate
n to supersede more profound and extensive research. If then, as it is avowedly
BPded for the use of the younger readers of Homer, and, as it is Impossible not
discover, with a more particular view to the great school to which the author
es his education,
shall be much mistaken if it does not become as popular
twill be useful in that celebrated establishment."
Quarterly Review,
I

;

w

done himself infinite credit by this little volume, which
for
plays striking proofs of judgment, learning, and good taste.
It is designed
use of young persons at school or college; though) in truth, it may he used
h advantage bj persons ol all ages.
The present volume is only the Ural oj ,i
ies intended to be put forth from time to time." -.V/</i.
'
The Author of this elegant volume has collecled a vast mas> of valuable InTo tin- highei classes of the public schools, and young men of I nl
itiation.
titles, thi- volume will he especially valuable, as it will afford an agreeable
et of lighl reading to more grave studies, at once Instructive and entertaining."
Wetleym Wethodiei Mag, Dec. 1830.
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ENTERTAINMENT AND INSTRUCTION
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YOUNG PERSONS,
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I.

B

ERTHA'S VISIT

to

her

prising a variety of interesting
for every clay in the year.

A New

ENGLAND;

UNCLE

in
co:
information for Young Persons. Arrani
Edition.
3 vols, small 8vo. 10s. Od.

bound.
" We have seldom had occasion to notice a work more replete with amosi
and diversified information, conveyed in an agreeable style, and adapted to Jamie minds. We are much mistaken if many are not allured to the acquisition
knowledge by a perusal of these vol ami -. We can recommend the work m
earnestly to those who wish to place an interesting book in the hands of youtl
Asiatic Journal.

—

"

It is with sincere pleasure that we have perused these volumes, which, w
the clearness and accuracy of Mrs. Marcet's justly celebrated conversatioi
have a familiarity and elementary simplicity about them that at once qual
them for, we ba almost -aid, the exclusive perusal of more advanced childrt
No head of a family, we presume, will think of dispensing with thh work,
least no one that is anxious to invigorate the minds of his children by comma
eating to them an early taste for the more valuable and profitable pursuits
all

I

."

human udentBBding."

^fonthly

t

llevicic.

" Pour les enfans dont l'esprit actif reclame de nouveaux alimens, la 1'isite
Bertha sera une mine prc-cieuse od leur curiosite trouvera sans cesse de quoi
on annonce comine devant paraltre incessaminent une traduction
ce livre."
Revue L'nct/clopidique.
satisfaire

" Of

—

all

the little

works contrived of

information to young folks
far the

most successful."

in

late years for the

an attractive manner,

this,

<

purpose of conveyii
think, will prove 1

we

Monthly Maya

" An admirable production

of

its

class."

Court Journal.

" An interesting present for young people. The book
half-a guinea for three volumes "
.Spectator.

is

extremely cheap, on

.'

"

A

great variety of information

is

here pleasantly collected," &c.

Literal

Gazette.
II.

The

PARENT'S ASSISTANT.

WORTH. A New
half bound.

By

MARIA EDGI

Edition, 3 vols. lSino. ornamented with Engravings.
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in.

MARKHAM'S HISTORY

Mrs.
lition,

with numerous

Wood

ENGLAND.

of

Third

2 vols. 12mo. 16s. boards.

Cuts.

The style of this hook is simple and unaffected ; the selection of matter is
dicious and well proportioned ; and it is evident that the best authorities have
en quoted. The form of the work also has its merit, the alternations of lecture
d dialogue producing an enlivening

effect."

IV.

A HISTORY
merous

Wood

FRANCE. By Mrs. MARKHAM. With

of

Engravings, illustrative of the progressive Changes in Manners,
A New Edition. 2 vols. 12mo. lGs.

istoms, Dress, &c.

V.

A SHORT HISTORY
arkham's

Wood

ith

SPAIN.

of

Histories of England and France.
Engravings. 2 vols. 12mo. 10s.

On

the Plan of Mrs.
By MARIA CALLCOTT.

VI.

HYMNS,
the Year.

written and adapted to the

By BISHOP HEBER. Fourth

Weekly Church

Edition.

Service

Foolscap 8vo.

4s.

6d.

VII.

PRACTICAL LECTURES
U) TESTAMENT.
vols.

By

the

on the Historical Books of the

LINDSAY, M.A.

Rev. H.

Vicar of Croydon,

Foolscap 8vo. 10s.

VIII.

An EXPLANATION

TWO SACRAMENTS,

of the

and

and CEREMONIES of the ("III KCH of ENGLAND,
a Series of Dialogues between a Mother and her Daughters ; Intended tor the
By a LADY. Small 8vo. r>s. <;</.
e of Young Persons.

e occasional

RITES

IX.

The PILGRIM'S PROGRESS. With an Original Life of
)ll\ Bl NUN.
B} ROBERT SOUTHEY, Esq. LL.D. Ac. fte. Ac. and
In Bvo. 1'. ls.
lendid Illustrations from designs b) Muuiv and Hauvi.i.
i

;

in

Royal Bvo. (Proof Plates)

The

boards.

21. it. In

X.
con

POETICAL PRIMER,

from

F short Extracts
and Modern tathors, selected and arranged progressive!) tor the
h
bli
Edition,
hildren.
By Mrs. LAWRENCE.
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XII.

L'ORATORE ITALIANO,
STORIA;

SAGGI

o

di

ELOQUENZA

dai mkdiori Scrittori di Prosa Italiana.
With Critical, Bi<
graphical, Historical, and Explanatory Notes; and every word properly accentet
Calculated not only to give a proper knowledge of tin: Language, but also a co
By the
SPINETO. Thir
rect notion of the Literature of Italy.
estratti

MARQUIS

12mo.

Edition, corrected and enlarged.

7*.

XIII.

An ITALIAN GRAMMAR.

Comprising, in small compass

of what is essentially useful towards a knowledge of the Language, give
with greater perspicuity and precision, than has been done in any former oni

more

By FERDINAND CICILOM.

12mo.

5s.

XIV.

POETS,

NELSON

GREEK CLASSK

STUDY

INTRODUCTIONS

of the
to the
for the Use of Young Persons at School or College.
COLERIDGE. Post Svo. 6s. 6d.

Contents of Part

I.

Homer. — 4. Iliad.
Hymns. — 9. Hesiod.

of

By HENR*

— General Introduction. — 2. Homeric Questions — Lit
— 5. Odyssey. — Margites. — Batracomyomachia. —
3.

1.

G.

7.

XV.

An ABRIDGMENT
MAR.

of

M ATTHLES GREEK GRAM

Edited by the Rev. C. J.

For the V>e of Schools.
12mo. 3s. 6d.

BLOMFIELD, D.D

Third Edition.

XVI.
an Introduction to Greek Pros.
Composition, adapted to Matthias's and other Greek Grammars. From the Gei
man of V. C. F. Rost and E. F. Wustemann, by JOHN KENR1CK, MJ

GREEK EXERCISES;

Bvo. St.

or,

(id.

XVII.

A COMPANION
JENEID

of

VIRGIL,

POPE'S

to
being an

HOMER

and

DRYDEN'J

Explanation of the Mythology, History, am
those Works. With a copious Index. Svo.
Ut,

Geography, contained in
"This book will be found as useful to those who are unacquainted with th
dead languages, as to those who arc conversant with them we are able to stat
confidently that it bai been compiled with gnat cart-, and contains a great variet;
Classical Journal.
of valuable information."
" The work is intended as a companion to Homer and Virgil's /ESneid. Thi
;

several articles are inserted in regular succession, as thej occur In the translation
of Pope and Dry den. This is an obvious and great improvement OB the plan I
a Classical Dictionary, in which the articles are instiled alphabetically; mucl
time is thus saved, and much perplexity avoided, greatly to the reader's advan
tage.'
Eclectic Review
" So far as Homer and Virgil are concerned, this Commentary is very com
There will be no occasion for reference to anybody's antiquities, Greek
plete.
The impurities of Mythology are carefully swept away." Monthlt
01 Roman.

—

—

Magazine.

XVIII.

STORIES
By

CHILDREN,

for
from
the Author of " Progressive Geography."

TENTH.

3.s-.

half-bound.

the History of England,
A New Epition, being tht

—

—

—
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XIX.

PROGRESSIVE GEOGRAPHY

CHILDREN.

By the
for
Author of " Stories from the History of England." 12mo. '2s. halt-bound.
" A very useful little work, and well adapted to the purpose for which it is
intended." Brighton Gazette.
" It is written in a plain, clear style, and the information contained in it appears likely to implant a sound knowledge of the rudiments of Geography in
the juvenile mind thus rendering natural and easy the progress to the higher
parts of the science. It is a clever and really useful little book." Plymouth
Herald.
" The plan, the simple, and demonstrative manner in which it is followed up,
the little maps which " e'en a child might understand," and the promiscuous
index of names, whereby a cross-examination may be made on the acquirement
of the names in their proper order, form a work likely to prove useful in communicating the rudiments of geography to children long before it has been usual
Tyne Mercury.
to give them any instruction on the subject."

—

XX.

OUTLINES

GEOLOGY;

of

being the Substance of a Course

WILLIAM

of Lectures delivered in the Theatre of the Royal Institution by
BRANDE, F.R.S., Professor of Chemistry in the Royal Institution,
&c. 1 vol. post 8vo. 7s. (id.
The design of this work is to make the Student acquainted with the objects and
nses of Geology.

THOMAS

XXI.

The
Svo.

JOURNAL

NATURALIST.

of a
With Engravings and Wood

Cuts.

Third Edition.

Post

15«.
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MRS. RUNDELL's ECONOMICAL COOKERY TOR FAMILIES.
This day

is

published, a

New

Edition,
only

A

in small 8vo.,

with Ten Plates, price

7s. *>d.

NEW SYSTEM
OF

DOMESTIC COOKERY,
COMPRISING

Upwards
1.

of 1400 valuable Receipts, under the following heads:
9.

Fish.

10.

Meats.
3. Poultry and Game.
4. Soups awl Gravies.
B. Sauces, Pickles, &c.
6. Pastry, Paddings, &c.
7. French Cookery.
8. Vegetables.
'->.

11.

12.

13.
14.

Sweetmeats, Preserves, &c
Cakes and Bread.
Home Brewery and Wines.
Dairy and Poultry Yard.
Cookery for the Poor and Sick.
Miscellaneous Receipts, and Directions for Servants.

TO WHICH

IS

TREFIXED

AN ESSAY ON DOMESTIC ECONOMY AND HOUSEHOLD

MANAGEMENT,
Comprising many plain Receipts, and practical Instructions, which will be found
particularly useful to the Mistress of a Family.

WRITTEN BY A LADY FOR HER DAUGHTERS.
" This is really one of the most practically useful books of any which we have
seen on the subject. The Lady, who lias written it, has not studied how to form
expensive articles for luxurious tables, but to combine elegance with economy;
she has given her directions in a plain sensible manner, that every body cm mind, and lliese are not confined merely to cookery, but are extended to a
Variety Of Objects in use in Families; by which means the utility of the book is
very much increased indeed." British Critic.

HUNDRED

book, upwards of ONE
and
have been sold. Probably no other Work on the subject
was ever so well received. Although one of the oldest of its class, the constant
attention which has been paid to the HSM' BBWmilf of each succeeding Edition,
and the numerous additions made to it from time to time, enable this work to
retain its pre-eminence, whilst the low price at which it Is sold makes it accessible
The bare tut of the number of copies sold, must be
to the means of everj one.
a sufficient proof of it< excellence to all good housewives, without any recommendation from nsj it is, i n tact, a book indispensable to every well-regulated kitchen.
A new chapter on FRENCH COOKERY seems particularly to merit attention."
Leeds M- renry.
" Of

ibis

truly useful

THOUSAND COT IKS

TWENTY

—

—

•

An

entirely novel and most important Chapter on
to this Edition.

French Cookery

is

added

—
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THE JOURNAL OF A NATURALIST,
THIRD EDITION,
WITH

NUMEROUS ADDITIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS.
Post 8vo. with Plates and Woodcuts, price 15s.

Plants, trees, and stones, we note,
Birds, insects, beasts, and many rural things.

" The selections from the author's private memoranda, with which he has
favoured the world, constitute one of the most interesting and Instinctive volumes
Df the kind in the English language.
The plan of the work has been suggested
by the' Natural History of Selborne,' by Mr. White and it will not suffer from
i comparison with that very excellent publication.
Young persons ot intelligence
md education will find in it much curious and interesting information, which,
while it extends their knowledge, will excite in them sentiments of piety and
humanity, and increase their love of nature; and the agriculturist may derive
from ii many useful suggestions which he will be aide to turn to a good practical
account. The volume is beautifully printed, and is illustrated bj several el
It is rendered the more valuable by a freqnenl recognition of the
Engravings.
srisdora and goodness of God, who created all things by his power, and whose
mercy
is over all his works.
tender
Wealeyan Methodist Maga
;

-

'

" The
is

success of this interesting book, which has now reached a third edit Inn,
No one can have looked through Its simple,
pledge of Its merits.
.iiing pages, without pleasurable feelings.**—AtiaHe Journal, Sept. 1826.

a tolerable

We

"
again most strong]] recommt ml this little nnpretending volume to the
attention ol everj lovei o1 nature, and nMre particularly to our countrj n
It will Induce them, we are sure, to examine more close!] than the] have beta
accustomed to do Into the objects ol animated nature ; and such examination will
prove one oi the most innocent and the naosl -iii-iii iorj iourc< - ol gratification
ami amusement. It is s booh thai ought to find Its wa] Into ever) rural di
room in the kingdom, and one thai maj tafelj !>«• placed la ever] lady's boudoir,
» w h.it the) ma> ."
he In
rank and Station in
(Jiinrteili/ /,', ri<ii\ No. Ixxviti.
1

i

i I

a most delightful book on the mosl delightful ol all stadias.
\\
with no previous worh which bears anj
iblaace to thl
except
Hi orj of Sell
ie,' the most fascinating pi
rural writin
sound English philosophy thai evei
mad from the pics*." .Ithaucutn.
•'

This

is

i

tcquainted

i

.

'White'

i

I

" The
in.

i.

Maga
••

\

author of the charming volume before u* has prodaead oaa of
booh we remember to have aaan fai a kasg time."
\
, 1899.
Ine, J

in,

truly delightful bonk.

Whirh it has afforded
nucere and atariied*"

\\
ilncerel) lhanh out aataoj
and only WUfa lli.il "in
in. w
u antltman'i Magamino, Dec. I9S0<

US,

>

|

•

im

Mm moat
Monthly

the plaaaara
l|e ,| S j( | a

—

——
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DEATH-BED SCENES
AND

PASTORAL CONVERSATIONS.
FOURTH EDITION,
Printed to correspond with the

Family Library.

In three pocket vols, price only 12*.

" It has often occurred to me as something wonderful, that, amongst the vast
variety of books which are to be met with, on the important subject of Religion,
there should still be wanted a manual for the information and direction of the
muter in his daily intercourse with sick persons and other members of his flock.

M

" Having been in ihe habit, then, for several years, of remarking this defect of
instruction with regard to practical divinity, and the whole business of a Parish
Priest, and having myself, meanwhile, been thrown perpetually into the most
interesting and awful scenes with my own Parishioners, I determined at length
to take up my pen, and to commit to paper whatever, having passed under
personal observation, might be most likely to be useful to others of the sameprofession.

my

" I had no thought originally of doing more than assist my younger brethren ot
the clerical order, who might be appointed to the management of large parisr.es,
without tune or opportunities to prepare themselves in an adequate manner forgo
But, in proceeding with my work, I
difficult and momentoai an undertaking.
began to flatter myself with the notion, that it may possibly both amuse and
Many persons may be tempted, upon the
instruct every description of reader.-;.
and may find unexpectedly
recommendation of the Clergy, to peruse the book
their fancy pleased, their knowledge increased] and their hearts touched and im

—

;

proved."

Author's Preface.

" Man] persons having suggested that the editions of this work, hitherto in use,
another is here presented to
are not sufficiently adapted for general circulation
the public, in the more portable shape of three pocket volumes, and at one third
flatter ourselves, therefore, that it will not only meet
of the original price.
the wishes of those who have called for it, but also be universally acceptable."
Editor's Preface.
;

We

" Great was our admiration of
recommend our readers to peruse

—

the former volumes of this work,
we can safely
the scenes here described, with an assurance that
the] are in no respect inferior to those which have already been submitted to the
public.''

British

(

'ritic.

%• The above Work has been included in the List of Publications
recommended by the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge.

—

—
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NEW BOOKS
JUST PUBLISHED

By Mr.

MURRAY, ALBEMARLE STREET.
I.

MOORE'S LIFE
Vol. II.

Complete

Two Volumes.

in

ORIGINAL WHOLE-LENGTH PORTRAIT

contains an

Byron, engraved

BYRON,

of

manner by William Finden, from

in the line

a

of Lord

Painting by

SANDERS.
"

A

work which must always form an

portion of the history of

interesting

Times, Dec. 25, 1S30.

English literature."

II.

LIFE

CORRESPONDENCE

and

ADMIRAL RODNEY.

of
Edited by his Son-in-law, MAJOR
MUNDY.
2 vols. Svo. 24s. Dedicated, by permission, to his Majesty.

GENERAL

" The volume

With

a Portrait.

before us will establish Rodney's title, if ever seriously disputed,
esteem and admiration of his country. General Rfundy lias adopted the
most impartial and judicious course, by making li is noble relative recite his own
tale and opinions, through the medium of a correspondence nearly continuous.
The gaps being clearly, though briefly, supplied by the General, who has acquitted
himself of hifl delicate task with temper, frankness, and good sense."
Lf.Ser.Jour.

—

to the

We

"
know few biographers who have made a more judicious use of their
materials than General Mundy.
He has made, from the joint operation of family
feeling and excellent taste and judgment, a literary work which will confer
honour on the subject and on himself to the end of time."- Coit/rnKui's Mag.
III.

ADVENTURES

COUNTRIES
2

of (he

vols, foolscap Svo.

l

of

EAST.

GIOVANNT
Edited

IINAI'I

in

VARIOUS

WILLIAM JOHN BANKES,

by

Esq.

It.

" \\V have famished enough of the contents ol these volamei to satisfy the
perusal. The style ireader howwell worthy the entire contents are "i
nervous, clear, and even occasionally Illuminated with 'in- Hash of an ardent
imagination. Much, however, of this excellence most be awarded to |fr. B u
1 1 1 -^

Monthly Review, Dec. in;to.
" Wi- have read the booh with mocfa Interest; and have not been the leas
amused dial Its details arc riven in the hum tiraple and unpretending manner.
It Is a narrative which combines a {real deal "i amusement, with no
nsider.
raphic and livejy
able share of Instruction; and on the whole ii conveyi
account of the adventures the anthoi encountered, and ol the countries In which
he travelled."- Edinburgh Evening Poet.
I

i

IV.
\
I.

ltd

f.i.i
to

DENT.
"

facilitate

B)

Dr.

the

(,i;

\\i\i \K. on

acquirement

BECK

Orammai

Becker*!

BR.

M".

ol

NEW

PRINCIP1 E, ctlcaKNGL1SH BT1

Language by the

Be. 04.

the work, "t
the theoretical

Is

i

the

i

philologist

and philosopher, and w<-

grammars w< have tvei
to an) ol
now i" begin to learn Oerman, we mould trek i/i./. in
r, before any other thai wc arc acquainted with, though we

greatly prefei
>\c

m \\

it

shelves s G< rraau
Spot tutor.

/

Grammai

thai has passed

through npwardi

ol

Wen

teen.
.

from

have "n our
tweatj editl

—

—

—

—
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NEW

BOOKS JUST PUBLISHED.
v.

MANNERS and CUSTOMS of the MODERN EGYPTIANS.
Illustrated

from

their Proverbial Sayings current at Cairo.

By

the late

JOHNl

LEWIS HI RCKHARDT.
*«* This Volume completes the

Works

of

Lewis Bvrckhardt.

VI.

PROGRESS

On

the
Aberdeen, Author of "

An

HAMILTON,

of SOCIETY.
By Dr.
Essay on the National Debt." Crown Svo.

of

10s. 6d.

We

"
cordially recommend the volume itself to these who are, as well a; to
those who are not, acquainted with the valuable science of which it treats a
science which is now justly looked upon as an essential branch of liberal education."
Monthly Review, Dec. 1630.
" An excellent

digest of the philosophical doctrines concerning the History of
the theories of political economy. To these abstracts arc added original
and shrewd observations. Like many distilled essences, the author's writings
exhibit lucid clearness, and have great strength of spirit."
Gent's Mag.

Man, and

VII.

THE DORIANS. An

Account of the early History, Reli-

Mythology, Civil

and Domestic Institutions, Arts, LanRace. With new and Improved Maps of the
Peloponnesc and Macedonia; and an Appendix on the Geography of the Pelopounese, Northern Greece, and the early History and Geography of the Macedonians. Translated from the German of C. O. Ml LLEK, Professor in the
By
I Diversity of Gottingen.
TUFNEL, Esq. and GEORGE CORNEVv ALL LEWIS, Esq. Student of Christ Church.
2 vols. Svo. 3Gs.
cio.n,

and

guage, and Literature

of that

HENRV

VIII.

By ROBERT
The LIVES of UNEDUCATED POETS.
SOUTHEY, Esq. Poet Laureate. To which is added, ATTEMPTS IN VERSE,
by JOHN
Remains.

JONES,

Crown

an old Servant.

Svo. to match with Kirke "White's

10s. Gd.

IX.

A SELECTION
MARCIIMONT,

from

illustrative of

the Right Honourable Sir G.

the

PAPERS

of

the

EARLS

of

1CS5 to 1750; in the Possession of
S TOb. Svo. 36s.
i

i

H. ROSE.

These volumes contain many original Letters from some of the most celebrated
characters of the time; unong others, from
Mr. Pope—Sarah Duchess of MarUmroiqh— Sir William
Stair the Great Lord Chesterfield John Duke of Aryyle

a!.'-—

/

Wpndkam—Lord

—

—

—

Lord Cobham — the Duke of Montr-o.In them will be found many canons particulars touching the following interesting events: -The ill-fated Expedition of the Karl >f Arayle — The Landing) if
II illiam 111.— Rattle of the Royne
I niun with Scotland — Rebellion of 1745
.

—

Battle ,f Falkirk.
" \n important and interesting work. These volumes form a mine of instruction aii
amasement, and vi'd stand for ever on the same shelf with Evelyn,
Lit. Gazette.
the Cnlloden Paper*, and the tomes Of Horace Walpole."
I

fc

—

—
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BOOKS JUST PUBLISHED.
x.

A YEAR
jtvo.

SPAIN.

in

By

a

Young American.

2

Post

vols.

IGs.

" This

is, without exception, the best work of its class that has appeared for
years.
The book before us combines the qualities of information and
musernent in a rare degree, and the style would do honour to the most celerated authors of the present day." Courier.

loan}*

XI.

ON FINANCIAL REFORM.
Third Edition.

Jart.

Small Svo.

By Sir

HENRY PARNELL,

6s.

XII.

A FIFTH
VORKS:

SIXTH VOLUME

and

of

LORD BYRON'S

POEMS NOT INCLUDED IN ANY PREVIOUS

Containing

SDITION, many of them published for the first time, English Bards, Hints
rom Horace, Heaven and Earth, Weknkk, Deformed Transioi: M ID,
to match With the Edition of Lore' Byron's Works in
'he Island, <&c. &c.
vols. 19ino., rendering it the first and only complete Edition ever
tinted, (Don Juan alone being excluded). Beautifully printed, and embellished
;

rlth Frontispieces,

2 vols. 9s.

XIII.

BOSWELL'S LIFE

of

A New

JOHNSON.

Edition. Incor-

[Orating the Tour in ll airs. Tour to the Hebrides} Hawkins, Pioxti, a<\
By
Edited and [llnstrated with numerous Biographical and Historical Notes.
With Portraits. 5 vols. Bvo. 3/.
he Rt. Hon.

JOHN WILSON CROKER.

a fern days.

'n

XIV.

AT HOME AND ABROAD.
'Rome

Nineteenth Century."

in the

A Novel.

Bj

(Ik-

-

Author of

Ms.

3 vol-.

XV.

The ILIAD of HOMER,
U \\ ILL! \m BOTHBB1 B q.

translated Into
1 vols. Svo.

.

ENGLISH VERSE.

18s.

" l,ii It at once suffice foi Mr. Sotheby's satisfaction, that we wj h<
and we do not know another pen
f whom we could mij as much
rlth tliat well-booted Grecian (Homei
even at this time "i day, aftei
doM in. to. with, and bj Him <>i the Iliad and ibh
I

to deal
that

all

.

ii

few
"
H

hi urn

li
i

ii

'

{

pocl

our intention i"

is

in.

•

.

|n r\ silln

tun. ui life."

i

I

b

•

M

i

ktmn
'I

in

n.
\

rhau
t articl
on Bothebi
M
be adi
I wberevei

sad his

;

i

i
.

h<

>

•

i

/.'/'.

I'm

.

p*

i

highest order, will

the

n>>i

)

.

STATE PAPERS
'.Kill

1

II

I.

i

.

and

\ ol.

oluma contain
pondi

1

I.

of the

the
'

of
i

I

lai

in

time

publish
nndi
paper, o/

1,

;

KING HENRI THE

las

sm

dl

Nthoi

I

>li

\

1

between

thai

s

.

id

hii

Mini

1

1
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XVII.

The

BOTANICAL MISCELLANY. By W.

I.

HOOKER

LL.D. F.R.S. and L.S. &c. &c. and Regiaa Professor of Botany in
With Twenty plain and Ten coloured Engravings,
Bity of Glasgow.
and rare

plants.

Volume
III.

A

is

I.

now

Price only

of the

1/. Is.

Nos. IV. and

\

few copies of Nos.

I.

and

II.

Unive

nc

.

BOTANICAL MISCELLANY,

complete, with Seventy-four Plates.

the

4to. of

containing Nos.
Price 11. lis. (>d.

with coloured Plates.

II.

I.

an

15s. each.

XVIII.

The

CORRESPONDENCE

of

ISAAC BASIRE, D.D. Arch

deacon of Northumberland, and Prebendary of Durham, in the Reigns of Charlt
1. and II.
With a MEMOIR of HIS LIFE. By W. N. DARNELL, B.E
Rector of Stanhope. 1 vol. 8vc. To correspond with D'Oyley's Life of Sancrof

XIX.

The

VERACITY

of the

GOSPELS

and

ACTS

of the

APOS

Coincidences to be found in them, whe
with Josephus. By the Rev. J. J. BLUNT
Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge, Author of " The Veracity of the Fiv
Books of Moses." Second Edition. 5s. (id.

TLES, argued from the Undesigned
compared—1, with each other — and 2,

ENTERTAINING

VOYAGES AND TRAVELS.
i.

CAPTAIN PARRY'S FIRST, SECOND, THIRD, am
FOURTH VOYAGES.
With

Volumes.

A New

Plates by

Edition,

Fin den.

beautifully printed in Six

Pocke

24s.

of this Work is to present the public with a cheap but elegant edi
Accounts of the great Discoveries made in consequence of the \ oyage
and Travels which have of late years been undertaken, chiefly under the dircctioi

The object

tion of the

of the British

Government.
II.

The interesting

NARRATIVE

of

CAPTAIN FRANKLIN'S

Privation and Sufferings during his VOYAGES to the POLAR SEA. Ikauti
folly printed in Poor Pocket Volumes, similar to those of Captain Parry's Voyagei
and illustrated with Portraits of Captain Franklin, Captain Back, Dr. Richardson
Lieutenant Hood, and with sixteen \ iews, engraved by Finden (in all twentj
plates).

Only M*.

nr.

The

TRAVELS

and
CENTRAL AFRICA. By

DISCOVERIES

in

NORTHERN

and

Captain CLAP
1M.KTON, and Doctor OUDNEY. A Fourth Edit ion, with Portraits and
nnmeroos other Engravings, in Four Pocket Volumes. 20s.
Printed, for the first time, uniformly uith the small Edition of Parry'j
and Franklin's Voyage* and Discoveries.
the late

Lieut.-Col.

DENHAM,

o
03
CSJ

O
M

a
«-•

i

DO NOT REMOVE
CARDS OR SLIPS FROM THIS POCKET
PLEASE

UNIVERSITY OF

Relig.
Theol.

TORONTO

LIBRARY

Conybeare, W. D.
Inaugural Address

M

